
 
 
  



 



 
Preface 

 
Just over a year ago, as COVID-19 was causing severe concern 
to the Italian authorities, the decision was made to send the 
seminarians of the Pontifical Scots College back to Scotland 
before travel might become impossible. Just four days after 
men left, Italy began a national lockdown, the first in Europe. 
As one of the men headed out the door, he commented that this 
was the ‘third exile’ and perhaps deserved a new window to 
add to the history of the College.  
 
The existing stained-glass windows in the entrance to the 
Chapel and the stairs to the Organ Loft trace the story of the 
history of the Church in Scotland and of the little bit of Scotland 
in Rome that is the College. They feature some of the great 
figures of the Nation and the College over the centuries. 
Among the figures that form part of that story are the two 
longest serving rectors, Rev. Paul McPherson and Rev. 
William Clapperton, both of whom were forced to flee the city 
and the College with some of the students as war loomed. Both 
served for over thirty years and their contribution to the city 
and the College was immense. They represent part of the long 
history of ties between the City of the Apostles and Caledonia.  
 
One tie between Scotland and Rome that continues and must 
be one of the longest individual sojourns of a Scot here in the 
Eternal City is that of Mgr. Charles Burns OBE. The last two 
editions of the College Magazine featured his account of the 
first two of the sixty-three years he has spent here, firstly as a 



post-graduate student in the College, then in the service of the 
Vatican Archives. For all those years, Mgr. Burns has remained 
close to the College and the many seminarians and priests that 
he has seen come and go over that time. While he might not 
feature in any of the windows, he was part of the group that 
worked on their design for the new College building. Perhaps 
given his contribution to the life of the College, it should be 
him rather than the ‘third exile’ that features in any new 
window. 
 
The exile last year not only interrupted the Academic Year here 
in Rome, but as Scotland like most of the world entered its own 
lockdown, it was not possible to publish the College Magazine. 
This year too it will not be possible to produce a full edition. 
Rather than stop the story of Mgr. Burns’ first four years, we 
have decided to continue the story in a different format by 
collecting all his articles and publishing them together along 
with some photographs that we have sourced from our own 
archive. We hope that this little collection will appeal to those 
who read the first two years and to those who missed that 
opportunity, but who will now be able to journey down 
memory lane with Mgr. Burns. 
 
I would like to thank Mgr. Burns for the time he gave to writing 
these articles and for his patience in waiting to see them made 
available to others. 
  
Fr Daniel Fitzpatrick 
Rector, Pontifical Scots College 

  



 



 
FOUR UNFORGETTABLE YEARS 1957 – 1961. 
 
“Think of the rock from which you were cut, and of the quarry 
from which you were hewn” Isaiah 51. 
 

First Year: 
ANNO DOMINI MDCMLVII 

OCTOBER - DECEMBER 
 
It was a crisp morning when my mother accompanied me from 
our home in Clarkston to the top of Buchanan Street in 
Glasgow, where we were joined by Edmund, my elder brother, 
who had come simply to say cheerio. This was the designated 
rendezvous for passengers departing on Royal Dutch Airlines: 
a special coach conveyed them to Prestwick international 
airport. KLM was the only company with a direct flight from 
Scotland to Rome, so that explains the choice that Saturday, 12 
October, in order to arrive for the start of the new academic 
year. My mother came with me to the airport, and we then said 
the first of our “good-byes”, not thinking that the rest of our 
lives would be punctuated by many sometimes-tearful 
departures. 
 
Earlier in the summer, on the feast of the Apostles Peter and 
Paul, Bishop James Black (+1968) had ordained me to the 
Priesthood in St. Mirin’s cathedral for the diocese of Paisley. 
Canonically still under-age for ordination, Pope Pius XII had 
granted a dispensation, however on condition that I be sent for 
higher studies. The Bishop asked me to agree to this plan. The 
previous evening Father David McRoberts (+1978), professor 
of Church History at Kilmahew, had forewarned me of this, 



leaving me no choice, but to say yes, and that explains why I 
was aboard that KLM flight destined for the Eternal City. 
 

The flight was direct, 
but with leisurely 
intervals for meals at 
Amsterdam, Zurich, 
and Milan, and a late 
arrival at Rome-
Ciampino, (the airport 
at Fiumicino being still 
a thing of the future). 

 
Boarding the plane at Amsterdam, the hostess greeted each 
passenger with a smiling “Guten fahrt”. In the restaurant at 
Zurich, a fellow diner replied to the sommelier with a casual 
“Rot wein, bitte”, leaving me gulping for the appropriate 
answer. Already I felt myself being absorbed by continental 
Europe! 
 
In contrast with the crisp climate of Scotland, the atmosphere 
upon arrival at Ciampino was stifling. That discomfort was 
soon dispelled as the driver of the courtesy bus drove along the 
Via Appia at break-neck speed and finally deposited me with 
my case at Piazza Barberini, by then almost midnight. 
Foreseeing that the late hour of my arrival would entail 
requesting that the College be kept open, I had arranged instead 
for a room in the Anglo-American hotel in Via delle Quattro 
Fontane. 
 
From the hotel window there was a panoramic view of the 
impressive façade of the Pontifical Scots College situated 
immediately opposite. I stared at it in wonder. For the 



immediate future this would be my home. What no one realised 
was that this was a different planet for me and that day I had 
taken a step in my life equivalent to man’s first step on the 
moon! 
 
As there was no sign of life across the street early on Sunday 
morning, I strolled up to the intersection of the Via Quattro 
Fontane with the Via Quattro Novembre, to the charming little 
church of San Carlino and celebrated my first Mass in Rome at 
a side-altar there – ad Deum qui laetificat iuventutem meam. 
 
Later at an appropriate hour of the forenoon with some 
trepidation I presented myself at the College and asked to be 
received by the rector. 
 
The rector was none other 
than Monsignor William R. 
Clapperton (+1969), an 
almost institutional figure in 
the Scottish Catholic 
community, having been in 
charge of this prestigious 
national institution for 
almost four decades, first as 
Vice-Rector from 1914 until 
1922, and subsequently as 
Rector until 1960, as well as 
acting officially as 
plenipotentiary procurator for the Scottish Hierarchy with the 
Vatican authorities, in an age when an international telephone 
call was a rarity. 
 



After a brief moment of introduction and a word of welcome, 
now into his seventy-second year, without further ceremony, 
he allocated a room on the top floor and instructed a young 
Italian cameriere to escort me and take care of my luggage. 
 
Apart from the rector, the faculty consisted of Fr. John Gogarty 
(+1986), vice-rector, known disparagingly as “Bo-Bo”; Fr. 
Hugh McEwan (+1989), tutor; and Fr. Matthew Kinsella 
(+2009), spiritual director. Like myself, he was a priest of 
Paisley diocese and a close personal friend of Fr. David 
McRoberts (+1978), my former professor at Cardross: he gave 
me a warm, encouraging welcome. Obviously, DMcR had put 
in a good word for me and indeed he had been instrumental in 
influencing the bishop’s decision to send me to Rome. 
 
Admission was to the ranks of the post-graduates. My fellows 
were Fr. James Foley (+2015) of the diocese of Motherwell, 
already inscribed in the courses at the Pontifical Biblical 
Institute; Fr. Diarmid Crowley (+1982) of the diocese of 
Galloway; Fr. Basil O’Sullivan of the diocese of Dunkeld; and 
Fr. Alexander Bremner (+2002) of the archdiocese of Saint 
Andrews and Edinburgh, all about to commence the licentiate 
course in the faculty of Canon Law at the Pontifical Gregorian 
University; finally myself, to be inscribed there in the faculty 
of Church History. 
 
Jim and Diarmid were ex-alumni of the College and familiar 
with the regime and the surroundings. Basil had been trained in 
Ireland, Alex at the Royal Scots College in Valladolid, and 
myself at Saint Peter’s College at Cardross in sylvan west 
Dunbartonshire.  We three were green-horns. The change was 
quite a cultural shock for me. 
 



The under-graduate community numbered thirty-nine, 
unevenly spread over seven years. Stephen Wynne was decano 
and James Morrow (+2010) sub-decano. Similarly, in Third 
Theology there were only two students: Mario Conti (destined 
to become Bishop of Aberdeen 1977-2002, then Archbishop of 
Glasgow 2002-2012),  and succeeded by Peter Moran (Bishop 
of Aberdeen (2003-2011). Second Theology was better stacked 
with Vincent Moffat, Kenneth McLaughlan (+2006), Walter 
Scott (+2013), William Anderson (+2018), and James 
Cunningham. First Year Theology had several exceptional 
exponents: William Harkins (+2015),   Maurice Ward (+2004), 
Lawrence McMahon (+2010), Hugh McEwan (College Vice-
Rector +1995),  Michael Moore, James McGhee (+2017), and 
George Donaldson. The ‘Philosophers’ were strongly 
represented. In Third Year Philosophy: Thomas Malloy, 
George Gillespie, John Casey, William McDade, Ronald 
Williamson, John McIntyre (College Rector), Robert Hendrie, 
Lawrence Jamieson (College Tutor +1995), Michael Keating, 
and Colman McGrath (+2016).  Second Year Philosophy was 
comprised: Sean O’Kelly (College Rector, +1981), Hugh 



Boyle (+2014), Charles Boyle, Albert Laisnez, Eamon Friel, 
and John Fitzsimmons (College Rector, +2008). Lastly, but by 
no means least, First Year Philosophy: Vincent O’Neill, 
Edward Gallagher (+1998), John Slavin, Desmond McAllister, 
Patrick Fitzpatrick, Noel Colford, and Joseph Fitzpatrick. 
 
Not all reached the Priesthood, but we benefitted from their 
friendship during the years that they belonged to the 
community and shared their talents with us. 
 
For reasons that it has not been possible to ascertain, the last 
‘intake’ of under-graduates provoked the angry retort from the 
Vice-Rector, the irritable John Gogarty: “You are all just little 
beasts”. That secured for them the collective nomenclature 
‘The Wee Beasts’, which will endure with them unto eternity. 
 
The academic year began the following 16th October with an 
inaugural Mass in the monumental church of S. Ignazio, 
adjacent to the original Roman College, founded by St. Ignatius 
of Loyola and still regarded as the university church of the 
Gregorian. The setting could not have been more impressive, 
row upon row of distinguished Jesuit professors, the central 
nave and aisles packed with thousands of seminarians from 
every corner of the globe, - and all ad majorem Dei gloriam. It 
was an inspiring, up-
lifting introduction to 
my new campus. 
 
 



Life in earnest at “the Greg” 
began with the early morning 
walk from the College, down the 
infamous Via Rasella, crossing 
the Via del Traforo to Via del 
Lavatore and onwards as far as 
the Trevi Fountain, then sharp 
left along Via dei Lucchesi till 
we reached the Piazza della Pilotta and the impressive entrance 
to the university and the spaceous Aula Magna beyond. 
 
My future was in the faculty of Church History at the feet of 
lecturers of international repute: Fr. Vincenzo Monachino was 
the dean; Fr. Robert Leiber, Fr. Joseph Grisar, Fr. Luwig von 
Hertling, Fr. Riccardo Villoslada, Fr. Frederick Kempf, Fr. 
Engelbert Kirschbaum, Fr. Paul Simon. Fr. Paul Droulers, Fr. 
Piet Huizing, Fr. Paul Rabikauskas, Fr. Felix Litva,  Fr. Felix 
Diaz de Cerio were the professors. 
 
The lecture halls of Church History and the specialized library 
were situated on the third floor, alongside those of Philosophy. 
Dogmatic Theology and Canon Law occupied the two main 
floors below. 
 
Classes began at 8.30 am or were supposed to begin then. In 
Church History we (about thirty of us) waited expectantly for 
the first professor. Eventually, after a noteable delay, Fr. Leiber 
entered, a small elderly, wizened, amost a pocket-edition of a 
Jesuit, completely out of breath and speaking haltingly with 
obvious difficulty. Reverendissimi Domni, he began in Latin, 
excusationem peto a vobis omnibus…for arriving late. 
 



What we did not know (or suspect) then, was that he was the 
closest collaborator of Pope Pius XII and had served him from 
the time when Monsignor Pacelli was papal nuncio in Munich 
and Berlin, later as Cardinal Secretary of State, and now as 
Supreme Pontiff. The last person with whom he had spoken 
that morning, before coming to us, was with the Supreme 
Pontiff in person, who had postponed his re-entry to the 
Vatican and was still at Castelgandolfo. 
 
Fr. Leiber declined the use of an official Vatican limosine, so 
he had to come down the hill from the Villa Pontificia to the 
local railway station on foot, board a crowded regional train to 
the Stazione Termini, come from there by public transport to 
Piazza Venezia, and arrive late by lift on the third floor of the 
university huffing and puffing, full of apologies – 
Reverendissimi! Wow! 
 
Everything was in Latin, which was a challenge for me. 
Especially confusion about dates: anno millesimo 
quingentesimo octuagesimo tertio – 1583 – which the lecturers 
to make it easy immediately translated into Italian – anno mille 
cinquecento ottanta tre – and that only increased my confusion. 
 
There was a long weekend at the beginning of November: 
Halloween was on a Thursday, a day always exempt from 
lectures, followed by All Saints, All Souls, and Sunday. The 
first time for me to experience a holiday ponte Italian style. On 
the afternoon of All Souls, as a family we visited the College 
tomb in the Campo Verano.  
Pie Iesu Domine, dona eis requiem. 
 
 



On the afternoon of Saturday, 9th November, Alex Bremner, 
Basil O’Sullivan, and myself attended Second Vespers of the 
Dedication of the Lateran Basilica of St. John. One of the 
Canons insisted that we be seated within the presbyterium in 
front of the stalls of the Chapter, present in full force. It was my 
introduction to the grand solemnity of the Latin Liturgy, and it 
made a deep impression. 
 

St. Andrew’s Day, however, was our 
principal national feastday and was 
observed with due liturgical solemnity 
by High Mass celebrated by the Rector 
in the College Chapel, followed later 
with generous hospitality by a festive 
lunch in the refectory, to which 
numerous distinguished guests, 
including Her Majesty’s Ambassador to 
the Italian Republic, the British Minister 
and Plenipotentiary to the Holy See, the 

rectors of sister colleges and many prominent ecclesiastics and 
religious of the British community. John Archibald, under-
graduate Scottish burser for the archdiocese of Saint Andrews 
and Edinburgh at the Pontificio Collegio Urbano ‘de 
Propaganda Fide’ was numbered among them, so there was a 
happy reunion with Alex Bremner and myself, as all three had 
all been in the same form at Blairs, but dispersed since 1951. 
 
 
 



Early in December the milder 
autumn season changed to winter. 
Despite the bitterly cold wind, 
Mario and myself set off on a 
‘mystery (for me) tour’ to celebate 
my birthday, on 9th December. 
First, he brought me to the 
beautiful basilica of the Ara Coeli, 
perched at the top of a formidable 
medieval staircase of 122 steep steps. 
 
In the Holy Year 1950, a first-year philosophy student of the 
Venerable English College, acting as guide to a busload of 
devout pilgrims, mistaking this flight of stairs for the Scala 
Sancta near the Lateran, ordered them all off the bus and ascend 
on their knees! “Rum lot these inglesi” was probably the 
comment of the local Romans. Many years later, when Vice-
Rector of the Venerabile, Monsignor Jack Brewer 
(subsequently Bishop of Lancaster), recounted this felix culpa 
to me at first hand – with much pleasure. 
 
With a little effort on our part, Mario and myself climbed these 
steps on foot and were rewarded with the sight of the 
magnificent interior of this church, dedicated to our Blessed 
Lady, with a perpetual nativity crib near the entrance and the 
much-venerated Bambino Gesù, resplendently decked with 
jewelery and votive offerings, some of considerable intrinsic 
value. The statue itself was only of carved wood, but 
traditionally from a tree in the Garden of Gethsemane. Each 
New Year, on the Epiphany it was carried in procession to the 
head of the staircase and raised in blessing over the city of 
Rome, where it was venerated with authentic devotion. Alas, in 
1994 it was stolen and has never been recovered. 



From there it was only two steps 
to the Campidoglio, the 
municipal centre of Rome, with 
adjacent palaces forming a 
splendid architectural complex 
and all to the design of 
Michelangelo. The ancient 
classical equestrian statue of the 
Roman emperor Marcus 
Aurelius occupies a dominent 
position at the centre of the 

geometric pavement. On descending the renaissance 
cordonata, we had a tangible proof of the temperature – the jets 
of water from the mouths of the two little lions at the base of 
the stairs had frozen! 
 
Our route took us to yet 
another fountain, that of the 
Fontana delle Tartarughe, in 
Piazza Mattei, probably by 
public acclaim the most 
delightful in Rome. The lithe 
bodies of the four bronze 
youths were sheathed in ice 
and looked as though they had 
stepped out wearing only their 
bedlinen! 
 
Continuing down the Via Giulia, the elegant main street of 
renaissance Rome, we noticed what at one time had been a 
coat-of-arms on the façade of an old palazzo. It was badly in 
need of repair and revealed that a glazed earthenware chamber 
pot had provided the bulbous shape for the papal tiara. 



This fascinating excursion ended with bacon and eggs in the 
American style California restaurant in Via Bissolatti. 

 
Christmas was spent in the College. 
Nothing extraordinary, but never a 
dull moment. Obviously, over to the 
Vatican in the forenoon to receive the 
Apostolic Blessing “Urbi et Orbi”, 
imparted by His Holiness Pope Pius 
XII from the loggia centrale of St. 
Peter’s Patriarchal Basilica. Followed 
by a festive lunch back at base. 
 

The College production of a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta for 
that year was ‘The Gondoliers’. Well-acted, with talented 
soloists and very rousing choruses, much applauded by 
superiors and community alike, by the many guests from sister-
colleges, especially by our Irish brethren, who were vociferous 
in their appreciation. Backstage Mario and myself had fun 
creating the scenery of Venice, a city which I had not yet seen. 
 
This was the season for visiting the fabulous cribs, elaborate 
beyond anything seen in our parishes at home, veritable feats 
of ingenuity and imagination, the various churches vying with 
one another for originality. In the basilica of San Marcello al 
Corso, the nativity scene varied from one year to another, 
reconstructing in turn different quarters of the City, long 
changed, or by now completely disappeared – Roma sparita. 
Fantastic! 
 
But it was the sound of the shepherd-pipers that has remained 
most in my memory, never having heard anything comparable 
beforehand, though somewhat similar to the bagpipes, but so 



evocative, so haunting, so joyful, so characteristic of all that the 
holy season is meant to represent. The melodious strains of 
their traditional airs pervaded the city centre as they strolled 
from street to street. And a visit to the stalls in Piazza Navona 
was obligatory. 
 
The bitterly cold weather persisted over the holiday period, so 
I found my recently tailored zimarra of exceptional comfort 
when studying. This had been put to music in a college ditty: 
 
I don’t want no papal Tiara, 
nor a cardinal’s Hat on my head: 
just wrap me in my Zimarra 
and put my Zimarra to bed! 
 
  



ANNO DOMINI MDCMLVIII 
JANUARY - JUNE 

 
Wakened early in the morning to the sound of urban sweepers 
clearing away the debris of broken crockery and glass that 
littered the streets from the previous night’s noisy celebration 
bringing in the New Year. 
 
James Morrow occupied the room immediately adjacent to my 
own. He had fallen victim to virulent influenza and was forced 
to keep to his bed during the holidays. Recently he had been 
ordained to the diaconate for the diocese of Paisley, so out of a 
spirit of cameraderie, I decided to ‘first-foot’ him immediately 
after breakfast armed with a huge slice of black-bun and a large 
glass brim-full of sweet marsala wine as New Year offerings. 
He appeared clearly delighted at my thoughtfulness and 
clutched them gleefully, only to be dashed a second later. There 
was a knock at the door and entered the Boss obviously inspired 
by the same magnanimous thought as myself. He took one look 
at me and “Oh”, he said, “either you should not be here, or I 
should not be here, but I think you should go now and leave me 
with Mr. Morrow”! So be it, I complied, and escaped 
unscathed. 
 
The introductorium. This was my first exam at the Greg. It was 
peculiar to the faculty of Church History, a preliminary 
assessment of how well the students were assimilating the 
lectures. It was an oral exam, conducted before a panel of four 
professors, and was the first meeting on a purely personal one-
to-one basis, so rather daunting. The dean of the faculty, Fr. 
Vincenzo Monachino, presided: Professors Robert Leiber, 
Frederich Kempf, and Riccardo Villoslada formed the panel 
with him. 



 
Father Leiber opened with the question: Where can one find the 
names of all the archbishops of London? For a moment I was 
bemused: was this a trick question? Hesitatingly I explained 
that there were no archbishops of London, as London was a 
diocese of the Anglican Communion. The Roman Catholic 
archbishops all belonged to the archdiocese of Westminster! 
What a lapsus on the part of the famous Robert Leiber. The 
other members of the panel greeted his embarrassment with 
peals of laughter, and he too smiled at his own mistake. 
 
But he returned to the question: Where would one find the 
names of the archbishops of Westminster? At this juncture, all 
I could think of was the monumental list on the wall of the 
cathedral near the side entrance below the tower. This answer 
also provoked smiles, it was not what was expected, but it was 
not inaccurate and clearly was not intended as evasive. The 
correct answer to his question was: in the Hierarchia Catholica 
Medii et Recentioris Aevi, except for the fact that the relevant 
volume was not published until 1979! As far as the panel was 
concerned, the introductorium was over and I had passed with 
flying colours. That encounter endeared me to the faculty in the 
months to come. 
 
Many years later, Fr. Villoslada confided that at the first sight 
of me in class he asked: Es ne anglus? To which I replied: 
Numquam, numquam Scotus sum! He warned his colleagues 
that that giovanotto was hyper-sensitive about his nationality! 
 
Easter fell early that year, on 6th April, so Lent began with the 
century’s old ritual of imposition of the ashes on Ash 
Wednesday, 19th February, - Memento homo quia pulvis es, et 
in pulverem reverteris. The novelty was that for the first time 



in my life I had the Station Churches to do for Lent. This was 
an opportunity not to be missed. Already familiar with the 
history of this Roman liturgical tradition as a seminarian with 
my Saint Andrew’s Daily Missal as my guide, now at the heart 
of the Eternal City I was surrounded by these famous basilicas 
and titular churches. So, every afternoon was spent visiting the 
basilica or church designated for that daily liturgical statio. 
Many other students, especially from the North American 
College, had the same idea as myself and these Lenten 
encounters led to other fleeting friendships. 
 
The condemnation of Bishop Pietro Fiordelli of Prato would 
not have come to my attention were it not for a personal 
incident in no way related to his cause celebre.  
 
It came about in this way. Jim Foley also had fallen victim to 
the flu epidemic and was confined to his room so as not to 
spread contagion. In the unlikely eventuality of visitors calling 
unannounced, he asked me to be ready to receive them politely, 
apologise on his behalf, promise to convey their good wishes, 
then to send them away firmly, and on no account allow them 
to come upstairs to his room. 
 
One afternoon the porter announced that just such a visitor was 
in the waiting room, asking to be received by Father Foley, 
would I come into action and explain why the augusto infermo 
could not be visited. That made the caller all the more desirous 
of coming to the bedside to comfort and solace the patient in 
person, he insisted and would not take no for an answer! Not 
from me. 
 
This was a young talented Dutch seminarian, completing his 
theological training at the Collegio Capranica, the apex in 



excelsis of the elite 
ecclesiastical institutions 
of Rome. He was the 
youngest son of Piet 
Kasteel, the former 
courageous personal 
secretary of the Dutch 
prime minister in exile 
during the Nazi 
occupation of Holland. 
 
In London his father had 
formed a friendship with 
Monsignor James 

Donald Scanlan, chancellor of the Archdiocese of Westminster, 
later Bishop of Dunkeld and subsequently Bishop of 
Motherwell. 
 
The young Karel Kasteel had spent some of his summer 
vacation, in 1957, in Scotland, and James Foley, a scozzese 
recently ordained for the Diocese of Motherwell, had been 
deputed by his Bishop to accompany and entertain the guest 
from the Continent, in other words, take him off his hands. 
 
Mindful of that hospitality, Karel had simply wished to renew 
the acquaintanceship and departed only after receiving an 
assurance that Jim accepted his pressing invitation to visit the 
Capranica for afternoon tea. Left alone, Jim would gladly have 
murdered me. 
 
In due time, however, Jim returned the visit, but insisted on 
being accompaned to the afternoon tea. We discovered that 
there was another guest, William Walton Hannah (+1966), a 



distinguished late-vocation, resident at the Beda College, full 
of the joie de vivre and very loquacious, ready to comment 
sarcastically on anything in the Catholic Church that moved 
and leaving no bishop unstoned. Formerly an Anglican 
clergyman, he questioned the compatibility of a Christian being 
also a Freemason, which deeply offended King George VI, 
Archbishop Geoffrey Fisher of Canterbury, and many Anglican 
clerics took umbrage. Hannah left England for Canada and was 
ordained to the Priesthood before his death. 
 
But Karel’s attention was not on his guests!  Earlier that day, 
1st March, the Tribunal of Florence had ruled against 
Monsignor Fiordelli, a dynamic young bishop, who, in total 
conformity wìth canon law and the clauses of the Concordat, 
had denounced as public sinners in a pastoral letter to his 
diocese a newly married couple of non-practicing Italian 
Catholics, affiliated indeed with the Communist party, who had 
dared to flaunt their civil union by being photographed as 
newly-weds on the steps of his cathedral. 
 
The bishop acted within his legal rights, but all the Furies were 
unleashed against the Church and the matter went to court at a 
time of national political turmoil. The condemnation of the 
bishop for unlawful denigration provoked a cataclysm in the 
Vatican. The Pope cancelled the solemn cappella papale to 
celebrate the anniversary of his election to the pontificate, 
observed annually on 12th March. The Cardinals resident in 
Rome converged on the Alma Collegio Capranica in the late 
afternoon to deliberate quid facendum? Our distracted host 
desperately desired to be party to their confabulations. It was 
the only occasion for me to set foot within the walls of that 
hallowed institution, but it has remained locked in my memory. 



Months later the Bishop of Prato was exonerated when a court 
of appeal reversed the original decision. 
 
The Italian political General Election of that month, which had 
so over-shadowed the first verdict in the Fiordelli case, had 
another knock-on effect that strangely affected my own life. 
Voting could only be done in the place of original registration, 
which set in motion half the population of Italy. The religious 
Sisters entrusted with the domestic arrangements of the 
Collegio San Colombano, in Corso Trieste, all returned to their 
mother house somewhere in the far north, leaving the 
international missionary community to fend for itself for a few 
days. Two of my classmates in Church History were resident 
guests, Tommy Boland from Brisbane in Australia, and Seamus 
Creighton from Sligo in Erin’s green isle. They invited me to 
lunch, the first invitation to dine out of the College since my 
arrival in Rome, and permission from the Rector was dutifully 
obtained. 
 
We met at the corner of the Piazza Barberini and strolled up the 
Via Sistina in the direction of the Spanish Steps, then down to 
Via della Croce, where a group of about fifteen Priests had 
gathered outside the famous Birreria Viennese, waiting for us 
to arrive. We headed upstairs to the upper dining room, where 
tables had been reserved, and a fabulous lunch followed. There 
had been no time beforehand for introductions, though clearly, 
I was seated at the right hand of the leader, presumably the 
senior of the group. He was very friendly, and I felt completely 
at ease. At one point he turned to me and asked: “How is Old 
Clap?” Without hestitation I replied: “Much worse, thank you!” 
This retort provoked outbursts of laughter that nearly brought 
the house down. Only then did it dawn upon me that the leader 
was in fact the superior of the Columbans, Fr. Thomas 



Hannihoe, a great admirer and friend of Monsignor Clapperton, 
who was much his senior, and by then the doyen of the Roman 
rectors. He enjoyed it and it endeared me to him. There was an 
open invitation to their house on Corso Trieste and I was a 
frequent guest at supper in the years to come. 
 
In time this led to numerous friendships, including Archbishop 
John Dooley (+1997), Apostolic Delegate in Hanoi, expelled 
from Indochina by the Communist regime, together with his 
secretary, the irrepressible Fr. Terry O’Driscoll, and post-
graduates like myself, all missionaries, Frank O’Leary, Pat 
Kelly, from Ireland, Peter Wilkinson, Barry Fitzgerald, from 
Australia, and Garry Coburn, from New Zealand. Their 
example and friendship opened my horizons immensely and I 
bless their memory. 
 
There was a tradition that the college 
community went on a gita each year 
sometime in early spring. In 1958 the 
destination was Orvieto, and no better 
choice than that. The coach brought 
us from the Quattro Fontane to piazza 
del Popolo, then through the Porta 
Flaminia and onwards along the 
consular Via Flaminia leading north from the City. 
 



This was my first venture 
out of Rome. What an 
impression the modern 
bridge across the Tiber 
made upon me, its 
ornamental columns 
soaring imperiously high 
into the sky. Apart from a 
few modest houses in the 
suburb of Ponte Milvio, 

the countryside opened before us immediately as we headed 
towards La Storta and Viterbo along the Via Cassia. Who 
would ever have thought that within only a few years the 
College would be transferred to a new site on the road along 
which we were passing? 
 
A first halt was made at Montefiascone, where memories of the 
royal Stewarts abound, it being the place of the marriage of 
King James III to the Polish princess, Maria Clementina 
Sobieska in the cathedral, in 1719, which they later richly 
endowed. Our interest, however, was not the ornate altar frontal 
– antependium – (a national treasure), but the more famous 
local white wine Est, Est, Est and the legend of the itinerant 
German bishop and his manservant. 
 
Now only a few kilometres distant from our destination, we 
approached Orvieto from the highroad on the south. Suddenly 
the whole medieval complex was spread before our eyes 
occupying the high escarpment on which it has been built, the 
façade of the duomo shimmering in the sunlight, reigning above 
all the other edifices and palaces. 
 



What a sight! One that has never lost its charm after all these 
years. The nearer we got to it, the greater our astonishment. 
This cathedral is almost beyond belief, beyond imagining, 
incredibly majestic, arguably the most beautiful in Italy. The 
black basalt-and-white marble striped interior was no less 
surprising than the exterior, with the richly frescoed chapel of 
the Corporale, venerated within its elaborate medieval silver 
reliquary, recounting graphically the Eucharistic incident of 
Bolsena. 
 
One might say that we were already intoxicated with culture at 
Orvieto, but the feast did not end there! A delicious pranzo 
followed in an excellent trattoria, and neophytes like myself 
were introduced to the local white wine, understandably 
exalted by gourmets the world over – and de gustibus non est 
disputandum. Thoroughly refreshed by the outing, we returned 
to our normal daily routine the following morning. 
 
The faculty of Church History also organised an annual “gita”, 
obviously with greater emphasis on academic, cultural 
interests, but not least to foster a sense of brotherhood among 
the post-graduates, drawn from all the nations – Orbis in Urbe. 
Spread over three days that spring, it included a very wide 
range of guided visits to sites of extraordinary importance. The 
programme began with a brief visit to the church of S. Maria 
della Consolazione, on the outskirts of Todi in Umbria, one of 
the most harmonious works of the Renaissance, attributed to 
Bramante, its construction was begun in 1508, and concluded a 
century later with the addition of the cupola; onwards to the 
ducal palace at Urbino, erected in 1447, and birthplace of the 
artist Raffaello Sanzio in 1483; and then to our final destination 
Ravenna, where we were accommodated in the economic 
foresteria of the Capuchin friars. Six of us, including Prof. 



Felix Litva, shared a small dormitory. Despite the inevitable 
risk of disturbance from the ubiquitous zanzare, the window 
was kept open all night. 
 
Our visit coincided with an exceptional moment in the 
restoration of the mosaics, damaged during the Second World 
War, but fortunately left intact, although precariously detached 
from their sustaining walls. Many portions had been removed 
cautiously from their original position and were lined 
temporarily, like so many canvases, along the naves of the 
respective basilicas. This allowed for inspection from close 
quarters, the first time in the many centuries since their original 
emplacement high above the columns of these churches. 
 
The architect entrusted with their restoration came specially 
from Milan to explain to us the full significance of the mosaic 
cycles and the challenges presented by their urgent need of 
consolidation. 
 
We spent a day visiting all the major sites. This is not the place 
to repeat, even in synthesis, what is described so accurately in 
the volume dedicated to Emilia Romagna of the Touring Club 
Italiano series, especially the basilica of San Vitale, the 
Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, S. Appolinare Nuovo, and S. 
Appolinare in Classe, or of the emotions we as a group 
experienced. Suffice to say that standing between the 
impressive mosaic of the Emperor Justinian surrounded by the 
imperial court, his officers, and priests, on one side, and the 
corresponding mosaic of the Empress Theodosia with her 
entourage of ministers and matrons, on the other, mentally I felt 
that I was touching the very apex of Byzantine art and culture 
with my little finger, - plus ultra does not exist. 
 



Such was the success 
of exhibiting those 
mosaics at eye level 
that before returning 
them to their original 
location, the entire 
collection was 
transported to Palazzo 
San Marco, at the 
heart of Rome, to 
allow a vaster public 
to admire them from 

close quarters and share what had been our extraordinary 
privilege at Ravenna. Thanks to our dean and faculty! 
 
The archbishop offered us pranzo at his residence: this is the 
only meal that I can recall, so it must have been delicious. 
Exceptionally, we visited the oratory dedicated to St. Andrew 
with its ancient mosaics, then in use as his domestic chapel. 
 
The following morning, before leaving Ravenna behind, a brief 
halt was made at the tempietto that houses the sepulchre of 
Dante Alighieri, to doff our caps to his immortal memory. Then 
southwards to Rimini. 
 
At Rimini the main attraction was the Tempio Malatestiana, 
again one of the most acclaimed monuments of Italian 
renaissance architecture, even though the façade has remained 
incomplete. Another short pause was made at Perugia merely 
for a glance at the cathedral, the Fontana Maggiore, and the 
historic centre. Then home to Rome. What a lot had been 
packed into those three days, all carefully calculated and 
organised for our benefit. 



 
On 1st May, in brilliant sunshine, Pope Pius XII received 
thousands of Italian workers in Audience in Piazza San Pietro 
for the feast of St. Joseph the Worker of recent institution, a 
substitute for Labour Day, the left-wing Socialist secular 
festival. His Holiness was carried aloft in the sedia gestatoria 
through their midst, imparting his Blessing to right and to left, 
such a noble, dignified, aesthetic figure. Fortunately, I managed 
to be close to the barrier and had an unobstructed view as he 
passed. This was the last occasion on which I saw him alive: he 
died at Castel Gandolfo on 9th October following. That memory 
will remain with me forever. 
 
These moments of leisure and relaxation were distributed 
between periods of hard slogging. The daily routine of lectures, 
the hours of private study in one’s room, the times of 
community prayer, of meals in the refectory, the occasional 
cappuccino in a bar, or a cool beer in Albrecht’s, that was what 
was normal. An account of our stewardship had to be rendered 
at the end of term, in the month of June. 
 
One broilingly hot afternoon, it was my turn to present myself 
for an oral exam on Christian Archaeology, at 15,30 – hora 
pessima cum dimidio! Prof. Kirschbaum greeted me in English 
with the friendly question: Are you cooking well? Taking him 
literally at his word, I replied: Yes, Father, indeed I’m cooking 
very well. Somehow, however, we managed to survive. 
 
Things did not go so smoothly with the oral exam on the history 
of Canonical Institutions. The avviso on the board reserved to 
the Church History faculty indicated aula 30 as the room for 
the exam, tucked away somewhere beyond the stacks of the 
main Library and not easily accessible. I got there in good time 



for my own interrogation, but was not there to see the previous 
candidate come out or the next one go in. There was no sound 
from inside, but I did not dare putting my ear to the door and 
risk being accused of eavesdropping. When my time came, I 
knocked gently and opened the door: the room was empty! 
Panic stations. Returning to the main building and enquiring 
from the general secretariate, the matter was clarified: in error 
aula 30 had been printed instead of Aula XXX in the faculty of 
Canon Law. 
 
Meantime the decano, Fr. Piet Huizing had been waiting 
furiously for the candidates, who either turned up late, like 
myself, or did not present themselves at all, and never in 
alphabetical order. He signed my libellus and flung it back 
across the desk. I remember nothing about the exam as such. 
He awarded me sufficit, the lowest mark attained in my four 
years at the university. My classmates at the Lombard College, 
including Don Roberto Amadei (a future Bishop of Brescia 
+2009), had all received similar treatment, but made a formal 
protest, requesting a repeat of the examination. I preferred to 
keep my head below the parapet. 

 
By now the month 
was well advanced 
and it was appropriate 
that the first 
anniversary of my 
ordination be 
celebrated in Rome 
on the feast of the 
Blessed Apostles 
Peter and Paul. Early 

that morning Mario accompanied me to the Vatican and 



assisted at Holy Mass, which I was privileged to celebrate at 
the Altar of the Chair, beneath Bernini’s splendid bronze 
apotheosis of the Holy Spirit. Departed by train around noon 
destination Caledonia stern and wild, on a welcome, well-
earned vacation, my first year as a post-graduate at the 
Pontifical Scots College happily accomplished. 
  



 



FOUR UNFORGETTABLE YEARS 1957 – 1961 
 
Monsignor Charles Burns continues his refection on his four 
years in the College, in the second part of his four-part article 
celebrating his 60th anniversary  
 
“Think of the rock from which you were cut, and of the quarry 
from which you were hewn”. Isaiah 51 
 

Second Year: 
ANNO DOMINI MDCMLVIII 

OCTOBER - DECEMBER 
 
Archbishop James Donald Scanlan was a brilliant raconteur 
and he used his wide experience and acquaintance with people 
in high positions to enrich his repertoire of tales. He had some 
classic opening lines: “On one occasion when I was on the mole 
at Port Said with the Baroness Von Drockenstein…”, or “The 
last time I had lunch at the Palace of Westminster with Lord 
Abernethy…”. One evening 
in the salone, during a 
prolonged visit to the 
College, just about to narrate 
some incident or another, he 
prefaced his remarks with 
“Stop me if you have heard 
this before”. “Not for a 
fortnight”, muttered Father 
Kinsella audibly from the 
far end of the room! We all 
felt like running for our 
lives. 
 



Likewise, Canon James Foley was a born storyteller and could 
hold an audience in rapt attention until it dissolved in 
convulsive laughter. Occasionally he too prefaced his words 
with “Stop me if you have heard this before, I’ve now told it so 
many times that I’ve come to believe it myself!” Hopefully that 
will not be said about this account of my life in the College as 
a post-graduate. Domine, ad adjuvandum me festina! 
 
During the summer Father John Gogarty had been recalled and 
appointed parish priest of the parish of Our Lady of Fatima in 
Glasgow, and Father Hugh McEwan replaced him as Vice-
Rector. The position of Repetitore remained vacant until the 
appointment of Father James Foley, fresh from his sojourn in 
the Holy Land to complete his biblical studies at the Pontificio 
Istituto Biblico and warmly welcomed back to the College. 
 
After Ordination and graduation with the Licentiate in 
Theology, Father Steven Wynne and Father James Morrow had 
returned to pastoral commitments in our native Scotland. 
 
There were few other changes in the community, with the 
exception of the postgraduates, and third- and first-year 
philosophers: Diarmid Crowley, Basil O’Sullivan, Alexander 
Bremner, and myself, welcomed to our ranks Father Joseph 
Coyle, recently ordained from St Peter’s College, Cardross, for 
the Archdiocese of Glasgow, and duly inscribed in the Faculty 
of Theology at the Gregorian University. Joe had been a 
staunch friend of mine during the time spent together at 
Darlieth and Kilmahew, so I was delighted to resume where we 
had left off. Poor Joe, he felt acutely the lack of a golf-course, 
which had been one of the endearing features of Kilmahew and 
earned for the college the name Castelgonegolfo! 
 



The new decano was Mario Conti and Peter Moran the 
subdecano, the only students in top Theology. Third Year 
Theology: Vincent Moffat, Kenneth McLaughlan, Walter 
Scott, William Anderson, and James Cunningham; Second 
Theology: William Harkins, Maurice Ward, Lawrence 
McMahon, Hugh McEwan, James McGhee, and George 
Donaldson; First Theology: Thomas Malloy, George Gillespie, 
John Casey, William McDade, John McIntyre, Robert Hendrie, 
and Lawrence Jamieson. 
 
There was now a Third Year of Philosophers: Sean O’Kelly, 
Hugh Boyle, Charles Boyle, Albert Laisnez, Philip Mueller (a 
second seminarian from Edmonton), Eamon Friel, and John 
Fitsimmons; the ‘Little Beasts’ had all been promoted to 
Second Philosophy: Vincent O’Neill, Edward Gallagher, John 
Slavin, Desmond McAllister, Patrick Fitzpatrick, Noel 
Colford, and Joseph Fitzpatrick; only two newcommers to First 
Philosophy: John McGuire and Michael O’Neill, both 
candidates for the Diocese of Motherwell. 
 

  



Come October, the long summer vacation drew to an end and 
it was time to return to Rome in the company of my mother 
who wished to attend Mario Conti’s ordination to the 
Priesthood, at the end of the month. 
 
Two stops were planned along the way, first briefly at Leeds to 
say au revoir to my sister Milly, then to spend a few days at 
Pinner, in Middlesex, with my aunt and uncle. We intended 
travelling as lightly as possible and to facilitate this had decided 
to share a smaller case with only our essential overnight 
requirements. On the Saturday afternoon two larger pieces 
were deposited in the left luggage hold at Glasgow Central 
station, so as to be less encumbered the following morning, 
directly after celebrating a Sunday parish Mass at St. Joseph’s 
in Clarkston. The rail tickets had been purchased in advance. 
 
Fortunately, Edmund came to the train to wish us a safe journey 
and we occupied our reserved seats. All was going according 
to plan. Only minutes before departure, however, we 
remembered our deposited cases and he had to dash and reclaim 
them for us. What hassle: yet it was only ominous of what was 
to come. 
 
The intention was to stay overnight in a hotel beside the station 
in Leeds, in readiness for our departure for London on the 
Monday forenoon. On arrival, when Milly met us, it was 
obvious that something had gone wrong, as she bundled us and 
the luggage into her car, promising an explanation. There was 
no point in protesting. 
 
During the short journey to Seacroft Hospital she told us that 
the formidable senior matron, Nurse Shelley, an ardent 
Catholic, overhearing her phoning to make reservations, had 



interrupted the call and insisted that it was unthinkable that her 
mother and brother should not be guests of the hospital, and 
certainly not lodged in a commercial city hotel. She would 
make the necessary arrangements, Milly simply had to 
acquiesce. Apparently, so had we. 
 
Too many cooks spoil the broth. My mother was given a 
comfortable bedroom (complete with statue of our Blessed 
Lady on chest-of-drawers) in the nurses’ residence, but without 
reference to Milly, Nurse Shelley had phoned the local 
presbytery to arrange for me to stay there overnight. 
 
At this juncture our small, shared case became the problem. 
Extracting hurriedly pyjamas, electric razor, and breviary, and 
clutching them to my chest, Milly had the task of delivering me 
to St. Theresa’s. Certainly, the Canon and his housekeeper 
made me feel welcome, but, since there was no guest bedroom 
in the presbytery, they had tried to make the couch in the lounge 
as fit as possible for a night’s rest. Their parrot would have to 
share the room with me. To silence him from squawking in 
protest throughout the night, his cage was covered with a scarf 
and we simply had to settle down to cohabitation, though I was 
conscious of being the intruder. 
 
Meantime, by now fully aware of the disturbance Sister Shelley 
had caused for the parochial household, my sister returned to 
Seacroft, parked the car, but in her confused state of mind 
omitted to switch off the headlights. In the morning the battery 
was flat and the car would not start. She had to arrange for 
mother with our luggage to be taken to the parish house, while 
she herself returned urgently to the hospital to be on duty for 
the morning visitation of the wards. The celebration of Mass 
had begun, but only at the Gospel did I become aware of Milly 



gesticulating wildly at the back of the church, in a semiphore 
that only forbode possible further disaster, and a fond 
arrivederci. 
 
The housekeeper, Mrs Duffy, had prepared an ample fried 
breakfast for my mother and myself, perhaps motu proprio, or 
simply obeying the instructions of the Canon. I bless their 
memory still. One last request. Please would they phone for a 
taxi to take us to Leeds central station. What could be simpler 
than that? But one might as well have asked for the Taj Mahal 
on a tray – a hired cab was not available. As a last resort, the 
Canon contacted a parishioner who delivered milk locally and 
my mother and myself were driven at top speed in his van to 
the station, just in time to miss our connection to London. The 
milkman would not accept any remuneration. 
 
We had to let Aunt Nellie know about this change in our 
timetable. The next train was in a few hours, the express first 
class pullman service from York to the capital, so the rail 
tickets had to be adjusted at considerable expense, but we 
travelled in style. Poor Milly, how often my thoughts have 
returned to this episode, full of sympathy for what went 
completely out of her control, because of the best of intentions 
of Nurse Shelley. 
 
Not that the situation changed much for the better after we 
reached the haven of my aunt and uncle’s home in Pinner. The 
warmest of welcomes was guaranteed, but within a few days I 
began to feel unwell, indeed quite ill. The local doctor 
diagnosed an attack of mumps, a very unpleasant viral 
infection, but not life-threatening. He assured me that it was 
safe to travel in spite of this distressing indisposition, which 



would pass, though the journey by train might seem all the 
longer and more stressful than normal. 

 
On the afternoon 
of Thursday, 9th 
October, my 
mother and I were 
together in central 
London and from 
the evening 
edition of the 
newspapers read 
the headlines with 
the dramatic 

announcement that Pope Pius XII had died in the papal summer 
residence at Castelgandolfo in the early hours of that morning. 
Someone spread a copy with his photograph on the exit stairs 
at Eastcote metro station for commuters to tread on it. I 
retrieved it and spared it from further vilification. My mother 
was shocked. 
 
Would the Holy Father’s unexpected death affect the date of 
Mario’s ordination? We phoned Mrs Conti (whom I always 
recall with the greatest affection) in Birmingham and already 
she had been in contact with him, and the ceremony would go 
ahead as scheduled, and we need not alter our travel 
programme. 
 



We arrived at Roma 
Termini station in the 
evening hours, just as 
the Pope’s body was 
being brought from 
Castelgandolfo and 
escorted 
triumphantly across 
the City from the 
Lateran to the 
Vatican for the 
solemn novendiali, 
the nine days of 
official mourning. Led by a band of a hundred carabinieri, 
marching nine abreast, the funeral cortege took two hours to 
reach St. Peter’s basilica. 
 
We came by taxi from the station, first to the convent of the 
Sisters of Marie Réparatrice in Via dei Lucchesi, immediately 
adjacent to the Gregorian, where accommodation had been 
arranged so that my mother would be near at hand as soon as 
classes ended at the university. Onwards alone to the Via delle 
Quattro Fontane, and so, in an exceptional period of sede 
vacante, my second year as a post-graduate in the College 
began. 
 



Meantime the faithful 
came in their thousands to 
the Vatican to pay homage 
to the dead Pope as his 
body lay-in-state in the 
subdued light of St Peter’s 
basilica, placed on a raised 
catafalque for their 
veneration. The guard of 
honour was mounted by 
the Pontifical Noble Guard 
and the Swiss Guard. At an 
appropriate moment, I 
accompanied my mother 
and together we offered 
our final token of loyalty 
and respect. 

 
He looked very dead, almost gruesome, because the process of 
embalming had gone seriously wrong, and his corpse was 
disintegrating rapidly. The vestments in which it had been 
robed became horribly stained and had to be changed 
repeatedly over the past few days. A deathly stench pervaded 
the confessio, but that did not detract from the devotion of 
thousands as they filed past in a tribute of gratitude and 
affection for this great pontiff. It was as though he was granting 
a last Audience. Archbishop Gray and Bishop Black 
represented the Scottish Hierarchy at the final exequial Mass in 
St. Peter’s on 13th October. All generations should bless his 
memory. 
 
By now the mumps were at their peak with acute inflammation 
of the parotid glands, involving alarming swelling of my ears 



and neck, making me look like Humpty-Dumpty, or a close 
resemblance to Holbein’s portrait of Henry VIII at the 
monarch’s florid best, though minus the beard. My appearance, 
however, only mildly reflected my precarious state of health: I 
felt utterly depressed and miserable, almost incapable of 
movement without painful discomfort. Bishop Black visited 
me in my room and tried to instil some courage. 
 
Professor Giovanni Rocchi, the College physician, was 
summoned and eventually arrived, having been delayed 
because there was no space nearby to park his car. He 
diagnosed my condition as febbre romana and instructed the 
two college infirmarians to take special care and make sure that 
the patient remained confined to my room. Jim McGhee and 
Tom Molloy had been elected to that house office and I could 
not have been left in better hands. 
 
Especially Jim: he realised that my greatest concern was for my 
mother and he came to the rescue. Mario was absent on retreat 
in preparation for ordination. He contacted her at the convent 
and brought her to the College, where she commiserated and 
did all she could to comfort me. She bought me a new 
bedspread to make my surroundings look more cheerful. 
 
Providentially, another permanent guest at the Réparatrice 
convent, Madame Anne Remy Fialhio, a charming Belgian 
lady, wife of a Brazilian diplomat, befriended her. Mme Fialhio 
spoke several languages fluently, including English perfectly, 
and conversed easily with my mother, inviting her to sit 
together at meals in the dining room. Aware that I was 
completely hors de combat, she accompanied my mother in the 
city and they took morning coffee in the fashionable Renzi & 
Singer tearoom at the corner of Piazza Colonna, opposite 



Palazzo Chigi, seat of the Italian Government. She was a 
heaven-sent guardian angel. Much later, on two occasions, she 
came to England as the guest of my parents at Blundellsands, 
and with my mother made a tour of the Lake District. 
 
Alas, mumps was not the only cloud on the horizon when I 
resumed my second year. Apparently an exaggerated report on 
the bad conditions in the College had circulated the school 
staff-rooms in the west of Scotland. Eventually this gossip 
reached the ears of a teacher, who happened to be the mother 
of one of the students. Alarmed at what she heard, she quizzed 
her son about this and probably he brushed it aside. When it 
reached the attention of Monsignor Clapperton, however, the 
Rector was outraged. The son enquired from his mother the 
source of this detraction: “from Clarkston” was her answer. “In 
that case it must be Charlie Burns who is to blame”, he 
concluded, because my home parish was St. Joseph’s at 
Clarkston. So I was greeted with understandable hostility. On 
confrontation with the student, who had identified me as the 
culprit, I pointed out that I was not the only man in the College 
from that suburb, but a ‘philosopher’ who had gone home that 
summer on vacation, but with no intention of returning, also 
came from Clarkston, and his father was a respected 
headmaster and his mother an excellent primary school teacher! 
“Good Gawd, I never thought of him!” he spluttered, and with 
a loud snort excused his own conduct, dismissing the matter 
without a word of apology.  
 
Fortunately, I could have recourse to the good offices of the 
spiritual director, Matthew Kinsella, and not only did he 
believe my exculpation, but he took it upon himself to clear my 
good name with the Old Boss and exonerate me. “He’s all on 
your side now”, Wee Matt reported encouragingly, “but 



meantime continue to lie low”. The hurt that refused to go away 
was that even for a short time some people had believed that I 
was capable of such demeanour. 

 
The interregnum 
reached its 
culmination on 
the afternoon of 
Saturday, 25th 
October, when the 
Cardinal electors 
entered the 

conclave. 
Expectation was 

great, speculation was running high. Top favourites were Peter 
Gregory XV Agagianian, and Ernesto Ruffini, archbishop of 
Palermo. Cardinal Giuseppe Siri, archbishop of Genoa, was 
also on the short list. 
 
The ‘prophecy of Malachy’ seemed to indicate Cardinal 
Agagianian as the most likely papabile describing the future 
pope as ‘pastor et nauta’ and his heraldic arms consisted 
precisely of a lamb and an anchor. Nothing could be clearer 
than that. (It could equally have applied to Giuseppe Siri, 
archbishop of the port of Genoa, or to Angelo Roncalli, 
patriarch of Venice). He was applauded by the faithful as the 
Cardinal electors processed from St. Peter’s, after the solemn 
Mass de Spiritu Sancto, which we had attended in the forenoon. 
 
News that Cardinal Edward Mooney, archbishop of Detroit, 
had collapsed and died in the North American College, just as 
Cardinals Spellman and McIntyre were preparing to leave with 
him for the Vatican, flashed across Rome like wildfire, and 



served to increase the tension. He was the second Cardinal to 
die during the sede vacante, Celso Costantini having died 
suddenly on 16th October previously. 
 
Early in the afternoon, the electors assembled in the Pauline 
Chapel and took up their position according to rank, and 
preceded by attendant servers and conclavists, processed across 
the Sala Regia, and made their formal entry to the Sistine 
Chapel, where the election of the new pope would take place. 
Extra omnes: The Conclave had begun. 
 
Early on the Sunday morning, 
26th October, there was the 
ceremony of priestly ordination 
conferred by Archbishop Luigi 
Traglia, vicegerent of Rome, in 
the Servite church of S. Marcello 
al Corso. Mario Conti was the 
only deacon from the Scots 
College, candidate for 
ordination. The liturgy was 
performed to perfection. 
 
During the pause, while the 
newly ordained priests retired 
behind the high altar to wash the 
oils of anointing off their hands, 
and the congregation was wrapped in silence, suddenly a 
distant roar could be heard. The effect was electrifying. What 
went through our minds was the Conclave over so quickly, was 
the new Pope about to be proclaimed by acclamation? There 
had been a rumour of that possibility. Even the placid face of 
Archbishop Traglia registered astonishment. It was soon 



dispelled, however, as the roar increased in volume and we 
realised that it was only a busload of raucous Napoli FC 
supporters passing along the Via del Corso, on their journey to 
the stadium for a fixture later that afternoon. 
 
Back at the College, there was a celebration lunch. Replying to 
the expressions of congratulation, the novello Fr. Mario Conti 
rose from his place as decano in the refectory and opened 
exuberantly with “The words that spring spontaneously to my 
lips are the words of the **th psalm…” but got no further 
because he became confused with emotion and could not recall 
the phrase! This provoked applause and great amusement. 

 
The following morning, he 
celebrated his first Mass in the 
College chapel, assisted by Dr. 
John A. Sheridan (+1999) 
Mag.Agg., a renowned 
scozzese, former headmaster 
of Blairs, and a close friend of 
Mario’s family, who had come 
to Rome specially for this 
happy occasion. The Chapel 
was ideally suited for such an 
intimate occasion as this, it’s 
contained dimensions and 
proportions favoured an 
atmosphere of recollection. 
The other major basilicas and 
splendid shrines of the Eternal 
City could wait for some other 
occasion. 

  



 
Meantime the eyes of the 
world were focused on 
the galvanized metal 
chimney erected 
provisionally against the 
gable wall of the Sistine 
Chapel, clearly visible in 
St Peter’s Square. Smoke 
from it would inform 
those outside of what 
was taking place inside 
the Conclave.  
 

Originally this was intended as a sign to a soldier waiting on 
the ramparts of Castel Sant’Angelo to fire a cannon when the 
smoke was white and inform the city that a new Pontiff had 
been elected, and thereby summon the citizenry to assemble for 
the proclamation of his election. Although now completely 
obsolete, this remnant of papal folklore has survived to the 
present day. 
 
Sunday at midday unmistakable black smoke belched forth, as 
was to be expected, it being too soon for a positive outcome. 
Later that evening, the same. Monday at midday, surprisingly, 
another sfumata nera. And yet again that evening, by which 
time hundreds of observers were getting restless. 
 



The wildest rumours circulated. It was 
suggested that to resolve their possible 
impasse, the Grand Electors were 
inviting the archbishop of Milan, 
Giovanni Battista Montini, a likely 
candidate for the papacy, but not a 
member of the Sacred College, to join 
the Conclave. Would the Cardinals 
risk electing him? In which case it 
would have been the first time since 
1378 that a non-Cardinal was elected, 
and the election of Archbishop 
Bartolomeo Prignano of Bari had led 
to the Great Schism of Western 
Christendom. Would the Cardinals 
take such a risk? 
 
The tension on Tuesday, 28th October, was tangible. Dense 
black smoke rose from the Sistine Chapel around midday. My 
mother had come to Rome for Mario’s ordination and 
witnessed the repeated black sfumate. She was at my side again 
later that afternoon and shared in the general excitement. As the 
first wisps of smoke began to appear against the evening sky, it 
was not clear in the glare of the spotlights whether it was really 
white, or just grey about to turn black. Then a great brilliant 
white puff was emitted: the magic moment had dawned at last. 
 
Lights began to be seen in the rooms behind the façade of the 
basilica. Time seemed to be suspended. After a seemingly 
endless delay, ushers opened the great window of the central 
balcony and the tiny figures of the senior cardinal deacon, 
Nicola Canali, accompanied by a bustle of masters of 
ceremonies, appeared to announce the outcome of the election. 



“Annuntio vobis gaudium magnum. Habemus Papam” boomed 
across the square from the amplifiers. Applause. 
“Eminentissimum ac Reverendissimum Dominum, he paused, 
…Dominum Angelum Iosephum”…the immediate reaction was 
“Who is Angelo Giuseppe?”…and the cardinal continued 
“…Sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae Cardinalem Roncalli, qui sibi 
imposuit nomen Ioannem Vigesimum Tertium”. 
 
Two surprises in the one sentence: The Cardinals’ choice of the 
elderly Patriarch of Venice, (Malachy’s prediction of pastor et 
nauta), and his choice of a pontifical style that was last heard 
in the early 14th century. 
 
Strictly speaking, Cardinal Canali should only have announced 
the name assumed by the newly elected Pontiff, without adding 
an ordinal number. This caused some concern in the Vatican, 
because there had been an anti-Pope John XXIII already at the 
beginning of the 15th century, whose image was included 
among the mosaic portraits of all the popes in the basilica of St. 
Paul-outside-the Walls. It would be a formidable task if that 
entire monumental frieze had to be readjusted? It was decided 
not to rock the barque of Peter simply on this account, and 
wisely so. 
 
During the month of October, the prescribed evening devotions 
were observed in the College, recitation of the Rosary followed 
by Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. It was my turn to 
officiate and so I hastened back. Was it appropriate to intone 
the Te Deum, given the election of a new Pope? The rector was 
consulted. “Oh, I don’t know”, he replied, “In 1939, I was in 
the bath when Pacelli was elected”! We sang the Te Deum for 
good measure. 
 



Succeeding to the long magisterial pontificate of Pope Pius XII 
was no easy act to follow, but at that moment who could have 
foreseen what John XXIII would achieve in five short years. 
 

The date of coronation was 
brought forward, now 
scheduled to take place in 
St. Peter’s within a matter 
of only a few days, on the 
4th of November, feast of 
St. Charles Borromeo, the 
‘prince of pastors’, and my 
nameday. Foreseeing the 

inundation of visitors for this historic occasion, my mother (her 
nameday also) wisely decided to anticipate her return to 
Scotland and avoid travelling in the chaos that might follow the 
ceremony. Before departure, Mrs Conti kindly invited her and 
myself, to join Mario and Stella and herself, at afternoon tea in 
the famous Miss Babington’s Tea Room, at the foot of the 
Spanish Steps, probably at Mario’s suggestion. A very happy 
occasion, an extended celebration of his ordination, though we 
agreed with Stella that Miss B’s was over-priced and over-
rated. Another goodbye to my mother. 
 
Tickets for admission to the papal coronation were at a 
premium and it was only with difficulty that we managed to 
procure some, partly through the good offices of Monsignor 
Denis MacDaid, retired rector of the Pontifical Irish College, 
Canon of St. Peter’s and a close friend of The Boss. At the first 
light of day several of us went to the Cappuchin church in Via 
Veneto, where I celebrated Mass before heading off for the 
Vatican as quickly as possible afterwards. To our dismay 
thousands of others had preceded us and the basilica was 



already packed full - uncomfortably so - and in spite of our 
early start, we only managed to squeeze into the area of the 
nave near the principal entrance. 
 
The Cappella Papale made its 
solemn entry to the fanfare of the 
famous silver trumpets. Borne 
high in the sedia gestatoria, the 
newly elected Pope John XXIII 
was almost halfway down the 
central aisle when interrupted by a 
Cappuchin friar with the 
traditional admonition Beatissime 
Pater, sic transit gloria mundi, as 
he ignited the tuft of tow and 
presented it to the Pontiff, without 
singeing his own beard. This 
lugubrious ceremony was 
repeated twice more after brief 
intervals before the cortège 
reached the Confessio. 
 
Such was the density of the crowd, that I could get a fleeting 
glimpse of the new Pope only because Jim McGhee held me up 
for a few seconds. What a privilege to have been there. 
Scotland’s two Archbishops, with Bishops Scanlan of 
Motherwell and Hart of Dunkeld, and Canon Stephen McGill, 
rector of Blairs, represented our nation at the Coronation. 
Elected when already in his seventy-seventh year, far from 
being a ‘caretaker pope’ as he was initially dubbed, John XXIII 
moved swiftly into action. History was in the making. 
 



Crushed in beside us was a distinguished, handsome alumnus 
of the Beda, our sister college in nearby Via San Nicola da 
Tolentino. He was Australian, probably Kenneth Hodgson 
(+2018), and a recent convert to Catholicism, after many years 
of devoted pastoral ministry as an Anglican clergyman. He had 
written a letter to his Bishop informing him of his decision to 
jump ship, posted it by registered mail, and returned home to 
find an official communication appointing him bishop to the 
flock of his original persuasion. The die was cast! 
 
The editor of Claves Regni, the magazine of our sister college 
at Cardross, asked me to contribute to the next issue, so putting 
other matters aside and concentrating on the task, eventually I 
produced ‘Into a New Pontificate’, an account of what had 
taken place in Rome over the past few months. This was my 
baptism into the world of print. 
 
Many years later, in 1982, on the occasion of the pastoral visit 
of His Holiness Pope John Paul II, the journalist John Cooney 
in Scotland & The Papacy, referred to that article: “Writing 
from Rome before the election of Pope John XXIII in 1958, a 
young Scot told his readers ‘whoever succeeds in the Apostolic 
Succession of Peter commands obedience, our respect and our 
filial devotion. The office, he added, made the Pope great, not 
vice versa. In comparison to the dignity of the office of the 
Vicar of Christ, what personal qualities of body or soul a Pope 
may possess are of secondary importance. As Christ’s 
vicegerent, he possesses the same powers as his predecessors, 
the same duties: supreme full power of jurisdiction in all 
matters affecting faith and morals, and the discipline of the 
Universal Church: The Father and Master of all peoples, the 
infallible Teacher, and sure Judge. 
 



“For most Scots Catholics this filial loyalty to the Pope 
normally remains on the impersonal plain, because few of us 
have the privilege of ever seeing a Pope in life. Nevertheless, 
devotion to the Holy See is part of our Scottish Catholic 
inheritance, and of few lands other than Scotland can the words 
of the hymn be more appropriately sung: 
 
‘From torrid south to frozen north 
The wave harmonious stretches forth, 
Yet strikes no cord more true to Rome 
Than rings within our hearts and homes’. 
In this passage is captured the remarkable loyalty to Rome of 
post-Reformation Catholicism in Scotland”. 
 
An unsolicited, perhaps over generous accolade, yet all the 
more welcome. 

 
Breaking with the 
tradition of papal 
seclusion in the 
Vatican, soon Pope 
John was nick-named 
‘Johnnie Walker’, 
such were his 
frequent excursions 
from the Apostolic 
Palace. On the 
afternoon of 8th 

December, from our terrace above Via delle Quattro Fontane, 
we watched as the flotilla of papal limousines swept past the 
College on its way to S. Maria Maggiore, after the Pope paid 
homage to the monumental effigy of the Immaculate 
Conception in Piazza di Spagna. From this strategic vantage 



point, a lay bodyguard could be seen crouched behind the papal 
chair, hidden from view, invisible to the normal bystander. 
 
Of great interest was the announcement that a first consistory 
for the creation of twenty-three new Cardinals would be held 
on 15th December. Pope Pius XII had named Cardinals only on 
two occasions during his long eighteen-year pontificate. 
Archbishop Giovanni Battista Montini of Milan, (the future 
saintly Pope Paul VI), headed the list of predominantly Italian 
prelates. 
 
In this consistory Archbishop William Godfrey of Westminster 
was raised to the cardinalate: his ubiquitous private secretary 
Monsignor David Cashman, basked in the glory, while his 
caudatario – train-bearer – Monsignor Derek Worlock 
positively scintillated alongside. St. Peter’s was crowded for 
the ceremony of imposing the Red Hat. Surprisingly, the six 
candles flanking the crucifix on the altar were not lit on this 
occasion. The ceremony of conferring the galero was not 
considered to be strictly liturgical, putting the cardinalate as 
such in a different dimension. 
 
Immediately afterwards Cardinal Godfrey, former rector of the 
Venerable English College was received ceremoniously and 
greeted warmly by Monsignor Clapperton, when he visited our 
College in an official capacity. Student torchbearers with 
lighted candles and plumed carabinieri in full uniform flanked 
the doorway in Via delle Quattro Fontane at his arrival. A 
festive luncheon followed. 
 
At Christmas the new Pope decided to visit the Ospedale 
Bambin Gesù, the specialized paediatric hospital of 
international fame, administered by the Holy See on Vatican 



territory. It was as though Santa Claus was really true and had 
come in person to the bedside of these hospitalized children and 
infants, sadly absent from their homes, separated from their 
loved ones by illness, at a time when families celebrate the holy 
season together. All their little eyes were riveted on this funny, 
loveable wee old man! For them fairyland had come to town. 
 
The visit to Rome’s major penitentiary, the ominous Regina 
Coeli prison, situated in central Trastevere on the Tiber bank 
and quite near the Vatican itself, took on a different tone, but 
was disarmingly positive and upbeat, no condoning, but no 
condemning. Use this time fruitfully to turn around, he told the 
convicts, and come back into the family and keep on straight 
from there, as simple as that, but expressed with such apparent 
concern and paternal conviction that won the hearts of all. 
 
The choice of these two pastoral visits to such diverse, ‘captive’ 
audiences, enthused world media and every word, every 
gesture of Papa Roncalli was amply reported. 
 
The impact on the general population of Rome was astounding 
and profound. Almost tangible. Without hazarding unfair 
comparison with his austere predecessor, the comment could 
be summed up as follows: whereas Pope Pius seemed nearer to 
God, Pope John seems nearer to us. Already, so early in his 
pontificate, the title ‘Il Papa Buono’, (not that the other popes 
were thereby branded as wicked), began to circulate and be 
attributed to him. The community in the College shared fully 
this sentiment: sentire cum Ecclesia. Yet this was of small 
account in comparison with the surprise to be revealed later in 
the first month of the new year. More anon. 
 



We celebrated a traditional Roman Christmas. Among the 
guests at lunch were several welcome Jesuit professors from 
the Gregorian University, and they were wined and dined 
generously. Afterwards they returned (or so we averred) to their 
sedibus sapientiae to read the lighter passages of St. Thomas 
Aquinas’s Summa Theologiae. 

 
In the evenings that 
followed we were 
entertained by a splendid 
production of “The 
Gondoliers”, Gilbert & 
Sullivan being traditional 
seasonal fare for an 
appreciative College 
community and our many 
guests clamouring for an 

invitation. Three very successful performances. Backstage 
Mario and myself had fun creating the scenery of Venice, a city 
which I had not yet seen. 

 
  



ANNO DOMINI MDCMLIX 
JANUARY - JUNE 

 
As soon as the Christmas festivities were over, there was a 
general permission to go on vacation for a few days anywhere 
in Italy. Jim Foley and Basil O’Sullivan had made 
arrangements to spend the time at Fiesole. Personally, I had not 
come to any decision, possibly because my health was not 
good, and energy and verve were sadly lacking. It meant that I 
would be the only postgraduate left alone in the College. Jim 
did his utmost to persuade me to join Basil and himself, and in 
the end prevailed. At the last moment he phoned the Blue Nuns 
at Fiesole and requested accommodation also for me. Then we 
rushed to Stazione Termini and caught the train for Florence 
‘by the skin of our teeth’, literally jumping aboard the guard’s 
van when it was already in motion. There we remained for the 
rest of the journey, seated on the bulky mailbags of the poste 
italiane, the connecting door with the other compartments 
being securely locked. 
 
The burser at Fiesole was uncertain about accommodation 
being available for three guests and suggested that on arrival at 
Florence, we should call in first at a clinic the Sisters 
maintained near the city centre, and by then there would be 
more precise information. Apparently, all three could not be 
accommodated that evening at Fiesole, and one would have to 
spend the night in Florence and join the others the following 
day. Obviously, being the last to leave with them on vacation 
and also the most junior, I had to bid Jim and Basil goodnight 
and au revoir. Little did we know what awaited us. 
 
The Blue Sisters ran a very prestigious maternity clinic, where 
a private room with en suite services had been made ready for 



me. At regular intervals during the night, however, a nurse 
would come in to make sure that the patient did not lack 
anything, perhaps a cup of warm milk would be welcome. It 
was all most embarrassing, and morning could not come 
quickly enough, and the prospect of being united with my 
mates. 
 
So early that following morning I boarded a bus at San Marco 
and arrived at Fiesole, a place that had been mentioned 
frequently and recommended as ideal for a vacation. Father 
Francis Duffy (my form master in Blairs) had given a glowing 
account of a period of convalescence he had enjoyed there, 
when a scozzese prior to the Second World War. 
 
The Blue Sisters had transformed the 15th century Villa San 
Girolamo into a residential centre, furnished with cosy homely 
Irish good taste. Situated at the end of a tree-lined avenue, 
leading off the Via Vecchia Fiesolana, it was truly an oasis of 
tranquillity. My step quickened as I approached the main door. 
A warm welcome awaited me and guests from the Scots 
College were always treated with special care, probably 
because a former rector of ours had befriended the foundress 
when she opened their first nursing home in Rome and later this 
residence on the outskirts of Florence. 
 
Imagine my dismay, therefore, when reunited with Jim and 
Basil, I found them red-eyed, unshaven, and dishevelled, intent 
only on recuperating from a totally sleepless night, during 
which neither of them had closed an eye. They shared the 
allocated spacious bedroom on the garden level, with a French-
window opening onto a spectacular terrace that overlooked the 
city of Florence. More than adequate accommodation, both 
comfortable and panoramic. 



 
Earlier in anticipation of their evening arrival, this being the 
end of December, the Sisters had been stoking the large wood 
burning iron stove that stood in a corner of the room and 
provided heat during the months of winter. When the guests 
arrived, it was white hot and the temperature was suffocating. 
They had supper, but the air had not cooled down by the time 
for them to go to bed. There was no alternative: the French-
window had to be left fully open during the night, even at the 
risk of the zanzare swarming in from the garden. Hopefully 
these pests would be attracted by the incandescent glow of the 
stove and fly towards certain incineration. All three of us opted 
for a quiet day. 
 
Fiesole has to be seen 
to be believed. Spread 
out along a Tuscan 
hilltop, it is one of the 
most picturesque 
borgos of Italy, with a 
Roman amphitheatre, 
a renaissance duomo, 
and a charm all of its 
own. The memory that has been etched most clearly in my 
mind, however, was of standing with Jim and Basil on that 
terrace overlooking Florence in the last hour of 1958, watching 
the crescendo of fireworks bursting like mushrooms over the 
city in the night sky, and hearing the great bells of Giotto’s 
campanile ring in the New Year. A magic experience! No 
wonder we returned to Rome like giants refreshed. 
 
On 18th January, feast of St. Peter’s Chair at Rome, His 
Holiness Pope John XXIII paid an official visit to the Pontifical 



Gregorian University, heir to the Roman College, to the intense 
joy of the faculty and the student body. Completely at ease, 
though surrounded by pomp and circumstance and almost 
smothered by his numerous Vatican entourage, the new Pope 
responded to the enthusiastic and rousing reception that greeted 
his arrival in this powerhouse of the Universal Church. Our 
College, led by Monsignor Clapperton, was there in strength. 
Speeches abounded, all in impeccable Ciceronian Latin, and 
most of it lost on us. The professors presented him with 
specially bound copies of their academic publications; the 
seminarians offered a modern dark red enamel chalice of 
German design, quite different from anything Roman or more 
traditional. 
 
This happy encounter concluded with the Holy Father 
imparting paternally his Apostolic Blessing. Little did anyone 
suspect then, that within only a few days he would ‘detonate’ 
an announcement that would change for ever the lives of 
everyone present. 
 
The 25th January 1959, feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, the 
Apostle to the Gentiles, has been inscribed in the annals of the 
Universal Church as a date of epochal significance. Whereas, 
before then nothing, or almost nothing, changed in the Catholic 
Church, since then everything, or nearly everything seems to 
have changed. 
 
That morning, Pope John celebrated Mass for his first time in 
the patriarchal basilica of St Paul on the Via Ostiense, crowded 
almost beyond capacity for this occasion. The theme of 
Christian disunity occupied a prominent space in his homily. 
Previously, he had invited the Cardinals resident in Rome to 
participate in the liturgy, and afterwards he met with seventeen 



of them in the adjacent monastery and confided his intention of 
convoking an ecumenical Council to identify the issues and 
face the challenges confronting the Church in the modern 
world. A tremor in his voice (he admitted this later) betrayed 
the emotion he felt as he read the announcement. Apparently, 
it was greeted with astonishment, in silence, some cardinals 
wondering had they heard correctly. The news had been leaked 
to the Vatican Press Office, with orders not to communicate it 
to journalists before 12.30. Due to some unforeseen delay, 
however, it was after 13.10 before the Pope shared it with the 
Cardinals at St. Paul’s, but did not really hit the mass media 
until much later that afternoon. 
 
I cannot recall how or when news of it reached the College, as 
we had little contact with ‘the outside world’ through normal 
channels, but the following morning we scrambled for the daily 
papers on our way to class at the Gregorian. The university was 
in turmoil, amounting almost to mayhem, classes abandoned, 
professors mixing with the students in the corridors, engaged 
in animated conversation, so different from the one-way 
climate of somniferous lectures. Speculation, speculation, 
sheer speculation! Would it be Vatican Council I recalled?  
How many years of preparation would be required? 
Presumably it would take place in our lifetime. Oh the very joy 
to have been alive and experience that moment in “the panting 
heart of Rome”!  
 
Another peculiarity of the Faculty of Church History, (mention 
was made in my previous article of the annual extended 
excursion extra portas), was the allocation of practical themes 
to individuals of the class, a personal contribution expected 
from each of us. These took the shape of seminars, usually held 



in the afternoon at the Gregorian but occasionally in loco 
elsewhere. 
 
The dean, Fr. Vincenzo Monachino, had selected for our study 
the famous treatise of Origen (c.185-254), an apologist from 
Egypt, and his defence of the Christian Faith against the oldest 
(c.178) literary attack on Christianity of which the details have 
survived, namely the True Discourse of the pagan philosopher 
Celsus (2nd cent.). Origen’s Contra Celsum is a classic text of 
early Patristics. The contents of the eight books were divided 
among us for commentary. I cannot remember now what 
precise section was allocated to me, but it was extremely boring 
and appeared to be full of meaningless repetition, at least to me, 
and I said exactly this in my presentation to my classmates, 
fearing some negative reaction. To my relief, Monachino 
commended my forthright analysis. On the other hand, a very 
significant passage had been given to Ottavio Cavalleri, 
alumnus of the Pontificio Seminario Lombardo, for his 
comment, which he proceeded to expound in endless lengthy 
detail to the exasperation of his captive audience. Nothing, not 
even an appeal from the dean for brevity, could stop him, not 
until after almost two hours sheer exhaustion forced him to call 
a halt to his compulsive disquisition. Little did I realise then, 
that within a very short time we would both be called to the 
direct service of the Holy See and become the closest of 
colleagues for many decades to come. Per tuas semitas duc 
nos! 
 
Father Jean Simon, a Belgian Jesuit, one time collaborator of 
the prestigious Acta Sanctorum and Analecta Bollandiana, now 
seconded to the Pontificio Istituto Biblico as librarian, was 
passionate about hagiographical research. He broke down with 



emotion while the authentic account of the trial and martyrdom 
of SS. Perpetua and Felicitas was being read to us in class. 
 
He delighted in recounting the real truth about St Ursula and 
her eleven thousand virgin companions. Exaggerated, 
incredible, beyond belief. Until by accident in the foundations 
beneath the war damaged church in Cologne, in Germany, 
where she was venerated, a central female sarcophagus was 
uncovered, surrounded by eleven other female burials. In other 
words, a small community of consecrated virgins butchered 
during a barbarian incursion.  
 
How, one might ask, did the facts get blown up in the Middle 
Ages to the legendary figure of eleven thousand virgin martyrs? 
Answer: due to a misreading of a manuscript.  For eleven, write 
XI. For a martyr, write M. and MM. if in the plural. Likewise 
for a virgin, write V. and double VV. for virgins in the plural. 
It was sufficient, however, to write M.VV. to indicate both 
martyrs and virgins in the plural. A scribe read XI. M.VV, 
namely eleven virgin martyrs, as XI. M. VV. as eleven 
thousand virgins. Wow! 
 
The Martyrologium Romanum commemorated these 
consecrated women on 21st October with the following entry: 
Apud Coloniam Agrippinam item natalis sanctarum Ursulae et 
Sociorum eius; quae pro Christiana religione et virginitatis 
constantia ab Hunnis interfectae, martyrio vitam 
consummarunt, earumque plurima corpora fuerunt Coloniae 
condita. 
 
It did not fall into the trap set by the fabulous legend, nor does 
the revised Martyrologium Romanum (2001), which retains her 
commemoration on 21st October of each year, and avoids all 



forms of hyperbole. The text reads: Die 21 octobris, ad 2. Apud 
Coloniam Agrippinam in Germania, commemoratio sanctarum 
virginum, quae pro Christo martyrio vitam consummarunt ubi 
postea basilica civitatis extructa est in honorem dicata puelleae 
Ursulae, virginis innocentis, quasi principis earum habitae. 
 
He drew our attention to an entry in the Martyrologium 
Romanum on 1st January:  Item Romae, via Appia, coronae 
sanctorum militum triginta Martyrum, sub Diocletiano 
imperatore. 
 
The following day, 2nd January, a commemoration reads as 
follows: Tomis, in Ponto, sanctorum fratrum Argei, Narcissi et 
Marcellini pueri. Hic, sub Licinio Principe, cum inter tirones 
esset comprehensus et nollet militare, hinc, caesus ad mortem 
ac diu maceratus in carcere, demum in demersus, martyrium 
consumavit; eius autem fratres gladio perempti sunt. 
 
This was a distortion of the facts. Someone had confused 
triginta milia with thirty milites, in pago Corano with ‘in the 
field of Cornelius’ More accuracy usually implied greater 
credibility. In the revised Martyrologium Romanum (2001): 
Die 2 ianuarii, ad 3. In territorio Corano miliario trigesimo ab 
Urbe, sanctorum Argei, Narcissi et Marcellini, martyrum. This 
is the little hilltown of Cori on the Via Appia less than fifty 
kilometers (thirty miles) south of Rome. And no need to assign 
them to a dustbin anywhere in Pontus! The three martyrs are 
accurately identified and deserving of our veneration. 
Examples such as these made his lectures in hagiography 
extremely interesting. 
 
The Fathers of the Second Vatican Council called for the 
revision of all liturgical books of the Roman Rite, including the 



Martyrologium Romanum which was subjected to a critical 
analysis. 
 
Because of widespread devotion to St Philomena, especially in 
the English-speaking world, Fr. Simon had chosen me to 
investigate and evaluate the life of the virgin martyr. He had 
gathered together a corpus of publications, critical and 
devotional, pro and contra her cult, and put them at my disposal 
in the faculty’s private library. Afterwards, it was left up to me. 
 

The first step was to 
establish the basic facts. 
On 25th May 1802, 
during the search for 
graves of the Roman 
martyrs in the Catacomb 
of Priscilla, a loculus was 
found intact, closed with 
three tiles on which were 
painted the letters 

//  LUMENA  // CUM  FI  //  PAX TE  // 
When opened the tomb revealed the bones of an adolescent 
female. Taken in conjunction with a glass ampulla presumed to 
have contained blood, these remains were identified as 
belonging to a martyr. Rearranged the tiles can easily be read 
as “PAX TECUM FILUMENA”. They came to be venerated 
as those of a virgin martyr named Filumena only after Mons. 
Giacinto Ponzetti, official custodian of the relics from the 
Catacombs, on 8th June 1805, authorized their translation to 
Mugnano del Cardinale, in the diocese of Nola, near Naples, at 
the request of the rector Canon Francesco De Lucia for some 
significant holy relic for his parish church. The bones were 
reverently received at Naples and from there with great 



solemnity, on 10th August, escorted to their definitive resting 
place. Later he printed a purely fictitious and romantic account 
of her martyrdom, though Filumena is never mentioned in the 
ancient sources. 
 
The original earthenware 
tiles were preserved in the 
Galleria Lapidaria of the 
Vatican Museums at the 
express wish of Pope Pius 
VII and only later, on 4th 
August 1827, were 
presented by Pope Leo XII 
to the popular shrine. The 
cult had a remarkable 
expansion in Europe and overseas in Canada, United States, 
China and Japan. The saintly Curé d’Ars dedicated an altar in 
his parish church and encouraged devotion to her. The national 
shrine of England and Wales was in a side-chapel in St. Luke’s 
church at Pinner in the outskirts of London, the parish to which 
my aunt and uncle belonged and where they worshipped. I 
remember it well. 
 
It was the earthenware tiles that supplied the true answer, as 
had concluded the famous Italian archeologist Orazio Marucchi 
(+1931), the catacombs of Rome being the chief object of his 
lifetime’s research. The letters had been painted with red paint, 
and the inscription belonged to the primitive class of memorials 
in that catacomb, dating from about the middle of the 2nd 
century. The disarrangement of the inscription proves that it 
must have been completed before the tiles were cemented in 
position, although in numerous similar examples the 
inscription was painted only after the loculus had been closed. 



This disarrangement did not arise from error, in fact these tiles 
belonged originally to an earlier grave and were being recycled 
to close another later one and arranged in inverted order 
precisely to indicate that this was the case. The glass ampulla 
contained a scented distillation from flowers, not blood, and 
was enclosed to combat the fetid sepulchral atmosphere. 
 
Already in The Catholic Encyclopedia (vol. XII, p. 25), in 
1911, the historian J. P. Kirsh contributed an article on St 
Philomena in which reservations regarding the authenticity of 
her cult are cautiously expressed. Really, he was in no doubt. 
And, under the guidance of my supervisor, I was in no doubt, 
we were dealing with a patent fabrication of cult and 
misinterpretation of the evidence. With his full approval, in an 
evening seminar, I communicated this negative verdict to my 
classmates. 
 
Imagine my reaction when, on 8th February 1961, Pope John 

XXIII ordered the 
eradication of her feast, 
hitherto celebrated on 11th 
August, from all liturgical 
books and calendars. My 
surprise, however, must 
have been mild in 
comparison with Cardinal 
Richard Cushing of 
Boston, while seated in a 
limousine being driven to 
a suburb where he was 
about to dedicate the new 
parish church in her 
honour, opened the 



confidential letter from the Sacred Congregation of Rites 
instructing him to discourage and repress all forms of devotion, 
but discretely and gradually so as not to provoke a hostile 
reaction among the faithful! 
 
One dank, dismal evening, Father Simon asked the concierge 
of the prestigious Hotel Inghilterra in the vicinity of the Trevi 
Fountain for permission to use the facilities of the toilet. 
Secluded he then took his own life by slashing his wrists. In 
class none of us would ever have suspected for an instant that 
he suffered from manic depression. “May flights of angels sing 
thee to thy rest”, is the English form that Shakespeare gave to 
the ancient Latin anthem In paradisum deducant te angeli, 
which I pray for him. And to whoever occupies the niche in 
heaven of demoted St Philomena. 
 
For the course in 
Christian archaeology, 
Fr. Engelbert 
Kirschbaum, our 
professor, had selected 
various paleo-Christian 
sites, including the 
churches of Sts John and 
Paul, St. Clement, St. 
Praxedes and others, 
which he allocated 
among us as shared 
tasks, comprising the 
historical presentation and the guided visit in loco. The titular 
church of St. Anastasia on the Palatine, near the Circo 
Massimo, was assigned to Joseph Abela and myself, probably 
because Joe was from Malta and we could collaborate in 



English to make it easier for me. He had a very good command 
of the language, though on two occasions left me somewhat 
puzzled at what precisely he meant. For instance, when he 
inquired “Where are the double-uses?” What on earth was a 
‘double-use’. He was referring to the WCs. On another 
occasion he excused himself because he must go to water the 
closet, a simple variation on a theme. Frequently we spent the 
interval between classes chatting amicably in English and 
became good friends. No one better with whom to share our 
task, he being responsible for the theoretic presentation in 
Italian, the more practical guided visit was assigned to me. 
 
Obviously, the first thing to do was survey the site. One 
afternoon I walked over to the area of the Roman Forum, past 
the Marmetine Prison, along the road skirting the Palatine, with 
Cardinal Heard’s diaconia of San Teodoro (he was named 
William Theodore Heard) on my left, to the largo in front of 
the church of St. Anastasia. Somewhat bewildered, I stopped in 
my tracks. The façade of the church occupied the entire width 
of the square, leaving no possibility of access laterally to view 
the outside walls of the structure. Examination of the various 
strata of the construction was essential to the guided visit. The 
church was not visible from the nearest road bordering the 
Circo Massimo, it was blocked out by the buildings along its 
periphery. One had to cross to the far side of the circus to get a 
distant view of the church, not adequate for our purpose. There 
was no choice in the matter but return to my professor and 
report my dilemma. 
 
To my complete consternation, when accosting him after class 
outside our faculty aula, Fr. Kirschbaum did not believe my 
account and implied that I was attempting to evade the task. 
“Basta! Get on with it”. And he turned on his heel and headed 



for the elevator. I confided all this to Joe Abela. He too was 
surprised at Kirschbaum’s lack of comprehension and 
unfriendly dismissal. Filled with apprehension, in desperation 
we examined the published material for inspiration. 
 
Out of the blue, came an idea. The various archaeological 
publications contained accurate detailed plans and elevations 
of the church. From these I felt confident that we could concoct 
a virtual guided visit. Photocopying had not yet been invented. 
Paint box and brushes, that was all that was required to produce 
a set of coloured drawings and diagrams covering the salient 
aspects of the site. I tried my best. I have them still for on this 
occasion they saved my life. 
 
Even so, it was with feet of lead that I went to keep the 
afternoon appointment with my class. Fr. Kirschbaum arrived 
with teutonic punctuality. He took one look at the façade and 
turned to me: “You are right! You were right when you said 
that the walls are inaccessible and invisible there being no 
suitable vantage point nearby”. At this point I felt that I would 
collapse from nervous stress but produced my drawings as a 
proof that the intention of fulfilling the allotted task was not 
lacking. “Brilliant!”, exclaimed Kirschbaum, “give those to me 
and today I shall conduct the guided tour”. To make amends, 
he awarded me 10 in my libellus. All’s well that ends well! 
 



A highlight of the 
curriculum that year was a 
visit to the excavations 
beneath the Vatican 
Basilica with no other 
than Prof. Kirschbaum 
himself as guide. 
Fabulous, engrossing. 
Subsequently, permission 
was granted for a limited number of scozzesi to be admitted, 
and the ticket is still a bookmark in my copy of The Shrine of 
St. Peter by Jocelyn Toynbee and John Ward Perkins, director 
of the British School in Rome, whom I came to know 
personally in later years. 
 
Lent began with Ash Wednesday, on 11th February, and Easter 
Sunday fell on 29th March following. In the middle of this 
penitential season, towards the end of February, we had the 
visit of Scotland’s two archbishops, Donald Alphonsus 
Campbell of Glasgow, and Gordon Joseph Gray of Saint 



Andrews & Edinburgh, who made no secret for this 
unscheduled visit and announced in the refectory that they had 
come purposely in tandem to examine the feasibility of 
building a new Scots College, to replace the present one in the 
Via delle Quattro Fontane: the major problem was to find a 
suitable site away from the hubbub of the city centre.  
 
 
No longer was the future of our beloved Alma Mater a matter 
of mere idle speculation, from now onwards it dominated all 
thoughts about the future. Just how imminent that change might 
be, remained to be seen, but it was an exciting period of its 
history to experience at first hand. 
 

Thursday 7th May, 
feast of the Ascension, 
the College was 
admitted to the Pope’s 
morning Mass in the 
Cappella Matilde, one 
of the chapels in the 
private apartments of 
the Vatican Palace. An 
unusual privilege. We 

were not alone: the superiors and students of the Lithuanian and 
Nepomucene colleges also attended. In an impromptu homily, 
the Pope exhorted us to keep our eyes on Christ, never lose 
sight of His feet as He ascends to the Father. It was a 
memorable occasion, though we seemed outnumbered by our 
persecuted brethren from the Soviet bloc. Monsignor 
Clapperton and the other members of the staff were presented 
to the Holy Father individually. 
 



It was the season for departures. James Foley had left for 
Jerusalem to complete his licentiate course in Sacred Scripture 
there. His absence was felt immediately in the College, more 
especially by the post-graduates, though Diarmid, and Alex and 
Basil were destined to return to take up appointments in their 
Dioceses on graduating with a licentiate in Canon Law within 
a matter of only another few months. 
 
Likewise, by the end of the semester Mario Conti and Peter 
Moran completed the licentiate in Sacred Theology and were 
about to return to Scotland. Before departure Mario had 
occasion to call upon the Rector and inter alia confided that he 
intended going back to Aberdeen via Lisieux. “Comé?”, asked 
W.R.C., “via Asia! Why Asia? On one occasion I went on an 
excursion to Asia Minor, but nowadays I would avoid Asia 
completely and settle for something more direct. I might even 
go home via Lisieux.” Yes, Mario would agree to that. Both 
had been excellent companions and it was a pity to be deprived 
of their keen sense of romanità. 
 
What affected only me personally was the departure of Tommy 
Boland for Brisbane in his native Australia, having successfully 
defended his doctoral thesis in the faculty of Church History at 
the Gregorian. Apart from the College “de Propaganda Fide”, 
there was no national institution to accommodate post-
graduates of the Australian secular clergy.  He was fortunate to 
have been accepted as a permanent guest in the college of the 
Columbian missionaries in Corso Trieste, along with Owen 
Oxenham, a fellow postgraduate also from Brisbane.  
 
Tommy was inscribed in the faculty of Church History and 
researching the topic of Irish immigration to Australia in the 
19th century and its influence on the nascent Catholic Church. 



Owen was in the faculty of Canon Law and writing his doctoral 
thesis on the nature of verum semen and Canon 1068 §1 of the 
original Code of Canon Law. A delicate, but highly important 
factor in matrimonial jurisprudence, especially in cases 
involving nullity of marriage. 
 
One afternoon by chance Tommy met Fr. Martin Nolan, our 
contemporary, a charming, exuberant and highly intelligent 
Irish Augustinian, indeed a future Master General of his Order. 
Mistaking Tommy for the canon lawyer, Martin delicately 
enquired about what progress was being made with his thesis. 
“It’s coming on fine”, said Tommy. “But where does one look 
for….material?”, asked Martin, cautiously. “Obviously in 
Ireland”, came the reply. “Where?...in Ireland, o my Gawd! But 
where in Ireland?” “The parish priests have been very helpful; 
they keep careful records”. “The parish priests! They keep 
records!”. “I even appealed on national Radio Eireann. Lots of 
relatives came forward and volunteered information about 
members of their own families, some could even provide 
photographs”. At this stage Martin realised that he had been on 
the wrong wavelength altogether and that Irish immigration 
was the engrossing subject of Tommy’s research. Canon 1068 
§1 and all that was silently put aside. We dined out on this 
episode umpteen times and always to great hilarity. 
 
In the previous eighteen months we had formed a group of 
staunch friends, meeting frequently to enjoy convivial 
company and bawdy humour. He was the first to take leave. We 
all accompanied him to the Stazione Termini. He was travelling 
on the Settebello, at that time the absolute in de luxe trains in 
Italy, to Genova, where he would join the liner for the long 
voyage home. As a parting gift I brought a bottle of Drambuie. 
Seconds before the final whistle for departure, without uttering 



a word of farewell, he shook each of us firmly by hand, boarded 
his compartment, the door closed automatically, and he waved 
from the window, as silently and ever so slowly the long train 
glided off. It was a highly emotional moment. The rest of us 
stood there speechless and tearful on the platform until the last 
carriage was out of sight. Never had the farthest Antipodes 
seemed so distant. We spent the remainder of the forenoon 
dousing our sorrows at Albrecht’s, though we didn’t drown 
them. 

 
 
Later it was Ownie’s time to depart. The defence of the thesis, 
however, did not go smoothly, although his moderator had been 
Prof. Piet Huizing, the liberal Dutch canonist and dean of the 
faculty, in person. Apparently taking his research to its logical 
conclusion and applying it in practice would have overturned 
many sentences of the Roman Rota. Towards the end of the 
hour’s defence, with only moments to go, out of courtesy Fr. 



Raimondo Bidagor, the formidible Spanish canonist, was asked 
if he had any comments to add. He wasted no time in attacking 
the conclusions and within seconds declared the thesis 
‘unsound doctrinally and offensive to pious ears’. The 
atmosphere was electric, certainly it was not a dull moment! 
 
Early in May was the time chosen for the annual Church 
History faculty “gita”, the destination on this occasion being 
Naples, or rather the historic excavations at Pompei and those 
more recently uncovered at Ercolano. 
 
The bus journey south took many hours, the autostrada was 
still something in the future. We halted near Cassino for a 
picnic-lunch at the roadside, and for my first glimpse of the 
ancient Benedictine abbey of Montecassino, towering high on 
the nearby uplands, and dominating the consular Via Casilina. 
It was the perfect observation post from which to control the 
movement of all northbound and southbound traffic to Rome 
or Naples. No wonder it posed such a threat to the advancing 
Allied troops. More anon. 
 
We reached Nola in the late afternoon and visited the 
monumental basilica of St Paulinus, consecrated bishop of that 
city early in the 5th century, which he turned into an influential 
centre of ascetical life. He was acquainted with Ambrose of 
Milan, Augustine of Hippo, Martin of Tours and Jerome of 
Palestine, numbering them among his many friends. He was a 
poet and his wide-ranging correspondence and works merit him 
a singular place in Latin patristic literature. Little is known 
about his life, but the earliest eulogy described him as: O virum 
sanctum et omnium morem laudabilem… suavis enim et mitis 
fuit… pius, misericors, humilis et benignus. What an accolade!  
 



Thereafter, mission accomplished, onwards to our overnight 
accommodation in a religious pensione somewhere in a modern 
suburb above Naples, its balconies overlooking the fabulous 
bay. 
 
The following morning, 
though this had not been 
included explicitly in our 
programme, we visited the 
duomo in the densely 
packed city centre. Happily, 
it coincided with the 
Saturday before the first 
Sunday of May, a day on 
which traditionally the blood of St. Januarius liquifies in its 
crystal reliquary. 
 
Coming from the Pontifical Gregorian University, we were 
immediately accorded privileged places kneeling along the 
predella before the altar where the sacred relics are venerated. 
We could observe with unobstructed view every moment, 
every movement of the ceremony and this has remained riveted 
in my memory. 

 
A prelate flanked by a 
notary public brought 
the impressive 
reliquary containing 
the saint’s head and 
placed it at the centre 
of the altar, clearly 
visible to the faithful 

who by then had filled the Cappella del Tesoro almost beyond 



its real capacity. He then brought a second reliquary, like the 
other both housed separately in enclosed niches behind the 
altar, containing the glass ampulla of the martyr’s blood, and 
placed it reverently alongside the relic of his head. 
 
He exhibited it ostentatiously to the notary who verified that it 
contained a dark viscous substance that adhered to the lower 
portion of the glass container. Not unlike glue, or marmalade 
in a jar. Now it was the turn to allow the bystanders to examine 
the contents from close quarters, before showing it to the 
faithful and holding a lighted candle at an appropriate distance 
behind the relic, so as not to heat the glass, but allow the light 
to pass through the container and make absolutely evident that 
the ampulla was at least two-thirds empty. Meantime the 
devout Neapolitans chanted with increasing crescendo and 
fervour the invocation: San Gennaro faccia presto! Faccia 
presto San Gennaro!  
 
The priest reversed the smaller reliquary, without result, a 
situation that remained static for some minutes. Repeating the 
gesture a few moments later, however, suddenly a trickle of 
liquid was seen to move around the inside of the theca, and 
within seconds the reliquary was filled with frothing bright red 
blood. The prelate showed this to the notary who verified that 
the liquifaction had taken place and informed the faithful by 
extracting a large lace-trimmed handerchief from his sleeve and 
waving it wildly in joyful confirmation. The congregation 
broke into strepetous applause, San Gennaro had not 
disappointed them, but had done the trick again. They could 
return to their homes comforted and fully satisfied. 
 
Our group remained dumbfounded. We had been first class 
witnesses to what had occurred literally before our eyes. Even 



Fr Kirschbaum, when quizzed about it, could venture no 
explanation and simply added that in Naples the strangest 
things can happen normally. Recalling it brings the details 
vividly back to mind. 
 
It is not surprising that the miraculous liquefaction of the blood 
of Saint Januarius takes pride of place and few memories of the 
guided visits to the excavations at Pompei and Ercolano have 
remained with me as clearly as that though doubtless I was 
suitably impressed.   
 
On the Sunday we headed back to Rome following the Via 
Appia Antica along the coast of the Mediterranean until 
Terracina, where we stopped for a visit to the imposing remains 
of the Temple of Jove Anxur with spectacular vistas both inland 
and out to sea. Then back to the Eternal City and heads down 
once more into our books. 
 
In the month of June one of the post-graduates of the North 
American College (the community in Via dell’Umiltà) was 
scheduled to defend his doctoral thesis publicly in the faculty 
of Church History on The Holy See and the nascent Catholic 
Church in Mid-West USA, 1826-1850. This was none other 
than Robert Trisco, a priest of the archdiocesan clergy of 
Chicago. Some friend strongly recommended that I attend the 
defence, it would be brilliant, and so in fact it was. This 
introduced me to another salient feature of the faculty and 
served as a model for the defence of my own thesis two years 
later. More important, subsequently we became staunch 
personal friends and always spend some time together when he 
returns to Rome on occasional, not infrequent visits. Sixty 
years later we never lack for topics of conversation, usually 
about events in the recent history of Holy Mother Church, over 



which to share our thoughts and reflections. For several 
decades Bob was the distinguished and highly appreciated 
general editor of The Catholic Historical Review of America, 
and it has always been my pleasure to collaborate with him. 
 
The greatest hurdle of the year had yet to be jumped – the 
Licentiate Examination, consisting of written answers in Latin 
to a set of questions, and an hour’s oral interrogation etiam viva 
voce before a commission of five professors. Preparation had 
to begin well in advance, and I was diligent about this, doing 
my utmost to cram facts and figures, dates and names, and even 
more names and dates of emperors and popes, of cardinals and 
criminals, of conclaves and concordats, of saints and sinners, et 
alia plurimorum into my head. 
 
The written exam took place in a spacious room with individual 
desks not placed side by side but arranged in such a way as to 
prevent the possibility of conferring or copying from one’s 
neighbour. It was an aula unfamiliar to myself and my 
classmates, reserved for group examinations. Several large 
windows occupied one wall and already they were open to 
allow air to flow in, because the morning was already warm 
and the atmosphere somewhat stuffy. The session opened with 
the customary invocation: Actiones nostras quaesumus, 
Domine etc. Inspiration would be in great demand. Shortly 
afterwards a sudden gust of wind blew some of the papers from 
off my desk onto the passageway. A German classmate from 
behind picked them up and handed the sheets back to me. 
Immediately the Jesuit vigilator pounced on us and insisted that 
I change to another desk, but for one horrible moment I feared 
expulsion, because cheating was not tolerated and was severely 
punishable. My mind went blank. I have no recollection of that 
exam, except that one question was to name as many popes of 



the 9th century as possible. Twenty-one in all, not including two 
anti-popes. I dread to think of how deficient my answer was. 
Che brutta figura! 
 
The classmate who recuperated the dispersed papers and 
returned them to me was Fr. Michael Meier, S.V.D., 
subsequently Archbishop of Mount Hagen (1987-2006) in 
Papua New Guinea 
 
This bad experience was not the best preparation for the oral 
exam. Just when the moment arrived for me to set off from the 
College and make my way reluctantly to the University, there 
was a gentle knock at my door and there stood a smiling 
Seamus Creighton, my good Irish classmate, come to 
accompany me and make sure that I presented myself for the 
exam. His friendship encouraged me enormously. By the time 
we reached the rooms of our faculty on the third floor, I felt 
confident enough, and added “provided I don’t get Kempf on 
the commission”. 
 
In that precise instant, the doors of the elevator opened and 
revealed Prof. Kempf in flesh and blood. Smiling he greeted 
me: “Tu habes febrim!” Not half. He then went on to explain 
that he was pleased to observe that I was nervous, because he 
knew already that I knew that I didn’t know as much as he 
knew! On that note we proceeded into the aula and the other 
professors joined us. Mirabile dictu, the oral exam went much 
better than I could possibly have imagined. My lasting 
impression was that the examiners tried to bring the best out of 
me, that they wanted me to pass and graduate with the 
Licentiate in Church History. Afterwards, no sign of tension 
remaining, Fr. Monachino, the dean, said: “I’ll be speaking 



with your superiors. You must be allowed to return and do the 
Doctorate”. 
That brought my second year as a postgraduate in the College 
to a successful end and I returned to Scotland with my 
immediate future still uncertain. Home via Venice and Vienna. 
 
As soon as I reported back, Bishop Black invited me to lunch 
at his residence at Kilmacolm. He was a master of informality, 
without sacrificing dignity, an exponent of the art of putting 
people at ease. He congratulated me upon obtaining the 
Licentiate, but understood that this was really a preliminary 
step to the Doctorate: “in which case where would you prefer 
to stay?” This was not what I expected to hear from him. His 
Lordship came to the point. Apparently, Monsignor Clapperton 
had submitted a negative report about my health and suggested 
that a change of college might be the best course to take. What 
did I think about that proposal? The Bishop waited and 
encouraged me gently to speak out frankly. The sky had not 
exactly fallen upon me, though clearly I was flabbergasted, but 
divino afflante Spiritu, within seconds arrived at one of the 
most important decisions of my life, and one that I have never 
regretted. To the best of my recollection, my reply was: “If I 
am not returning to the Scots College, I would prefer not to 
return to Rome at all”. Possibly this was not the reply my 
Bishop expected from me. “Bravo, Charlie”, he exclaimed, “if 
you had proposed going to another college, transferring from 
the Pontifical Scots, then I would have suggested that we 
abandon the idea of the Doctorate altogether and be content 
with what has been achieved to date”. 
 
If we had agreed to such a transfer, then the impression would 
have been that it was he who was dissatisfied at the conditions 
in the College, to the extent of falling out with the Rector and 



removing one of his Priests. He would have been seen in that 
bad light by the other members of the Hierarchy. Obviously, 
that was not the case, and my reply saved him from this 
embarrassment. 
 
What followed in our 
conversation was 
strictly confidential and 
he warned me that 
under no circumstances 
must I divulge what the 
imminent future held 
for the College, for 
Monsignor Clapperton, 
and so for myself. The 
Bishops had decided 
that it was time for the 
Old Boss to retire, after 
almost forty years in 
office, and they awaited the new rector to be appointed by the 
Sacred Congregation for Seminaries. Exercise forbearance, he 
advised, and above all don’t give reason for compliant. Keep 
your head well below the parapet! He never referred to the 
matter again. 
 
 



 



FOUR UNFORGETTABLE YEARS  1957 – 1961 
 
“Think of the rock from which you were cut, and of the quarry 
from which you were hewn”.  Isaiah 51 

 
Third Year: 

ANNO DOMINI MDCMLIX 
JULY – DECEMBER  1959 

 
As soon as I reported back upon my return to Scotland, Bishop 
Black invited me to lunch at his residence at Kilmacolm. He 
was a master of informality, without compromising dignity, an 
exponent of the art of putting people at ease. He congratulated 
me upon obtaining the Licentiate, but understood that this was 
really a preliminary step to the Doctorate: “in which case where 
would you prefer to stay?” This was not what I expected to hear 
from him. His Lordship came to the point. Apparently, 
Monsignor Clapperton had submitted a negative report about 
my health and suggested that a change of college might be the 
best course to take. What did I think about that proposal? The 
Bishop waited and encouraged me gently to speak out frankly. 
The roof had not exactly fallen upon me, though clearly I was 
flabbergasted, but divino afflante Spiritu, within seconds 
arrived at one of the most important decisions of my life, and 
one that I have never regretted. To the best of my recollection, 
my reply was: “If I am not returning to the Scots College, I 
would prefer not to return to Rome at all”. Possibly this was not 
the reply my Bishop expected from me. “Bravo, Charlie”, he 
exclaimed, “if you had proposed going to another college, 
transferring from the Pontifical Scots, then I would have 
suggested that we abandon the idea of the Doctorate altogether 
and be content with what has been achieved to date”. 
 



If we had agreed to such a transfer, then the impression would 
have been that it was he who was dissatisfied at the conditions 
in the College, to the extent of falling out with the Rector and 
removing one of his Priests. He would have been seen in that 
bad light by the other members of the Hierarchy. Obviously 
that was not the case, and my reply spared him this 
embarrassment. 
 
What followed in our conversation was strictly confidential and 
he warned me that under no circumstances must I divulge what 
the imminent future held for the College, for Monsignor 
Clapperton, and so for myself. The Bishops had decided that it 
was time for the Old Boss to retire, after almost forty years in 
office, and they awaited the new rector to be appointed by the 
Sacred Congregation for Seminaries. Exercise forbearance, he 
advised, and above all do not give reason for complaint. Keep 
your head well below the parapet! Half a century later, I recall 
the calmness with which he handled the situation. He never 
referred to the matter again. 
 
The summer vacation in 
Scotland left little time for 
relaxation. The Bishop had 
approved of the agenda to 
pursue the doctorate in Church 
History at the Pontifical 
Gregorian University. The 
immediate challenge was to 
choose a topic suitable for a 
thesis which would require not more than a couple of years to 
complete, yet be sufficient to merit the qualification, in other 
words, not to set my sights too high and be disillusioned when 



I could not hit the bull’s eye on the target within the limited 
time. 
 
The first person to be consulted was Father David McRoberts, 
professor of Church History on the faculty of St. Peter’s 
College at Kilmahew, Cardross, who followed my curriculum 
closely and to whom I turned full of trust and expectation. He 
had a fertile mind, coupled with personal experience of the 
wider academic world, aware that the optimum was often the 
greatest enemy of the bonum, and knowing how to discern the 
possible best in any given circumstances. We discussed a range 
of topics and he left me to mull over them. 
 
One would have involved a detailed survey of the collection of 
the library at my alma mater, Blairs College, where I had spent 
four happy years as an eager young seminarian, with a view of 
assessing the influence of Jansenism on the fragile remnant of 
Catholicism in Scotland. This would have had the advantage of 
doing much of the research at home in Scotland. 
 
He advised me to contact Father William James Anderson and 
seek his advice, as he was the recognised expert in such matters. 
My letter to that great man received an immediate reply: since 
he was in the unenviable process of transferring the entire 
historic archive from Blairs, near Aberdeen, to Edinburgh, 
under these circumstances he simply could not arrange for a 
meeting. Full stop! 
Back to Father McRoberts. Davie understood perfectly Father 
Anderson’s predicament and was full of sympathy for the old 
man (now septuagenarian), assuring me that under better 
circumstances he would want to be the first to help me. “Would 
it be any use to him if I offered to do ‘donkey-work?’ Davie’s 
face lit up with a smile: “What a good idea. ‘Donkey-work’, 



yes, try him again with that suggestion”. Once more Father 
Anderson’s reply was instantaneous: “Donkeywork, yes, come 
at once!” 
 
Dressed in my tailored tonsure-suit, 
I presented myself at Columba 
House, 16 Drummond Place, in the 
prestigious New Town of 
Scotland’s capital city, and for the 
first time met the renowned 
William James Anderson. One of 
the most important moments of my 
life, leading to a collaboration that 
greatly influenced my work in years 
to come. 
 
For the next two, or three weeks, having found suitable 
accommodation in the nearby Scotia Hotel in Great King 
Street, I turned up every morning at Columba House and under 
Father Anderson’s direction opened the crates and stacked the 
books in proper order on the steel shelving newly installed 
around the walls of what was destined to be the main reading 
room for researchers. 
 
This was a purely physical activity, nothing intellectual about 
it, were it not that his comments on the various tomes as they 
emerged from the boxes was my introduction to the major 
printed collections and historical series of published sources of 
Scottish history, an unforgettably enriching experience. The 
entire morning was dedicated to this essential ‘donkey-work’ 
activity. 
 



After lunch, which had been prepared by Mrs McConnell, a 
charming, friendly housekeeper, weather permitting, we sallied 
forth for our constitutional stroll in the classic surroundings of 
Edinburgh’s New Town. Father Anderson had some 
fascinating comment to make at the corner of every street. No 
stone was left unidentified. His guided tour was an ‘eye-
opener’ to me, and I continue to bless his memory, as I recall 
those walks together, whenever I return briefly to ‘Auld 
Reekie’. 
 
The afternoons were perhaps less strenuous, but not less 
rewarding. While Father Anderson attended to his personal 
correspondence, which was massive, I was left on my own to 
delve into the riches of the library. Later, he joined me, and our 
conversation was resumed, with questions and answers, which 
was his way of rewarding me for my morning efforts. Various 
avenues of research were examined as possible subjects for a 
doctoral thesis, but without concluding anything. 
 
“Have you read such & such?” One had to be cautious about 
the answer, and above all truthful. If mendaciously one 
ventured to say, “Oh yes”, with a malicious twinkle in the eye, 
his rejoinder very probably would have been: “Where did you 
read it, as I possess the only extant copy!” Our conversations 
were spiced with all sorts of anecdotes of past times and 
modern instances, a veritable cornucopia of knowledge, laced 
with mordent humour. Early evening, it was time for me to 
return to my room in the Scotia Hotel, on the corner of nearby 
Great King Street. 
 
One morning, after celebrating Holy Mass in the chapel of the 
Sisters of the Holy Souls, who maintained a retreat centre in 
Drummond Place, I collapsed for no apparent good reason. 



Father Anderson agreed that the best thing was to get back 
immediately to my home in Clarkston and consult the family 
doctor. 
 
Dr Andrew Gallen, who had been a classmate of my father at 
St. Aloysius’ College, lost no time in diagnosing a severe 
condition of glandular fever, from which I had now been 
suffering for almost a year. This accounted for the general 
malaise that had dogged my life during the second year in the 
College. Untreated, the consequences could have been 
traumatic, but his medication got me back on an even keel and 
fit enough to return to Rome in October. 
 
The new academic year 1959-1960 began full of promise, a 
high numerical standard being maintained overall. In detail, the 
Faculty consisted of Monsignor Clapperton, rector; Father 
Hugh McEwan, vice-rector; Father Matthew Kinsella, spiritual 
director; and Father James Foley, repetitore. 
 
There were three Postgraduate Priests: Father Michael 
Fitzpatrick of the clergy of Aberdeen, joined Joe Coyle and 
myself, and was inscribed at the Gregorian in the faculty of 
Canon Law. 
There were no changes in what was now top year, or Fourth 
Year Theology: Vincent Moffat, Kenneth McLaughlan, Walter 
Scott, William Anderson, and James Cunningham. Likewise, 
there were no changes in the ranks of those promoted to Third 
Year Theology: William Harkins, Maurice Ward, Lawrence 
McMahon, Hugh McEwan, James McGhee, and George 
Donaldson. Second Year Theology comprised Thomas Malloy, 
George Gillespie, John Casey, William McDaid, John 
McIntyre, Robert Hendrie, Lawrence Jamieson. First Year 
Theology had one addition: Sean O’Kelly, Hugh Boyle, 



Charles Boyle, Albert Laisnez, Philip Mueller, Eamon Friel, 
and John Fitzsimmons. Twenty-five in all. 
 
The alumni inscribed in the Faculty of Philosophy numbered 
12 altogether. The “wee beasts” moved forward omnes ad 
unum into Third Year Philosophy: Vincent O’Neill, Edward 
Gallagher, William Slavin, Desmond McAllister, Patrick 
Fitzpatrick, Noel Colford, and Joseph Fitzpatrick. Second Year 
Philosophy was comprised of John McGuire and Michael 
O’Neill. There were three admissions to the scozzesi, in First 
Year Philosophy: James Docherty, Peter Connolly, and Neil 
Gillies. That was how the community of forty-two souls looked 
as it approached the new academic year.  
 

 
 
On return to the College in October, a black cloud greeted me 
on re-entry. My fellow post-graduate and long-standing 
colleague from Cardross days, Father Joseph Coyle (+2009), 
confided that Archbishop Campbell had been informed that the 



post-graduate priests had all dined out at a restaurant, but 
became so drunk that it required several taxis to bring them 
back to the College. He mentioned the matter confidentially to 
his private secretary, Father Frank Coyle (+1998), Joe’s elder 
brother, requesting him to warn his brother and also Charles 
Burns that they must watch their steps and tread cautiously 
from now onwards. Conduct such as this would not be tolerated 
if ever reported again. 
 
What had triggered off this embarrassing denunciation? We 
both were genuinely bewildered. The only occasion we had all 
been out together as a group was earlier in the spring, to say 
farewell to Jim Foley, about to depart for the Holy Land and 
continue his studies at the Biblical Institute of Jerusalem. We 
had asked the Old Boss for permission to go out at midday on 
the Sunday for lunch, even though it coincided with the 
monthly day of recollection. He agreed reluctantly, however, 
understanding that this was the only suitable time available. We 
went to our favorite Scoglio di Frisio restaurant in Via 
Merulana and enjoyed a happy meal. In order to be back in 
ample time for the afternoon’s spiritual conference, but not 
breathless and perspiring by returning on foot, it was decided 
to indulge in a couple of taxis. 

 
As the drivers were being paid off, 
Diarmid Crowley waved to a first-
year philosopher who was leaning 
out of his ‘horse-box’ window 
reading some smuggled newspaper 
from home, which could be 
dropped into the street, should a 
superior unexpectedly knock at his 
door. 



Had we identified the informer? We thought that we had. He 
was the culprit, and of that we had no doubt. Writing to his 
relatives in Scotland, with nothing better to narrate, he had 
filled the page with this fabricated report on our innocent 
revelry in which he had had no share. 
 
Later, as a young curate, he drew attention to himself by 
breaking his rosary into pieces publicly in the pulpit, carried 
away by the changes advocated over enthusiastically in the 
immediate post-Conciliar era, a rejection of all that was passé 
and hitherto had paraded as ‘religion’. He himself did not 
survive in pastoral ministry for long and canonically dispensed 
left the country. 
 
Meantime, my renewed joie de vivre was somewhat 
diminished, though fortunately not for long. Otherwise daily 
life continued in the College with almost monastic regularity, 
as was to be expected. With Jim 
Foley’s departure, I was allowed 
to exchange my room on the top 
floor with the one he had occupied 
on the floor below. It was a move 
for the better, more space, more 
adequate furniture, though not 
luxurious. Add a few items of 
décor and it was transformed and 
comfortable. The only drawback 
was that none of the rooms had en-
suite facilities and what was 
provided was judged scarcely 
adequate – a large enamel ewer 
and basin on a metal stand, with a 
pail for the slops. There was nothing one could do that would 



have transformed that. Joe Coyle and Michael Fitzpatrick 
occupied the two rooms to the left of mine, and we formed a 
fine team. 
The topic of the doctoral thesis was still unresolved and 
obviously was upper-most in my mind. By a happy 
coincidence, Father Hugh McEwan, recently promoted vice-
rector, had contributed a nine-page article concerning a hitherto 
neglected Bishop of Galloway, to the Spring 1957 issue of The 
Innes Review, published by the Scottish Catholic Historical 
Committee. 
 
It was not the fruit of original research, but rather an ample 
review of a recent publication in the series Bibliotheca 
Franciscana Scholastica Medii Aevi Tom. XVI -  Tractatus 
Quatuor de Immaculata Conceptione B. Mariae Virginis, 
nempe Thomae de Rossy, Andreae de Novo Castro, Petri de 
Candida, et Francisci de Arimio.  Studio et Cura PP. Collegii 
S. Bonaventurae. Quaracchi, Florentiae. Ex Typographia  
Collegii S. Bonventurae. 1954. 
 
Hughie’s task was restricted to the first of the four tractates, the 
Quaestio de immaculata Virginis conceptione, namely Utrum 
Virgo gloriosissima, quae a Deo fuit prae-electa ut Filium Dei 
pareret, fuerit concepta in originali peccato. The author of this 
treatise on mariology was acknowledged to be Thomas de 
Rossy, a Franciscan theologian, Scottish by birth, an 
authorative exponent of medieval canon law, a popular 
preacher, and by no means least, Bishop of Galloway from 15th 
July 1379 (therefore promoted in the first pontifical year of 
Pope Clement VII), a diocese he ruled for almost quarter of a 
century. The date of his death is not recorded, but obviously 
was before 28th May 1406, when his successor was appointed 
by Pope Benedict XIII, the two pontiffs of the Avignonese 



Obedience. What a dramatic period that was in the history of 
the papacy and the universal Church! 
 
Rossy’s polemical work in the matter of the Great Schism was 
entitled “Lima Veritatis”, the File of Truth, for it was written to 
remove the stain of falsehood, so deeply embedded in many 
accounts of the disputed papal election. It consists of three 
parts, based variously on quotations from Sacred Scripture and 
the saints, on civil and canon law, on prophecy and grammar, 
as the case suggests or demands. 
 
The first section is a lengthy disquisition on the so-called 
prophecy of St. John of Bridlington, a versified history of 
England, composed probably between 1361 and 1372, which 
enjoyed enormous popularity at that time, though there are 
serious doubts about his authorship. To a modern reader it is 
extremely boring, but in the 14th century television had not yet 
been invented and, apart from waging war against one another, 
our forebears had to find a way of filling in free time. 
Preoccupation with prophecy was typical of an age when 
superstition was rife, and the end of the universe expected from 
one moment to another. 
 
Although widely interpreted as a condemnation of Clement VII 
(the protagonist whom Rossy supported), the Scottish friar felt 
confident that on the contrary he could divine the true meaning 
of these verses. Which he attempted to do at very considerable 
length! 
 
More importantly, in the second section his treatise provides a 
detailed account of the origin of the Schism and contains the 
only contemporary explanation of the position adopted by 
Scotland in favour of the French claimant to the papacy, in 



opposition to Urban VI whom the English supported. He gives 
a graphic account of the first conclave of 1378 in which Urban 
was elected, though possibly invalidly due to the excessive 
pressure mounted by the unruly mob, insisting on the election 
of a Roman, or at least an Italian. 
 
They got one – Bartolomeo Prignano, archbishop of Bari, a 
distinguished chancellor of the papal curia at Avignon, but not 
yet elevated to the Sacred College of Cardinals. He styled 
himself Urban VI. From the outset he proved to be a disaster. 
The same cardinal electors reassembled a few weeks later, 
repudiated Urban, called upon him to resign, and proceeded to 
elect a second candidate, Robert of Geneva, who assumed the 
title Clement VII. 
 
This is the only instance in the history of the Papacy, when the 
identical electors held a second conclave and elected an 
alternative rival pontiff. It was the last time that a non-Cardinal 
was elected. 
 
In conclusion Hughie wrote: “Such in summary outline is the 
gist of Rossy’s tractate. More detailed description must await 
the full publication of its text, surely a worthwhile undertaking 
even if the digest now published has seized on the salient 
points. Rossy’s onslaught on Urban’s claims to the Papacy was 
not a mere blast on the patriotic trumpet. History and canon law 
may tell heavily against him, but at least he erred in good, and 
sometimes saintly, company. He had better fortune as a 
theologian in the Franciscan tradition, with his defence of the 
immaculate conception. Both his tractates, even if derivative, 
are authentic Scottish contributions to the controversies of the 
fourteenth century”. 
 



This clinched the matter for me. If the publication of Rossy’s 
tractate was “surely a worthwhile undertaking”, then that 
would be the topic of my doctoral thesis. Father Monachino 
applauded my choice, when the matter was submitted for his 
approval as dean of the faculty, and for registration. Never had 
the critical edition of historical sources been the subject of a 
dissertation in the Faculty of Church History. He was very 
enthusiastic and that encouraged me greatly. 
 
Moreover, that was how it was greeted by Father McRoberts 
when it was reported back to him. Only recently, when 
consulting the ‘Tractatus Quatuor’ volume for the umpteenth 
time, did I notice the former 
possessor’s name stamped on the 
flyleaf – ‘D. McRoberts’! This 
has led me to surmise, that as 
editor of the Innes Review, he was 
the prime mover in this matter and 
he it was who invited Hughie to 
write his article. Be that as it may, 
undoubtedly, the vice-rector, 
Monsignor McEwan, can be 
reckoned among my benefactors. 
Certainly, a great debt of gratitude 
is owed to both. 
 
Obviously, the first step was to make acquaintance with the two 
manuscripts containing this Scottish involvement in the tragic 
events of 1378. One is preserved in the Secret Vatican Archive, 
Armarium LIV, vol. 30; the other is codex Ottoboni Latinus 
2357 of the Apostolic Vatican Library. 
 



Only a year or so earlier, Father Josef Grisar SJ had brought 
our class in Church History on an afternoon visit to the Archive, 
situated at the heart of the vast complex of the Vatican Palace, 
and had guided us through the maze of 17th century carved 
cupboards and kilometres (yes, kilometres!) of steel shelving 
on various levels that houses the past thousand years of papal 
history. The mind boggles at the mere thought. That had been 
an introduction and subsequently I had returned on a research 
errand for Father Anderson and already possessed a tessera 
admitting me to the main Sala di Consultazione. Scholars are 
never admitted to browse at leisure in the depositaries where 
the archival collections are housed. Only too soon they would 
reduce the carefully arranged files to a state of chaos. 

 
On the other hand, it 
was a first time for 
the Apostolic 
Vatican Library, and 
I approached the 
holy ground filled 
with expectation 
mixed with 
trepidation. Even 

now, I marvel at the beauty of the main Reading Room, its 
sheer size and harmonious proportions, the polychromatic 
decoration of its frescoed ceiling. No wonder it is considered to 
be the mecca of Culture and over the centuries has brought 
immense prestige to the papacy, its treasures a veritable 
patrimony of humanity. The modern filing cabinets situated in 
the adjacent Sala Indici, with millions of index cards to the 
titles in the Library’s collection of printed books. The 
manuscript collections are consulted in a separate aula with 
descriptive hand-written catalogues available in a large 



anteroom. Alice in Wonderland could not have experienced a 
greater sense of amazement than I did on that first adventure. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, Rossy’s tractate exists in only 
these two manuscripts, both in the Vatican, separated one from 
the other by a matter of a few yards. Therefore, nothing could 
have been more convenient for consultation, seemingly 
tailored-made, measured to fit. That meant, however, they had 
to be assessed quantitively, whether transcription and edition 
could be completed within the limited time at my disposal. Was 
the 14th century script legible or did it present serious 
difficulties. The two codices passed the test on all scores and 
confirmed me in my choice of doctoral thesis. All that was 
required now was to get on with it. Together with the 
Priesthood, my additional raison d’etre was now clear. More, 
much more anon. 
 
The daily presence in the Vatican Archive brought to my 
attention the Scuola Vaticana di Paleografia, Diplomatica e 
Archivistica, founded by Pope Leo XIII with the Motu Proprio 
Fin da principio, dated 1st May 1884. The course was spread 
out over two years. There were no fees to be paid, no 
extraordinary obligations to be met, simply attendance at 
lectures and a final examination in order to obtain the coveted 
Diploma. Classes were held in Italian on three forenoons of the 
week, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, during the months from 
October until June of the following year. 
 



Without demur, Monsignor Clapperton gave permission for me 
to attend the course, and even seemed pleased at the idea, 
although it meant that my lunch had to be put aside in the 
kitchen, as I could not return 
from the Vatican by 1pm., in 
time to join the rest of the 
community. This was a small 
sacrifice that had to be made: 
using public transport in Rome 
during a crowded peak hour 
was a different matter, almost 
unbearable during the warmer 
months of the year. Sodom-
and-Gomorrah-on-wheels! 
 
Professor Giulio Battelli was the Director of the School and 
sole lecturer: he was the School! He enjoyed international 
fame. Of distinguished appearance, conservative in taste, he 
spoke Italian with such clarity and delivery that even I could 
grasp almost every phrase. This was my first real exposure to 
the language of St. Francis, of Dante, of Manzoni. 
 
Fortunately, two classmates immediately befriended me, both 
postgraduates of the Lombard Seminary: Don Ottavio Cavalleri 
from Brescia, whom I knew already from our history classes at 
the Gregorian; and Don Aldo Landi from La Spezia, whose 
parents had worked in Greenock for some years, before 
returning to Italy around the time of his birth. Aldo showed 
particular concern that his amico scozzese lost nothing of the 
lectures and over the two years of the course we formed a very 
good friendship. When he asked me: “Perché tu non mi dai del 
tu?”, I responded with a completely blank facial expression, as 
though he was speaking to me in Chinese. Such was my Italian 



at that time. Probably derived from an outdated language 
manual in the College library that instructed the reader how to 
use the fascist form of ‘Voi’ correctly. 
 
Professor Battelli had the knack of making seem simple, what 
in fact was complicated and quite difficult. His method was 
practical, pragmatic, that way we learned eagerly, even if only 
by repetition, but were never deterred initially by things beyond 
our capacity. His lectures were absorbing, the matter 
challenging, the ambient excellent. He was author of a very 
commendable textbook of Latin Palaeography. I felt happy and 
at ease in the Vatican School, though little did I suspect that the 
whole course of my life was about to change direction, what 
the future held for me was already starting from here. More 
anon. 

 
Daily life in the College 
began each morning with 
Morning Prayers, a timed 
pause for meditation, and the 
celebration of Holy Mass. We 
were still a long way from 
concelebration, which was 
introduced with other changes 
in the Latin rite as part of the 
renewal of the liturgy called 
for by the Second Vatican 
Council. Celebration was 
individual and personal. 
Community Mass was 

celebrated in the College Chapel, usually by one of the Faculty, 
who took turns in line with a monthly agenda. 



Monsignor Clapperton, however, normally celebrated in the 
Holy Family chapel (the original chapel on the piano nobile of 
the College, now truncated by a dividing screen to allow access 
to the ‘new Wing’ on the Via Rasella).  The Rector reserved 
high days and holidays to himself, as was appropriate, when he 
officiated in the ‘National Church’. There was also a temporary 
altar erected in the space created for this connecting corridor. 

 
There was an altar in St. Joseph’s chapel, formerly the oratory 
of the domestic nuns, situated on the ground floor, to the left of 
the main entrance. Another altar was erected on the basement 
level in the passageway leading into the 
main Chapel. 
 
With as many as ten ordained Priests in the community at any 
given time (and sometimes more), in practice we had to double-
up on the altars, one Mass followed immediately by a second 
in strict schedule (and woe betide any late-comers). This had to 
be accomplished before heading-off for classes at the 
Gregorian, which began punctually at 8.30 am., with the shrill 
ringing of the electric bell on all floors. 
 



When one subtracts the number of celebrants (and possibly an 
equal number of altar servers) from those attending the 
principal Mass, community participation was reduced by half. 
That could not happen today in a post-Conciliar seminary. 
 
On Sundays and other liturgical ‘red letter’ days (when the Old 
Boss himself was not the principal celebrant), there was solemn 
High Mass, and the Vice-Rector allocated our turn to be the 
celebrant, deacon, or subdeacon. The Schola cantorum 
provided a harmonious accompaniment of plain chant, 
supported by a talented student organist. In the late afternoon, 
Vespers were sung, even the assistants being vested in copes, 
for me something quite different from the more simple liturgies 
of Cardross. 
 
During Holy Week, the Scots College supplied the personnel 
for the complicated ceremonies in the prestigious and more 
spacious basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli, constructed by 
Michelangelo within the ruins of the imperial Baths of 
Diocletian, at the top end of Via Nazionale. 

 



Strangely, no recollection of personal involvement in those 
sacred functions has registered with me. In the spring of 1958, 
during my first year in Rome, I had the Rector’s permission to 
attend the Holy Week services at the ‘Stational’ churches, 
though this did not prove to be the edifying experience that I 
had anticipated. So, in 1959 and 1960, I remained with the 
community, and in 1961 attended the Holy Week liturgy while 
in Florence. More anon. 
 
Prior to the Ecumenical Council, the emphasis was on strict 
observance of rubrics, rather than on the content of the liturgy 
as such. Certainly, this was the case at Cardross, where Father 
Jock McKay was a stickler for the rules, especially when 
instructing deacons how to celebrate Mass with almost 
regimental precision. He was convinced that an initially 
correct, even if somewhat artificial celebration, with time 
would be honed down and any initial awkwardness give place 
to a more natural and dignified habit lasting per omnia saecula 
saeculorum. 
 
Jock’s concern was shared by other members of the Faculty. 
Father Patrick Wycherley, our Master of Discipline, corrected 
me as a young philosopher: “You serve Mass badly! One never 
uses the left hand when proffering the cruet to the celebrant. 
With the right hand you present the cruet of wine, retrieve it, 
and replace it on the altar. Then do the same with the cruet of 
water. The left hand is never employed”. This instruction has 
remained in my memory, not least because he added: “I would 
not have bothered to correct you, if I were not sure that you 
would learn”. 
 
As a Subdeacon, Monsignor Charles Treanor, the rector of 
Cardross, remarked that he had observed me during High Mass 



ascending the predella, beginning with my left foot. One only 
approaches the altar starting with the right foot, even having to 
halt before doing so, except when conveying the Blessed 
Sacrament exposed in a monstrance. 
 
Within days of my arrival in Rome, in 1957, both Monsignor 
Clapperton and Father Gogarty remarked that my tonsure was 
not sufficiently evident. I had never given the matter a thought, 
since the ceremonious snip-snip of the rite of First Tonsure 
conferred by my Bishop several years earlier. Not so in Rome. 
The Vicariate insisted that all clerics exhibit the tonsure, as was 
all too evident at the Gregorian University. A visit to the local 
barber remedied the omission. 
 
On a later occasion the Old Boss remarked that my way of 
incensing with the thurible was incorrect, which was from my 
breast upwards, but more correctly should be with the thurible 
held at eye level and with a forward movement in the direction 
of the subject, or object, being incensed. So be it. My motto 
should have been that of Cardinal Giovanni Mercati, Librarian 
of Holy Roman Church: semper paratus imparare – always 
ready to learn. 
 

 
The Library, situated on the 
piano nobile, was a single 
area of ample proportions 
with large windows onto the 
Via delle Quattro Fontane, 
and wooden shelving that 
covered the walls and 
reached to the ceiling, 



stacked with books, creating an atmosphere inducive to study. 
 
One evening, the Old Boss discovered me rummaging in the 
Library, where I had found an album containing the 
photographs of scozzesi at the turn of the 19th century.  

“That’s old Ritchie”, he exclaimed, and continued to identify 
others with obvious delight. As most of the photos were 
without identification, I prevailed upon him to repeat the details 
which were later typed onto cards and the description affixed 
onto as many as possible. He collaborated enthusiastically, and 
Andrew Nicoll, deputy head of Historic Environment Scotland, 
assures me that the album is carefully preserved in the College 
archive to this day. 
 
The refectory was by far the most 
impressive public room in the 
College. It occupied the entire 
basement area of the ‘new Wing’ 
along the Via Rasella, but below 
street level, a spaceous, lofty, 
well-proportioned room with a 
large-as-life carved crucifix 



adorning the end wall, above the superiors’ table (as it 
continues to do in the present College), and the raised dias and 
pulpit at the centre of the wall at the opposite end, the direction 
from which one entered. The painted tapestry which had draped 
from the loggia centrale of St. Peter’s, in 1929, on the occasion 
of the beatification of the Scottish Jesuit martyr, John Ogilvie, 
was now framed and provided an appropriate and prominent 
feature. This room, possibly the finest college refectory in 
Rome, represented Monsignor Clapperton’s good taste at its 
best. 

 



The menu was institutional, but 
the food was appetizing and 
plentiful, and the fact that nothing 
negative has remained impressed 
on my palate is in itself a positive 
comment, though Jim Foley 
averred that the Old Boss was 
overheard muttering “the post-
graduates, like the house food, are 
revolting!”. The risotto al ragù 
was my favourite dish. The 
tortellini in brodo were always 
referred to as ‘elephant’s 
dandruff’. 
 
In Blairs, in the immediate post-War period of rationing, the 
kitchen served a concoction of unidentifiable meat content, 
known gastronomically as ‘Rats Pie’. No doubt some 
ingenuous aspirant to Holy Orders wrote home: “Dear Mum, 
the grub here is absolutely awful and we don’t get nearly 
enough of it”. 
 
During meals, which were taken in silence, the students took it 
in turn to read from the pulpit: a short passage from the New 
Testament, followed by chapter after chapter of some selected 
book, concluding with the proclamation in Latin from the 
Martyrologium Romanum of the saints commemorated that 
day, - et alibi aliorum plurimorum sanctorum martyrum et 
confessorum atque sanctarum virginum. It was against this 
domestic background that my daily extramural work on the 
thesis had to be conformed. 
 



Immediately after breakfast every morning I set off by public 
transport for the Vatican and spent the entire forenoon, either 
in the Archive, or in the Library, or in both, transcribing the 
text of Thomas de Rossy’s treatise on the schism. Gradually, 
with practice, the handwriting and the peculiar forms of 
abbreviation presented less difficulty and progress depended 
only on perseverance. Head down. 
 
There was an occasion one morning, when I simply could not 
decipher part of the text. Immediately in front of me in the study 
room of the Archive was seated an elderly priest. From what I 
could see by peering over his shoulder, the script in his codex 
looked very similar to the hand with which I was struggling. 
Dare I ask for help? Summoning up courage, I interrupted him 
at work and asked if he could spare a moment to look at my 
troublesome text. Carefully he rose from his place, adjusted his 
spectacles, and came beside me: what exactly was my problem. 
In seconds he read the text and explained it to me, a somewhat 
unusual form of abbreviation, but certainly in fairly common 
use at that period of the 14th century. We spent almost half an 
hour examining other portions of the manuscript, before 
returning to our respective seats. 
 
Our conversation, however, had not gone unobserved: 
Monsignor Hermann Hoberg, vice-prefect of the Vatican 
Archive, called me over to his desk. I feared some disciplinary 
measure for not having observed the strict rule of silence in the 
study room. “Do you know with whom you were talking” he 
asked smilingly. “No”, was my reply. “With Monsignor 
Mollet!”. Guillaume Mollet was the doyen of the scholars in the 
room. A member of the Académie française. A medievalist of 
international renown. This elderly, frail French prelate 



appeared to me as the ultimate in the ambient of historical 
achievement. 
 
Some days later, when spending a few moments of the 
afternoon in the little church of San Claudio, at the edge of 
Piazza San Silvestro, where the Blessed Sacrament was 
exposed for perpetual adoration, I recognised Monsignor 
Mollet as he tottered in and knelt in prayer, followed only 
minutes later by an equally frail Monsignor Heard. Such was 
Rome at that time! 
 
Providentially, fairly early in my work, it occurred to me that 
photcopies of the two manuscripts could be obtained from the 
Archive and the Library. This accelerated and greatly 
facilitated the task of transcription, allowing me to continue 
later in the afternoon at the College, but more importantly it 
made possible a face-to-face comparison of the two texts 
(otherwise almost impossible, despite their actual proximity in 
the Vatican), thereby solving many doubts about difficult 
readings and minor variations. Head down: only perseverance 
would solve them all. 
At midday on 16th 
November 1959, Vatican 
Radio announced Pope 
John’s intention of holding 
another consistory for the 
creation of seven new 
Cardinals, among them 
Monsignor William 
Theodore Heard, dean of 
the Sacred Roman Rota. 
 



‘Teddy Heard a Cardinal! Unbelievable!’ The explosion of joy 
in the Venerable English College (where he had resided since 
the liberation of Rome by the Allies, in 1945), was surpassed 
only by that in the Pontifical Scots College. Ours was 
boundless! 
 
Some years later, contributing the obituary note on his life to 
The Catholic Directory for Scotland 1974, I tried to recapture 
the enthusiasm that greeted the announcement, and described 
the succession of ceremonies following in its wake, and it 
seems appropriate to repeat that account here: “According to 
the regulations of the Roman Curia, a Rota judge is expected to 
retire upon attaining his seventy-fifth birthday, which in the 
case of Monsignor Heard occurred on 24th February 1959. 
Shortly after becoming dean, he had to undergo a serious 
surgical operation, which left him in a very weak condition. His 
convalescence took a slow course and his resignation, already 
overdue, now appeared imminent. Too ill to conduct any 
official business personally, he had given strict orders that all 
Rota matters should be taken directly to the Palazzo della 
Cancelleria, where the tribunal has its offices. One November 
morning, however, a monsignor from the Vatican called at the 
English College. In spite of the doorman’s repeated refusals, he 
insisted on speaking with Monsignor Heard privately and flatly 
refused to go away. 
 
Informed of this (and making no attempt to conceal his 
annoyance), the dean snapped that the persistent fellow could 
be shown up and that he would make sure that he went away! 
This was the special messenger from Pope John to inform 
Monsignor Heard that it was the intention of the Holy Father to 
confer the cardinalate on him at the next consistory. Upon 
receiving this totally unexpected news, the old man broke down 



and wept. Appropriately, it was 16th November, the feast of St. 
Margaret of Scotland.” 
 
It must be added, his physical condition was precarious and a 
cause for serious concern: he was rushed to the Roman clinic 
of the Little Company of Mary (known more familiarly as the 
‘Blue Nuns’) and admitted for special care in order to boost his 
resilience and prepare him for the arduous ceremonial ahead. 
We recited a collecta imperata daily at devotions in the College 
chapel, asking God to allow the old fellow to survive and at 
least receive the Red Hat, our fingers crossed. 
 
“The immediate reaction to the announcement was of 
enthusiastic approval, especially at the English College and in 
Bermondsey. Scottish Catholics felt that they had a special 
claim to the new cardinal and were second to none in 
manifesting the joy they felt at the high honour paid to their 
fellow countryman. William Theodore Heard was the first 
native-born Scot to be elevated to the cardinalate since 1538, 
when that great patriot, David Betoun, was created cardinal by 
Pope Paul III.  A span of 421 fateful years separated the two 
events.” 
 
 
On 1st December 1959, my mother telegraphed me with the 
extraordinary news that my father, Captain Robert V. Burns 
GM., had been named General Manager of the Canadian 
Pacific Steamships Ltd., a merchant shipping company he had 
served for many years, first as a junior officer, since long before 
the Second World War. He received the Certificate of 
Competency as Master of a foreign-going Steamship already in 
June 1933, six months before my own birth. 
 



During active war service, my dad had distinguished himself 
for bravery. In a letter, dated 5th July 1943, the Minister of War 
Transport informed him that the Prime Minister had obtained 
the King’s approval for the Award to him of the George Medal 
for gallant conduct and devotion to duty in s.s. “Duchess of 
York”, when the vessel was attacked by the enemy. 
At the same time of his investiture at St. James’ 
Palace by George VI, in the autumn of that year, 
he was awarded the “Lloyd’s War Medal for 
Bravery at Sea”, making him one of the most 
highly decorated of veteran merchant seamen. My 
father seldom mentioned the matter, but by all 
accounts, the episode must have been hair-raising. 
 
The appointment as General Manager came as a 
final accolade, and for someone like myself who 
had held everything connected with Canadian 
Pacific in awe and veneration since early 
childhood, it was the equivalent to his being elected Pope! 
Sentiments of delight and pride vibrated through all the 
ramifications of my family. My telegram from Rome is tucked 
away among his personal papers: ‘Congratulations immensely 
proud much love. Charlie.’ 
 
 
According to the rector’s diary, on 9th December (my birthday), 
a chartered architect arrived from Scotland to make a 
professional survey of the College. He was a guest at supper 
and made a favourable impression, - a tall, well groomed, 
dapper figure. Mr Underwood. Although he never socialised 
with the Community, we surmised that he had been specially 
commissioned, that his visit was significant, to ascertain an 
accurate ‘state of the union’. The following day, the Rector 



escorted him round the premises: “This is the Chapel, this is the 
Library, the Refectory, the Drawing Room, etc. etc.” Meantime 
he was lodged conveniently in the Anglo-American Hotel, 
immediately opposite our main entrance on Via delle Quattro 
Fontane. 
 
He returned early each morning for the next four days, note-
books in hand and plans supplied from the college archive, and 
passing from the upper floors downwards and from room to 
room, charted the cracks in various walls as they travelled to 
the basement and the foundations. 
 
Like the fabled curate’s boiled egg, the final report which he 
submitted to the Hierarchy was good, but only in parts. The 
stability of the building was not in question, though it had been 
feared that one day part of it might collapse onto the street. An 
all-inclusive programme of modernization, involving re-
plumbing and re-wiring, would be required to bring the College 
up to an acceptable standard and guarantee it for another 
century. 
 
The cost involved seemed astronomic, approaching £100.000, 
and well beyond the normal budget. Whereas, selling this prime 
site in the centre of Rome would raise sufficient capital to 
commission a new purpose designed college free of 
maintenance costs for decades to come. Without having to 
disburse funds from other sources of income to pay the bill. The 
fate of the old Alma Mater was decided by that report: Mr 
Undertaker!  Monsignor Clapperton’s fate too. 
 
My personal conviction has always been that if Monsignor 
Philip Flanagan had been appointed beforehand and entrusted 
with the decision about the future of the College at this 



juncture, he would never have left the old site, but have pursued 
a similar policy to his successful refurbishment of the Royal 
Scots College in Valladolid, as rector, spreading the 
programme over various stages and implementing it gradually 
within a realistic budget, one that the Scottish Bishops could 
have approved and supported. More anon. 
 
 
Almost a full month had passed since the first announcement 
that the Pope intended creating more cardinals. Archbishop 
Gray and Bishop Scanlan (of Motherwell) represented the 
Scottish Hierarchy at the Consistory. The secret consistory was 
held in the Vatican on Monday, 14th December 1959, at which 
the Pope, in the presence of the cardinals only, informed them 
officially of his intention to augment the Sacred College by 
naming new members. Special messengers brought word of 
this to the eight prelates concerned, Monsignor Heard receiving 
his Biglietto at the Apostolic Chancery. Our two bishops and 
the College superiors were admitted to this initial ceremony. 
 
On the Wednesday evening, in the course of the semi-public 
consistory, the new porporati received their scarlet birettas and 
sapphire rings from the Pope. 
 
The following morning, 17th December, Pope John conferred 
the Red Hat upon them during the splendid ceremonial of the 
public consistory, held in St. Peter’s Basilica. Cardinal Heard 
was so weak and frail that he had to be dispensed from kneeling 
during the ceremonies. At the appropriate moments, he draped 
himself over the prie-dieu that had been provided. For the rest 
of us, what a privilege to have been eyewitnesses to these 
historic events. 
 



In a second secret consistory held that morning, he was given 
as his title the diaconal church of St. Theodore on the Palatine, 
(obviously in reference to his 
name), one of Rome’s most 
ancient churches, and 
assigned a place in the order 
of cardinal deacons. In the 
evening the Red Hat was 
brought to the English 
College in the traditional 
manner. 
Everything about the consistory had been magnificent, but it 
left His Eminence very exhausted and for the first few months 
he remained confined to the college, where it had been decided, 
he should continue to reside. Meantime Monsignor Peter 
Anglim of the English and Father Hugh McEwan of the Scots 
had been designated as the Cardinal’s trainbearer (caudatario) 
and private secretary for all future formal occasions. Wee 
Hughie was delighted. 
 
The first engagement was to assist (a cardinal deacon did not 
impart the blessing with the monstrance) at Benediction of the 
Blessed Sacrament in the principal chapel of the Venerabile. It 
only entailed leaving his apartment in the corridor leading off 
the piano nobile and coming down in the lift from there to the 
ground floor where the chapel is situated, beside the main 
entrance to the college. 
 
At the moment of leaving his rooms, the Cardinal turned to his 
trainbearer and requested his hat. Monsignor Anglim looked at 
him in disbelief. “Eminence, we are only going downstairs.” 
“I’m a Cardinal leaving his residence. Give me my hat”, Heard 
retorted. “Very well, if Your Eminence insists. I had better 



bring an umbrella, there might be a shower”, was the reply! 
Cheeky fellow. Lucky to get away with his life. 
 
Many years later, the Cardinal’s Red Hat was brought back to 
Scotland in my car and the first statio was for a few nights at 
my mother’s home in Pollokshields, before being deposited 
with Monsignor McRoberts, Keeper of the Scottish Catholic 
Archives, who was beside himself with joy at receiving such an 
exceptional trophy. My mum too had been overjoyed and felt 
that with its presence a blessing had come to her house. 
 
The rector of the Venerabile, Monsignor Cormac Murphy 
O’Connor had surrendered it gladly “to the Scots”, convinced 
that there was no more ideal place than Edinburgh, the 
Cardinal’s birthplace, as its final destination. 
 
Unless I am mistaken, Monsignor McRoberts was minded to 
present it to the Historic Museum of Scotland, near the National 
Library, where it would have been guaranteed professional 
conservation and allocated an appropriate place among the 
treasures on display, alongside equally important Catholic 
exhibits, such as the Holyrood Silver, rather than hold on to it 
in Columba House, without proper exhibition facilities. Alas, 
after his premature death, on 25th November 1978, there was 
never an opportunity for me to pursue this matter further. 
 
In 1969, prior to his third Consistory, Pope Paul VI abolished 
the Red Hat as the principal symbol of the cardinalate, much to 
the personal chagrin of Gordon Joseph Gray. So Heard’s Hat 
became definitely the last to cross the Scottish Border. 
 
As yet mass media had not intruded into the College: there was 
no television, no radio, and even daily newspapers were 



banned. Transistor radios were a rarity. The Vicariate of Rome 
forbade the clergy from going to public cinemas, but we could 
find a good film occasionally at a parish cinema, though the 
choice was limited. 
 
Fr. Dermot O’Mahony, a postgraduate of the archdiocese of 
Dublin, suggested that we go to see “The Guns of Navarrone”, 
showing at the parish hall of S. Eugenio on the Viale Belle Arti. 
The film was splendid entertainment, but he vowed we would 
never go together again to ‘the flicks’, because every time the 
British fleet appeared on the screen, automatically my chest 
swelled so much that he was nearly knocked off his seat! 
 
We had to fall back on our own ingenuity. There was a college 
Debating Society, which provided an ideal opportunity to let 
off steam, to beef about some grievance, depending on the 
motion that the house was asked to uphold or reject. ‘O Italy 
with all thy faults I love thee still’ was the perfect time to 
narrate a plethora of complications, deceptions, frustrations, 
come-back-later, misunderstandings, refusals, date of validity 
has expired, go-back-to-sender, etc-et-cettera received at the 
hands of local Italian burocracy. We appeared to be easy 
targets, victims of circumstances! 
 
In the early spring of 1960, the novello ripetitore, Jim Foley, 
organized a visit for a few of us to the extensive archeological 
park of the necropolis of Cerveteri, with its rows of excavated 
etruscan tombs, alas, for previous decades at the mercy of 
unscupulous profonatori. We were following in the steps of D. 
H. Lawrence, a writer enamoured of Italy and author of 
‘Etruscan Places’, one of my favourite travel books. It proved 
to be a diverting, highly instructive excursion, and a welcome 
change from our normal hum-drum routine. 



 
There were the occasional impromptu concerts, upstairs in the 
recreation room, when our various talents could be aired, and 
some members of the community were endowed with resonant 
singing voices. My contribution was an imitation of Syd 
Fletcher, the Cockney comedian, and his hilarious monologue 
in rhymed verse: “I’ll tell o’ the battle of Hastings, as was 
fought in days long gone bye, when William became king of 
England, and ‘Arald got shot in the eye. It were this way…” Or 
his famous conversation between husband and wife: “The day 
war broke out, my missus said to me: ‘What are you going to 
do?’ ‘Do about what?’, I asked. ‘Do about the war’, she nagged 
on. ‘What war?’, I asked. ‘The World War’, she answered. 
‘What? Frighten those bloody Jerries! Woof, woof!’” All 
innocent, simple stuff, purely for domestic consumption. I 
could also give a tuneful enough rendering of “On a tree by a 
river, a little tom-tit sang willow, tit-willow, tit-willow etc.”, 
having played the part of Ko-Ko in The Mikado years earlier in 
Cardross. 
 
During those years, no one in the College distinguished himself 
as a virtuoso pianist, so there were no evening musical recitals. 
Alex Bremner had brought his guitar along from his formative 
days in Spain, and he strummed it loudly, but only in the 
solitude of his own room, often immediately after lunch, 
thereby disturbing more than one siesta, and not endearing 
himself to the plebs. 
 
At least on one occasion, however, there was a guest 
entertainer. John Ramsay (+1997), a fellow Scot studying at the 
Beda for the archdiocese of Saint Andrews and Edinburgh, had 
prepared a ridiculous solo act based on Richard Wagner’s epic 
opera Die Walkure, except that the protagonists were no longer 



Siegfried and Brunnhilde, but McGheefried and Burnshilde! 
He was uproariously funny. Why at random he picked on Jim 
and myself was a mystery, but more importantly, far from 
taking offense, we remained the best of friends. There was a 
similar regime in sister colleges. We were always pleased to 
receive an invitation to amateur theatricals, when outsiders felt 
welcome. 
 

Another exceptional evening was 
spent when Sir Eugen Millington 
Drake (pictured left), retired 
ambassador from the British 
diplomatic service, resident in Rome, 
narrated vividly the sequence of 
events surrounding the German 
‘pocket’ battleship Admiral Graf 
Spee, which was scuttled in the River 
Plate after being intercepted, on 13th 
December 1939, and trapped there by 

three British cruisers, the Achilles, the Ajax, and the Exeter. The 
enemy ship was allowed to enter the neutral port of Montevideo 
for minor repairs, but was forced to return to international 
waters, where a head-on conflict awaited her and inevitable 
destruction. Instead of surrendering to the Royal Navy, Capt. 
Hans Langsdorff took the ship out to sea and sank her in 
shallow water. The sailors disembarked and were interned for 
the duration of the Second World War, while he took his own 
life. Images of smoke billowing out of the stricken vessel into 
the sky circulated the newsrooms of the world, filling the front 
pages of all the daily papers. 
 
Millington Drake was British Minister and Plenipotentiary in 
Uruguay at the time. Nothing of the drama of those hours was 



lost in his sympathetic account of the episode, for he had 
interviewed personally every survivor of the German crew, and 
he held his audience at the Scots College spellbound. 
 
Years later I was invited by his widow, Lady Effie Millington 
Drake, for afternoon tea at her residence in the prestigious 
Palazzo Taverna, within the vicinity of the Chiesa Nuova. But 
this reads more like a leaf from +J. D. Scanlan’s diary! 
 
A drawback in the old College was the lack of a garden. The 
interior courtyard was sufficient for volleyball, but not for 
football, rugby, or cricket. One had to cross the City, go beyond 
the Janiculum, to Villa Pamphilj for anything like that. There 
was no private internal swimming pool (not even room for a 
‘tank’ and how we envied the Venerable English College 
theirs), one had to make use of the splendid public facilities 
available at the Foro Italico sports complex. There was space 
for table-tennis at one end of the Recreation Room, but no other 
area in the building was equipped as a gymnasium. The College 
was there to prepare seminarians for the Priesthood, not provide 
an arena for training athletes competing in the Olympic Games, 
hosted in Rome at that precise time. 
 
Only five years after the end of the Second World War, which 
had left Italy ripped apart from north to south, by all accounts 
Rome faced the challenge of the Holy Year, in 1950, with 
memorable success. Ten years later, in 1960, the City 
responded brilliantly to the Olympic Games, constructing a 
new stadium and an Olympic Village to house the athletes. A 
vast programme of flyovers and under-passes transformed the 
principal routes of the inner urban area, especially of the 
Lungotevere. Alas, not so at Piazza Barberini, one of the busiest 
intersections imaginable. Moreover, after a prolonged stoppage 



for Alt, the flow of traffic accelerated in low gear as it surged 
up the steep rise of Via delle Quattro Fontane before reaching 
Via XX Settembre. The consequences were disastrous: the 
noise and smog were intolerable and the Scots College was 
situated exactly in the midst. This was a major consideration 
when the Bishops decided to sell the prime central site and opt 
for a more salubrious place in the suburbs. 
 
This meant that the extensive top terrace was a haven in all 
seasons, especially after supper before Night Prayers and the 
Grand Silence. Quite probably in those four years I paced the 
equivalent of the distance separating Rome and home on its 
tiled surface. The extensive view from our roof over to the 
Vatican, especially at sunset, remains fixed in my memory. We 
seemed to be in perfect 
alignment with St. Peter’s 
Basilica because the Obelisk 
in the piazza blocked out the 
view of the Pope, when he 
appeared on the Central 
Balcony! We questioned 
whether it impeded his 
Apostolic Blessing Urbi et 
Orbi from reaching us. 
 
All out for exercise in the early afternoon was the order of the 
day. The postgraduates were not required to conform. The 
students, yes, to their intense annoyance. Stroll up the Via 
Sistina in a cameratta of three or more, past the panoramic 
Piazza Trinità  de’Monti and Villa Medici, and spend the rest 
of the time chatting in the shade of the trees in the Pincio 
gardens, leaving no personal grievance unaired, until it was 
time to return to the College for afternoon tea and evening 



study. There were other slightly more energetic options, but 
what was better than that? 
 
Rain? If it threatened to rain, then the British Council library, 
conveniently situated in a palazzo that formed the monumental 
corner of Via delle Quattro Fontane and Via Venti Settembre, 
was the obvious place of refuge, with the national press, 
English magazines, and loads of modern fiction at hand to help 
pass an otherwise dull afternoon. 

 
Another ‘port in a storm’ 
was the Lyon Bookshop, 
an English language 
bookshop situated at the 
Piazza del Popolo end of 
the Via del Babuino, in 
the vicinity of All Saints 
Anglican church. This 
thriving business had 
been set up and was run 

efficiently by two extraordinarily endowed English ladies, 
Phyllis MacKenzie and her associate Mary Shearer, both 
learned and intelligent, but definitely not ‘blue-stocking’. It 
was regarded by expatriates almost as a national institution. 
Had it not already existed, one would have had to invent it. A 
visit to the Lyon Bookshop was always an eye-opener, titles old 
and new, classic and recent, peeped out from the shelves. One 
was welcome to browse, but the ‘Lionesses’, as the owners 
were dubbed affectionately, kept careful watch, not wanting 
grubby hands to fondle their precious books to no purpose. 
 
On just one such occasion Phyllis asked me: “Is there a specific 
title that interests you?” “Oh, Jacob Burkhardt, The Civilization 



of the Renaissance in Italy”, I ventured. “Phaidon Press, or 
economy?” asked Phyllis.  “Phaidon, please.” said I. That 
delightful complete and unabridged, illustrated edition still 
occupies a space in my library and serves as an expensive 
reminder of an otherwise uneventful afternoon. 
 
Another haven where one could browse at leisure was the 
Anglo-American bookshop in Via delle Vite, immediately 
behind the General Post Office. It too was well stocked, but 
catered mostly for the North American public, and items were 
priced in US Dollars, well beyond my budget. 
 
In the courtyard of the 
church of San Silvestro 
nearby, on the first floor, 
there was the popular Tea 
Room, off-limits to post-
graduates and seminarians 
alike, but patronised by the 
Old Boss and the Faculty, 
and countless others, 
clerical and lay, who 
appreciated a properly 
brewed pot of tea made 
from one’s preferred blend. Twining’s ‘English Breakfast’, 
Lipton’s ‘Darjeeling’, even special blends from Fortnum & 
Mason were available in the time it takes to boil a kettle of 
water. It was always on the boil. Two charming, refined 
English ladies, Pamela Charlesworth and Bernadette Morrissy, 
hovered over their guests. They were in charge. Fresh 
sandwiches, home-baked biscuits, jam tarts and tea cakes were 
available on request.  Alcoholic beverages were not served. 
This was not a public house. 



It had started in anticipation of the countless pilgrims expected 
from the United Kingdom and Ireland, who would throng 
Rome during the Holy Year of 1950. Immediately the centre 
proved a great success. It was providential when my mother 
and myself arrived in Rome on 5th August, liturgical feast of S. 
Maria ad Nives, in stifling mid-summer heat. Fortunately, our 
hotel was situated in adjacent Via delle Vite and my mamà had 
easy access to the San Silvestro tea room just across the street, 
where she spent the time suffering from mild exhaustion, and 
drinking gallons of tea. Thoughtfully, Pam and Bernadette had 
procured lots of good quality religious souvenirs and had a 
whole range of attractive articles on offer at modest prices, 
which spared us the bother of hunting elsewhere. For the first 
time I saw framed that striking portrait of Pope Pius XII in 
profile by Karsh of Ottawa, a Canadian photographer of 
international repute, and purchased it as my special memento 
of the pilgrimage. 
 
On Christmas Eve 1950, the Pope closed the Holy Door at St. 
Peter’s Basilica and brought the Jubilee Year to an end. It was, 
however, unthinkable that anything similar should happen at 
San Silvestro. Not only had the centre proved a success with 
the pilgrims, but the tearoom had become a haven especially 
for the resident expatriates. It filled a gap where hitherto 
something was lacking, the equivalent of a social club where 
one could meet old friends and be introduced to new ones in a 
comfortable relaxed atmosphere. Spend an afternoon reading 
the national Catholic newspapers, find the latest copy of The 
Tablet or the Dublin Review, even the daily L’Osservatore 
Romano and Jesuit monthly Civiltà Cattolica. Almost out of 
nothing, Pamela and Bernadette had created a homely, almost 
nostalgic ambient, where Abbot Aidan Williams OSB could 
hold court and charm the other guests, including habitués like 



Major Jim Uttely, attaché of the British Legation to the Holy 
See, Mr. Charles Amato and his wife Beth from the Australian 
Embassy, the prominent writers Martin Boyd and Morris West 
also both from ‘down under’, and numerous others. 
 
All was brought to a sudden, unfortunate end. A new rector of 
San Silvestro, Irish born Fr. Smith, on his first visit to the tea 
centre, immediately took umbrage when hysterically Pamela 
stopped him from sitting “in Father Abbot’s armchair”, and 
steered him into something less prestigious. The following day, 
Pamela and Bernadette received a curt note from him 
requesting that they remove any personal effects from the 
centre. It was closed and there was no reprieve. The local 
Catholic community was outraged. 
 
By mere coincidence, Pamela and Bernadette had been invited 
by Monsignor Clapperton for supper at his apartment in Via 
Taranto that very evening. He had asked me to be present also 
to assist him, otherwise on his own, offering hospitality to his 
guests, something that I did very willingly. It is difficult to 
describe the state of agitation in which they arrived, shocked at 
the brutal decision of the Pallotine rector earlier that day, 
lacking as it was in the most elementary courtesy towards two 
elderly, highly respectable Catholic ladies, his most devout 
parishioners. “Non c’è più religione”, they wailed in their 
chagrin. Naturally, we listened sympathetically as they poured 
out their trauma and received our full support, knowing they 
could count both of us now onwards among their loyal 
supporters. 
 
Indeed, several influential friends rallied around and quickly 
organized themselves in such a way that Pamela and Bernadette 
could continue their much appreciated (except by Father Smith) 



service to the resident English-speaking community. Tea was 
served every afternoon, with the exception of Sunday, on 
specific days at the homes of various charming hostesses: 
Monday at Mrs Reid in Via S. Erasmo; Tuesday at the 
Lionesses in Via del Corso; Wednesday at Lady Effie’s at her 
palatial residence in Palazzo Taverna, and so on. On Thursdays, 
when the proprietor took her day off, Pam and Berna 
entertained their guests at the rented rooms they shared in Via 
Mario de’Fiori, near the Spanish Steps. You simply turned up 
and joined the party. 
 
One such Thursday afternoon, long after my days at the 
College, I found myself seated between some old dowager and 
an equally elderly gentleman neither of whom were known to 
me, not having been formally introduced. After chatting with 
the lady on my right for some considerable time, at last I turned 
to the other guest on my left and opened the conversation with 
the question: “I believe you are from Australia, is this your first 
visit to Rome?” “No, Father, I live here” was his reply. Not to 
end our dialogue at this early stage, I racked my mind for 
‘Australiana’. By chance, that summer I had read a fascinating 
novel about Australian society in the previous century. “Have 
you read ‘Lucinda Brayford’?”, I enquired. His teacup clattered 
in its saucer: “Father, I wrote it!” Seated beside me was the 
famous Martin Boyd, author of several novels. From that 
moment we became the best of friends and other later 
encounters were always joyful occasions. He was a devout 
Anglican, but on his deathbed, he requested that someone send 
for me. Alas, I was absent from Rome at that moment, but 
Father Seamus Freeman, rector of San Silvestro, reconciled 
him, administered the Last Sacraments, and he died in the fold 
of the Catholic Church (+1972). Requiescat in pace. 
 



The first Sunday of each month was normally observed as a 
Day of Recollection, with a conference in the late morning and 
again in the afternoon. At that time the director was an English 
Jesuit, Fr. Joseph Gill, professor at the Pontifical Oriental 
Institute and author of an acclaimed history of the Council of 
Florence.  He was a slim built, rather ascetic figure, very 
reserved and never known to use two words when one would 
suffice. His conferences were well prepared, but a trifle dry, 
rather academic. One of the students asked Fr. Kinsella: “Is 
Father Gill a convert?” “No, not yet”, was the reply, “but we’re 
hoping he’ll come in soon!” 
 
There was a good copia of external confessors, including very 
dedicated men like Fr. Tyndel Atkinson OP, a much sought-
after penitentiary at St. Mary Major’s basilica, or Fr. Hilary 
Morris OSM at San Marcello, who always ended the encounter 
in the confessional by asking: “Have you read my latest 
book?”. ‘TLC’ was guaranteed, we were all treated with tender 
loving care. Such good friends of the College, and occasionally 
guests on a feast day. 
 
Regularly visitors arrived from home, an endless flow of 
clerical exponents, especially former scozzesi, family 
members, other relatives and many friends. Bishop James 
Ward, Auxiliary of Glasgow, stopped in Rome and came to the 
College one evening, during the return journey from the Holy 
Land, with a group of pilgrims organized by Father James 
McShane, formerly my professor of Sacred Scripture at 
Cardross. A happy reunion. 
 
A close friend of my own family, though not strictly related by 
blood, was my mother’s godmother, Mrs Charles Gallagher, 
known to us affectionately as Aunt Maggie Lambie, her maiden 



name before marriage. Petite, dark complexion, well groomed, 
she was the epitome of a Glasgow housewife. We held her in 
the highest regard and felt a strong bond especially with her 
two daughters, though very senior to all of us. Already in her 
eighties, my ‘aunt’ came to Rome accompanied by her married 
daughter, Geraldine Macfarlane, a qualified secondary school 
teacher, and it was with great pleasure that I showed them the 
historic sights of the Eternal City. We were standing at the busy 
inter-section of Piazza Venezia and Via del Corso, admiring the 
imposing Victor Emmanuel monument, l’Altare della Patria, 
when Aunt Maggie turned to me and remarked: “Oh Charles, 
what an awful lot of foreigners around here!” Only a 
Glaswegian could be as myopic to see it like that. 
 

Christmas and our 
traditional Gilbert & 
Sullivan operetta. 
This year “Iolanthe” – 
a difficult production 
with an all-male cast, 
half of whom formed 
the chorus of fairies. 
Cardinal Heard had 
already pronounced 
on similar theatrical 
situations: “If they 
don’t want to play a 
female part, don’t 

force them to do so, but if they do want to take it, then you 
should throw them out!” The tunefulness of the choruses and 
the diaphanous costumes made up for any deficiencies. 
 



The natural talent for acting that these amateur theatricals 
revealed in some students made one wonder whether their true 
vocation lay in the direction of the stage, rather than at the steps 
of the Altar. Grease paint carefully removed, the world of 
make-belief put aside for another year, the students resumed 
their more demanding roll of candidates for the Sacred 
Priesthood. How I would like to raise an Encore, Encore, 
Encore to that! 
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Almost certainly over to St. Peter’s on New Year’s morning to 
receive the Holy Father’s blessing, imparted more solemnly 
Urbi et Orbi, otherwise there was little point in being in Rome. 
 
O Dies illa! On 5th February, the Vice-Rector, Father Hugh 
McEwan, announced at supper, that the Rector had been 
received in Audience earlier that day and Pope John had named 
him a Canon of St. John Lateran, and that Monsignor Philip 
Flanagan had been appointed his successor as rector. 
 
The final moment had arrived, the Old Boss, after almost forty 
years, relinquished the helm of the College. My heart went out 
to him. Suddenly he seemed so aged, slumped at table. 
 
The fact that many months earlier Bishop Black had confided 
to me the decision of the Bishops did nothing to prepare me for 
the moment when eventually the clock struck. There was 
something epochal about it. We were witnessing the end of an 
era. The silver pontifical medal in its red silk case, which the 
Rector had received from the Pope in person that morning, was 
passed from hand to hand for us to admire. With little 
enthusiasm: one could have sliced with a knife the atmosphere 
in the refectory that night. 
 



Cardinal Heard paid his 
first visit as cardinal to the 
College on 7th February 
1960. Replying to 
Monsignor Clapperton’s 
warm words of welcome, 
he spoke movingly of his 
sense of gratitude to the 
Pope for having created 
him a cardinal in 

recognition of his many years of service. He had not looked for 
this and frankly believed that further honours had passed him 
by, but it gave him great happiness to think that Scotland was 
represented once again in the Sacred College, even if only by 
his own person. 
 
As judge of the Rota, William Theodore Heard may yet go 
down in history as one of the greatest jurists of the Catholic 
Church in modern times, to borrow the phrase Pope John 
himself used, when conferring the Red Hat upon him. He had 
dedicated thirty-two years of his life to the tedious task of 
examining legal and forensic evidence, mostly in matrimonial 
cases, which called for a meticulous investigation of the 
depressing, often tragic facts of wrecked marriages. 
 
Tireless, never lazy, he devoted hours of study to his casework, 
with resulting decisions that those most competent to judge 
declared extraordinary, not only for his crystal-clear exposition 
of the facts and terse Latin style, for which he also became a 
model, but more on account of the fine legal balance he struck, 
combing a profound knowledge of Canon Law with perfect 
equity in applying it. It was not a question of justice being 



tempered by mercy, for him justice was synonymous with 
mercy. 
 
That same day, it was announced that Monsignor Gerard 
Rogers, vicar-general of Motherwell Diocese, and moreover a 
distinguished and renowned scozzese, was to succeed Cardinal 
Heard as prelate auditor of the Roman Rota, representing the 
British Commonwealth of Nations on this prestigious tribunal 
of the Holy See. Che bella festa! 
 
On Sunday, 21st February, Monsignor Clapperton was installed 
as a Canon of the Patriarchal Lateran Basilica – mater et caput 
omnium ecclesiarum – and the cathedral of the Bishop of 
Rome. The College community was there in strength – omnes 
ad unum – for the Old Boss’s canonization! His fellow canons 
seemed to us to be a rare lot. They reminded me of the Pool of 
Bethsaida! 
 
On Wednesday, 24th February, Monsignor Flanagan arrived 
from Valladolid to assume the prestigious mantle of office as 
Rector of the Pontifical Scots College in Rome. Laudatory 
rumours about his capacity and suitability had gone ahead of 
him, so he was greeted with a rousing ad multos annos. In the 
days that followed, he lost no time before interviewing each of 
us personally, and I came away from that first meeting a happy 
encouraged young man. Even now, I still venerate his memory 
and number him for countless reasons among the influential 
mentors of my life. 
 
Monsignor Rogers arrived from Scotland on 12th March to 
begin his assignment to the Roman Rota. He was warmly 
greeted as a guest of the College, although the room put at his 
disposal on the ground floor, adjacent the main entrance, 



seemed hardly adequate. Later, in fact, also in view of the 
probable closure of the College, he opted for more suitable 
accommodation with a small French community, close to the 
Vatican, on the steep incline at the beginning of the Via Aurelia 
Antica. 
 
For reasons that I can no 
longer recall, the annual gita 
took place on 24th March, 
but this time was a more 
modest affair without an 
exotic destination. Instead, 
the Villa at Marino was the 
chosen venue. For me this 
was absolutely ideal, having 
heard so much about it, but never since my arrival in the 
College having had the occasion to go there. What an 
impression it made upon me! The general plan of the building 
and the ample proportions, the principal entrance, the chapel, 
the refectory and other public rooms, were all beyond whatever 
I had heard of them at second hand. 
 
Obviously, this reflected positively on Monsignor Clapperton’s 
capacity, as it was, he who commissioned the construction of 
the ‘new Villa’, in the peaceful years before the Second World 
War. His hallmark was only too evident. The scozzesi who had 
enjoyed the benefits of a villeggiatura at Marino were all 
enthusiastic about their experience, and the Villa remained 
among the cherished memories of their time spent in Italy. 
 
Foremost among these was the new rector himself. Monsignor 
Flanagan made it no secret: he would gladly have transferred 
the old College from Rome to the existing property at Marino, 



without the hassle of building from scratch, were it not for the 
costly problem of the access road, of the distance that separated 
the Villa from the Gregorian, requiring the organizing of daily 
transport, and long before the advent of the present network of 
connecting motorways. He lost no time, however, in bringing 
the accommodation up to standard, installing central heating 
for the winter months, in readiness for the temporary upheaval 
following the closure of the old College. 
 
Bernard Ashworth was already almost 70 years old, when he 
was ordained to the Priesthood, on 2 April 1960, for pastoral 
service in the Diocese of Aberdeen, upon completing his 
studies at the Pontifical Beda College, having previously been 
a judge on assize in England. 
 
Bernard invited me to be Deacon at his first Mass on Passion 
Sunday, in Bernini’s little gem of a church, namely S. Andrea 
al Quirinale. Members of his family had come from England 
to celebrate with their father this exceptional event in his life, a 
joy in which we intimately shared. A festive lunch followed 
and was served in the restaurant of the nearby Anglo-American 
hotel, directly facing our own College in Via delle IV Fontane. 
 
In his after-dinner words of thanks to his guests, there came a 
moment when he almost broke down with emotion: “How I 
wish that she had lived to share all this with me”. He was 
referring of course to his late beloved wife. There was not a dry 
eye among us. That memory remains vividly with me still. He 
was reunited with her in heaven on 31st March 1973, when in 
his 83rd year. An edifying obituary appeared in the The Catholic 
Directory for Scotland 1974. Well done, good and faithful 
servant! 
 



Reading in the refectory 
around this time included 
a fascinating eye-witness 
account of the battle 
waged by Allied troops 
against superior German 
forces occupying the 
ancient abbey of 
Montecassino, and from 
that strategic vantage 
point, blocking the advance towards Rome. 
 
Big Jim McGhee suggested that it would be interesting to visit 
the site and see it for ourselves, so, with young Michael O’Neill 
from First Philosophy added to make a terna, we travelled by 
regional train and local buses and spent a fabulous day together. 
The reconstruction of the abbey church was well advanced, and 
the vast programme of interior redecoration had just begun, 
which I monitored on subsequent visits. My memory fails me, 
however, about where (or what) we ate that day. If it had been 
all that good, I should have loved to pass on the word. 
 
From L’Osservatore Romano, 16th June, we learned the names 
of the of the 74 members of the Central Preparatory 
Commission for the forthcoming General Council, comprising 
35 Cardinals, 4 Patriarchs, 5 Archbishops, and 7 Bishops. To 
our delight Cardinal William Theodore Heard and Archbishop 
Donald Alphonsus Campbell of Glasgow were among them. 
On 5th July, Fr. Michael Browne, Irish-born Master General of 
the Dominicans, was added to their number. On 16th July, 
Mons. Francis Brennan, the American Dean of the Roman Rota 
in succession to Cardinal Heard, was among the 22 Councillors 
added to the Central Preparatory Commission.  Momentum was 



increasing, the maelstrom of the Council was beginning to 
move. 
On 19th June, Cardinal 
Heard took formal 
possession of his diaconia 
of S. Teodoro al Palatino, 
accompanied by 
Monsignor Tickle and 
Monsignor Flanagan, 
rectors of the national 
colleges, while the other 
superiors and students 
were present in strength at 
the ceremony. 
 
This was the church where that exclusive penitential 
confraternity of the Sacconi had its premises, the members 
taking part bare-footed in religious functions dressed overall in 
pointed-hooded outfits to conceal their real identity and 
resembling something straight from the Klu Klux Clan! 
Enough to give one ‘the creeps’. 
 
My class was exonerated from attending lectures during the 
second semester to allow us more time to dedicate to the 
preparation of our doctoral thesis. Nor were there any exams in 
minor subjects at the end of the academic year. 
 
My sister Milly chose the last week of June to visit me in Rome, 
an ideal time and I planned to make it as memorable as possible. 
I met her at the Stazione Termini on her arrival and escorted 
her to comfortable accommodation with the Sisters of St. Anne, 
in Via Giusti, a quiet street parallel to Via Merulana, and 
reasonably convenient, within walking distance of the College. 



The weather was perfect for sight-seeing, bright and sunny, but 
not yet oppressively warm. Her reaction at seeing the 
Colosseum for the first time was almost one of disbelief. 
Likewise, the Roman Forum. She had distinguished herself in 
the Latin and Greek classics at Notre Dame school and at 
Glasgow University, so these monuments were familiar to her 
from the illustrations in the textbooks. Here they were the real 
things! 
 
The Campo de’Fiori proved to be a major attraction for her, the 
various vendors, their stalls piled high with assorted herbs and 
aromatic spices unknown in traditional Scottish kitchens, 
appealed to us to indulge our curiosity and were irresistible. 
The air was heavy with their pungent scent and small packaged 
samples of mixed varieties were taken home as very acceptable 
souvenirs. 
 
From excellent seats in St. Peter’s, in a raised tribune erected 
against the monumental niche of Longinus, during the General 
Audience with Pope John XXIII, on the last Wednesday of the 
month, we enjoyed an unobstructed view of the Holy Father 
and received his Blessing. For both of us it was the highlight of 
her visit. 
 
Meantime, my dad had contacted me to say that he had 
instructed the London office of Thomas Cook, the international 
travel agents, to authorize their Rome office (in Via Vittorio 
Veneto) to issue us with all the necessary travel tickets for our 
homeward journey. He would take care of the bill. He knew 
that neither of us had excess pocket-money to spend and this 
characteristic generosity made all the difference to our plans. 
 



We travelled in comfort on the Freccia della Laguna to Venice 
and stayed in the same little pensione in Campo San Donato, 
within the vicinity of San Marco, where I had lodged on the 
previous visit. The magic of this fabulous city was not lacking 
and held us spellbound, especially the stunning mosaic interior 
of the Basilica. 
 
Milly had an innate appreciation of art and was fully aware and 
receptive when in the presence of something exceptional. At no 
point did I require ‘chalk and a blackboard’ by way of 
explanation, and that included a keen interest in local cuisine 
and curiosity about the ingredients of any particular dish and 
method of preparation. The restaurateurs responded happily to 
her faltering Italian questions. 
 
One thing was uppermost in our minds, - to find a suitable gift 
for Dad. In the antiquarian bancherelle Milly discovered an 
original two folio map of Scotland, Scozia Settentrionale and 
Scozia Meridionale, printed in Venice, in 1779, by the 
renowned cartographer Antonio Zatta. This was the ideal gift 
as we could give him each one folio in appreciation of his 
concern that lack of funds would not prejudice our holiday 
together. 
 
The final stage was by overnight train to the little resort of 
Bingen on the Rhine, just beyond Mainz, where early next 
morning we transferred to the steamer and sailed down the 
length of this broad slow flowing waterway through cultivated 
vineyards of western Germany, sweeping past the historic 
centres of Coblenz and Bonn, until we reached our destination, 
Cologne, and disembarked in the shadow of the magnificent 
cathedral. After an overnight stop in a small commercial hotel, 
a direct flight conveyed us to Manchester airport, where we 



were met and driven to our parents’ home in Blundellsands. My 
third year at the Scots College was now concluded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 



“Think of the rock from which you were cut, and the quarry 
from which you were hewen”.  Isaiah 51 

 
Fourth Year: 

ANNO DOMINI MDCMLX 
OCTOBER – DECEMBER  1960 

 
An all too evident sign that a new era had dawned for the 
College was in the community group photograph in which for 
the first time Monsignor Philip Flanagan occupied the rector’s 
central place, previously held for almost forty years by the Old 
Boss. 
 
Including the four members of the Faculty, the entire 
Community consisted of 45 souls distributed as follows: 
the Faculty now headed by Monsignor Philip Flanagan, rector; 
Father Hugh McEwan, vice-rector; Father Matthew Kinsella, 
spiritual director; and Father James Foley, repetitore. 

 



The corpus of Postgraduate Priests more than doubled in 
number: Charles Burns L.S.H. Paisley; Joseph Coyle S.T.L. 
Glasgow; Michael Fitzpatrick Aberdeen; James Walsh 
Glasgow; Joseph Devine Glasgow; James Cunningham S.T.L. 
Paisley; and John Cunningham Paisley. 
 
The corpus of Undergraduates, inscribed in the faculties of 
Dogmatic Theology and Philosophy at the Pontifical Gregorian 
University, and listed year by year, was as follows: 
Fourth Year Theology: William Harkins Paisley; Maurice 
Ward Glasgow; Lawrence McMahon Glasgow; Hugh 
McEwan Glasgow; James McGhee Glasgow; George 
Donaldson Motherwell 
Third Year Theology: George Gillespie Glasgow; John Casey 
Motherwell; William McDade Paisley; John McIntyre 
Motherwell; Robert Hendrie Edinburgh; Lawrence Jamieson 
Glasgow 
Second Year Theology: Sean O’Kelly Edinburgh; Hugh Boyle 
Glasgow; Charles Boyle Glasgow; Albert Laisnez Edmonton; 
Philip Mueller Edmonton; Eamon Friel Glasgow; John 
Fitzsimmons  Paisley. 
First Year Theology: Austin McElhatton Hexham & 
Newcastle; Robert Spence Hexham & Newcastle; Vincent 
O’Neill Motherwell; Edward Gallagher Edinburgh; William 
Slavin Glasgow; Desmond McAllister  Edinburgh; Patrick 
Fitzpatrick  Glasgow; Noel Colford  Glasgow; Joseph 
Fitzpatrick  Motherwell. 
 
Third Year Philosophy: John McGuire Motherwell; Michael 
O’Callaghan Edmonton; Michael O’Neill Motherwell. 
Second Year Philosophy: Neil Gillies Glasgow. 



First Year Philosophy: John McElwaine Glasgow; Henry 
McKay  Glasgow; John Dunne  Glasgow; James Harkins  
Glasgow; James Clancy  Glasgow. 
 
During the summer months, when the building was completely 
empty, Monsignor Flanagan had lost no time in engaging a 
team of interior decorators, who transformed the central 
staircase from the lower basement floor to the topmost level of 
the terrace. The effect was astounding, and it astonished all of 
us the moment we returned to begin the new academic year. 
 
Was this a subtle argumentum ad hominem? The old College 
could be saved. It should be saved. This was how it looked in 
Monsignor Clapperton’s hey-day, when wee Phil himself had 
been an undergraduate. Alas, the fact of the matter was that the 
old College was sold with no possibility of rescinding the 
contract. 
 
Early in Pope John’s pontificate the climate was seen to 
change, and new words were admitted into ecclesiastical 
jargon: ‘dialogue’, ‘ecumenism’, replacing ‘diatribe’ and 
‘excommunication’. Heretics and schismatics were now termed 
our ‘separated brethren’, no matter how obstinate they 
remained in their errors. We referred to God’s ‘Chosen People’, 
as our ‘elder brothers in faith’. Spes convertendi abounded. 
 
It was with the new Liturgical Movement that the changes were 
most apparent. In 1951, Pope Pius XII had taken the first step 
when he reformed the Easter Vigil. Other changes followed, the 
vernacular liturgy gradually replaced the traditional Latin rite, 
but suddenly the changes multiplied at such a rate that it was 
difficult to keep abreast and continue to sentire cum Ecclesia. 
 



We eagerly implemented approved reforms but were sceptical 
about the more exaggerated versions. The seminarians of the 
North American College liked to be considered pioneers in 
matters liturgical, peritissimi in sacris. Occasionally hair-
raising rumours filtered out. Much depended on where one 
lived. 
 
The wits might well joke: “In Holland, prior to the General 
Council, nothing, absolutely nothing changed in the Roman 
Catholic Church, except of course the Bread and the Wine. 
After the Council, everything, well almost everything in the 
Roman Catholic Church has changed, except of course the 
bread and the wine”. Blasphemous, but indicative of the age. 
Devotional practices, novenas, special feasts, lay scattered like 
dead leaves in the forest of Vallombrosa. 
 
The young Hans Kung’s “The Council and Reunion” was 
acclaimed as being prophetic and disappeared from the 
bookshops as fast as hot cakes. 
 
What hitherto had been unthinkable, now seemed highly 
appropriate, almost inspired. On 2nd December 1960, the 
historic visit of Geoffrey Francis Fisher, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, to His Holiness Pope John XXIII. Nothing similar 
had been seen in the Vatican since the time of his 
predecessor, Cardinal Reginald Pole (+1558), more than four 
hundred years beforehand. 
 
The Pope took the Archbishop to a side window of the Vatican 
Palace and handed him a set of binoculars. “Train your eyes on 
that little white flèche in the centre of the City” “Yes, yes, I’ve 
got it,” said the Archbishop. “Now you see that I live in the 
shade of the Anglican Church!” added Pope John. He was 



referring to the tiny travertine spire of All Saints church, in Via 
del Babuino. The ice of previous centuries was beginning to 
melt. 

 
Of particular significance for us Scots was 
the visit of Dr. Archibald Campbell Craig, 
Moderator of the General Assembly of the 
Church of Scotland, on 28 March 1962, 
shortly after I had left the College. He 
stopped off in Rome, before returning home, 
having celebrated in Jerusalem the centenary 
of the start of the Scottish Presbyterian 
mission in Palestine. 
 
Opening the conversation, Pope John 
referred to the Moderator’s recent visit to the 

Holy Land. As Nuncio in Turkey, he had visited his friend 
Monsignor Gustavo Testa, Apostolic Delegate in Palestine, 
(whom later he created Cardinal, in 1959), and wondered what 
was the reaction of Dr. Craig when for the first time he visited 
Bethlehem, Nazareth, the Sea of Galilee, or Jerusalem? 
 
The final communique stated that His Holiness had received in 
Audience the Moderator of the General Assembly of the 
Church of Scotland, that they had shared reminiscences on their 
visits to the places intimately associated with the life of Jesus 
and found themselves in harmonious agreement. One can 
hardly expect more than that from two Christian leaders. 
 
This heralded the day when Pope John Paul II, addressing the 
larger non-Catholic population of Scotland, could exclaim: 
“We are only pilgrims on this earth, making our way towards 
the heavenly Kingdom promised to us as God’s children. 



Beloved brothers in Christ, for the future, can we not make that 
pilgrimage together hand-in-hand”. 

 
Foreseeing that this would be the 
last Christmas to be celebrated in 
the old College, Monsignor 
Flanagan encouraged us to 
squeeze out as much merriment 
as possible. The Midnight Mass 
was celebrated with fitting 
solemnity, granted that the 
College Chapel could not 
compare with the Roman 
basilicas. 
 
Nothing was lacking in the 

refectory suitably decked out for the festive season. And the 
Christmas dinner corresponded with our whetted appetites. All 
to the ubiquitous sound of the shepherd pipers outside. 
 
The Gilbert & Sullivan opera that year was “H.M.S. Pinafore”. 
The production definitely merited an ‘Oscar’ award, with Jim 
McGhee as the Captain, Larry McMahon as his daughter 
Josephine, and who else but Sean O’Kelly as Little Buttercup 
– “a plump and 
pleasing person”. (This 
was the role assigned 
to me ten years earlier, 
when it was produced 
at Blairs). What 
memories! What 
traditions!  
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This New Year opened with a bright horizon for the Pontifical 
Scots College: ‘In my end is my beginning’ – (Dans ma fin est 
ma commençement – the motto of Mary Queen of Scots). 
 
Meantime, progress with my thesis may have seemed slow, but 
had been steady, and, after months of dedicated work in the 
Vatican and in my room at the College, the rich contents of the 
Tractatus began to emerge with a dimension that had been 
barely appreciated in the past, when only short excerpts from 
the text were published. 
 
Like the Quaestio on the Immaculate Conception, Bishop 
Rossy’s tractate on the Great Schism was divided into three 
articles, based variously on the words of Holy Scripture and the 
Saints, on Law both canon and civil, on prophecy and grammar, 
according as the need dictated. 
 
The first article was devoted to an exhaustive exposition of the 
versified history of England, composed circa 1361-1372, and 
popularly attributed to St. John of Bridlington, a professed 
Canon Regular of St. Augustine, canonized by Boniface IX, on 
24 September 1401, only twenty-two years after his death and 
the last Englishman to be so before the Reformation. 
 
The thirteen verses which Rossy quotes, were generally 
interpreted as a condemnation of Clement VII, but the bishop 
was confident that he could extract the true meaning of the 
prophecy. He proceeded to do so at considerable length, which 
may have kept his medieval audience entertained, but quite 
frankly left me far from spellbound. 



 
By contrast the second article was completely different. It 
provided a detailed account of the origin of the Great Schism 
and of the immediate impact in England and Scotland and is the 
only contemporary justification of the attitude adopted north of 
the border. Rossy was convinced that the English support of 
Urban VI was based solely on their hatred of the French, and 
especially of the Avignonese papacy. 
 
He gives a graphic account of the first conclave of 1378, based 
on the sworn testimonies of four Italian cardinals, all of whom 
had participated in the election of Bartolomeo Prignano, but 
later switched their allegiance to Robert of Geneva. Rossy had 
brought back home with him notarial statements and other 
relevant documentation which he had shown to the king and to 
others, and now invited anyone to inspect. 
 
Indeed, he felt so keenly about the righteousness of his cause 
that he appended an open letter, dated from Candida Casa in 
the year of the Lord 1387, in which he challenged the English 
bishops to an academic dispute about the pros and cons of the 
rival claimants to the papacy. If that did not satisfy them, then 
a tournament might settle the matter. 
 
The third article consisted of two sections, firstly to provide 
answers to some difficulties and doubts regarding the second 
article, and secondly a return to Bridlington’s prophecy to 
explain certain points about a serious theological difficulty 
connected with it. 
 
The Tractatus was distinguished by the author’s wide 
acquaintance with the scholarly literature of his day, with 
ample quotations from philosophical and theological works, 



with frequent references to legal sources both canonical and 
civil, and a plethora of others. For me it was an introduction to 
an unknown world. It seemed that with each folio transcribed, 
nuggets of learning enriched my mind like so many precious 
stones overflowing from a treasure trove. Admittedly at times 
the work was tedious, but it was rewarding. I learned an 
immense amount and began to appreciate the much-desired 
coordination of these legislative sources that Pope Pius X had 
in mind when he commissioned the codification of canon law, 
achieved postumously with the publication of the Codex Iuris 
Canonici. A monumental enterprise, an indispensable 
instrument without which the Universal Church could not be 
governed. 
 
Bear in mind that the double election of 1378 was the greatest 
unsolved mystery of the entire Middle Ages. There had been 
disputed papal elections on various occasions in the past, but 
always between rival minority factions. Never before had the 
same body of Cardinal electors publicly repudiated their first 
choice and proceeded to elect another, as was the case in their 
rejection of Urban VI and promotion of Clement VII. 
 
Can we accept their exculpation that in the first election they 
acted hastily out of fear instilled by the threats of a Roman mob 
carousing noisily in the basement of the palace where the 
conclave was being held? 
 
The Spanish elector, Cardinal Pedro de Luna, confessed that in 
that first conclave he had acted freely in electing Prignano and 
not under duress. How could a man of such probity and 
exemplary moral conduct later join the other electors and take 
part in the second conclave at Fondi, and after many years 
succeed to Clement VII as Pope Benedict XIII? Because he was 



convinced that his fellow Cardinals were telling the truth, when 
they affirmed on oath that their initial assent had been extracted 
through fear of the unruly populace. 
 
The case was finally resolved with the election of Oddo 
Colonna as Pope Martin V, on 11 November 1417, the 
disruption of Western Christendom having lasted almost forty 
years. This was the significance of my doctoral thesis, exciting 
stuff that even in dreary moments could spur me on to 
completion. 
 
Lent began on 2 March, but the new daily programme excluded 
visiting the round of Stational Churches, as had been my 
‘penance’ in the spring of 1958. The Lord alone knows what 
replaced it. 
 
My thesis was now nearing completion. What problems 
remained to be solved, had been put to one side, confident that 
Fr. Celestino Piana at Quarrachi would have the appropriate 
answers. So, by train to Florence and by taxi from S. Maria 
Novella station to the Via Ripoli, in the southern outskirt of the 
city, where in advance a room had been reserved for me at a 
pensione run by the Sisters of St. John the Baptist. My heart 
gave a leap of complete surprise and sheer delight when we 
arrived at the entrance. On the entablature of the pilasters were 
inscribed in large letters the words Villa Merlo Bianco. Why 
was my reaction so immediate, so overjoyed? 
 
For an explanation, we must return to the Holy Year of 1950, 
when my mother and myself came for the first time to Italy as 
pilgrims to gain the benefits of spiritual renewal offered to the 
faithful during that jubilee year at Rome. 
 



We had joined the Hassey family, Mary and Annie, and my 
former classmate Gerard, in arranging to travel together, in the 
company of other Glasgow friends, mostly retired 
schoolteachers and all of them well advanced in years. A 
mammoth pilgrimage had been announced by the Carmelite 
Friars, recently resettled at Aylesford in Kent, which promised 
an unforgettable visit to the Eternal City. We all signed up for 
that. And how right they were! 
 
From the outset, from the moment of departure from 
Westminster Cathedral, on 1 August, it became increasingly 
obvious that our travel arrangements were badly organized and 
beyond the control of our sponsors. The Channel crossing and 
the weary journey across France and into Italy turned into a 
nightmare. Arriving hopelessly behind schedule, we forfeited 
whatever meals had been arranged along our seemingly endless 
route. Frantic attempts were made to improvise. We arrived at 
Rome’s Stazione Ostiense in the afternoon of 5 May, in 
broiling summer heat, - ironically on the feast of Santa Maria 
ad Nives as commemorated annually at the Patriarchal Basilica 
of S. Maria Maggiore - utterly exhausted by being confined in 
airless compartments, without drinking water, and demoralised 
at the lack of explanation and assistance. 
 
The designated Hotel Ginevra was in Via delle Vite, situated 
centrally behind the General Post Office in Piazza San 
Silvestro. The accommodation was adequate and such a haven 
after the stressful endurance test of the previous few days. And 
at least it corresponded with what was indicated on our personal 
pilgrimage agenda. Having deposited the ‘Glasgow party’ 
there, however, we were left to our own devices. No courier, 
no guide to accompany us. 
 



By mere good fortune, our group set off on our own initiative 
for the General Audience at the Vatican in St. Peter’s Basilica. 
On the way there, we passed an elderly English lady also of our 
pilgrimage, seated outside a bar at the beginning of the Via 
della Conciliazione, intent only on consuming an immense 
gelato misto. We warned her that there was little time left to get 
to the Audience, but to no avail. Nothing, absolutely nothing 
would separate her from the ice cream! Eventually, when she 
did reach the Basilica, the Holy Father had arrived from Castel 
Gandolfo, where he was spending his summer villeggiatura, 
and for reasons of security the doors were already locked. 
Having come all the way from England, she was now deprived 
of the highlight of the pilgrimage and bitterly disconsolate at 
this mishap blamed everyone in sight, herself excepted! 

 
 
 



We had an unexpected bonus. As we moved slowly away from 
the Vatican after the Audience, the security guards asked us to 
stand aside momentarily in order to allow the Pope’s limousine 
to exit on its return to the papal summer villa. What a thrill to 
get this close-up view of His Holiness and receive a second 
time His blessing. 
 
Apart from amazement at the splendour of the major basilicas, 
nothing has remained in my memory of making the prescribed 
Holy Year visits, left as we were to organising them on our own 
and depend on the official pilgrims’ vade mecum, which is still 
among my possessions. 
 
Something must have been organised because I have a distinct 
recollection of being taken to a site just outside the City, where 
it was alleged that Bruno Cornacchiola, a lapsed Catholic 
fanatically hostile to the Church, had visions of Our Blessed 
Lady at the Tre Fontane district, as recently as 1947, which led 
to his return to the practice of the Faith. He died in the year 
2001. 
 
The unadorned cave was shown to us. There was nothing else 
to be seen. Our immediate reaction was more one of scepticism 
than devotion. A modest construction marks the site today, but 
it has never drawn throngs of pilgrims, is in no way comparable 
to the great Marian sanctuaries of Lourdes or Fatima, nor has it 
been recognised officially by the Holy See. Personally, in all 
the years that have elapsed since the Holy Year of 1950, I have 
never felt an urge to return to the Tre Fontane. Perhaps I should 
regret and remedy that. 
 
Someone (very probably Father Francis Duffy, my form master 
in Blairs), had suggested that it would be courteous to bring 



with me a carton of British cigarettes and leave this as a gift at 
the Pontifical Scots College. This was done with pleasure and 
Monsignor Clapperton responded with a note of appreciation. 
The reason for attributing this inspired good deed to the ‘Wee 
Duff’, was simply because he asked me to bring back for him a 
supply of toscanelli cigars, something I would not have thought 
of doing motu proprio. 
 
This is not my only memory associated with the College during 
that visit in 1950: one afternoon, when shopping at Nazareno 
Berretti’s popular repository, beside the Minerva, by chance I 
met several others of our party from Glasgow, who had the 
good fortune to have Paddy Gilbride, a scosseze in Philosophy, 
as their guide. What a bella figura he made, in spite of the heat, 
dressed in his purple soutane and red sash. John Mone and 
Kieran Gallagher were with him, possibly former classmates at 
St. Aloysius’ College. Happy memory!  
 
After Rome, our pilgrimage stopped briefly at Assisi. Here it 
became clear that a deal had been struck with the locals, 
who seemed bent on extracting from the stupidi inglesi as much 
occult compensation for damage sustained during World War 
II. What an easy target! From the railway station, near S. Maria 
degli Angeli, we were bused uphill to the main town and 
deposited somewhere in the centre. Here it was explained that 
to reach the basilica of St. Francis, would require taking taxis 
and the ‘approved tariff’ was such and such. Daylight robbery, 
but apparently there was no alternative. Likewise, to return to 
the church of S. Chiara near which our buses were parked, 
would necessitate another journey by taxi. The local mayor had 
prohibited coach companies from depositing the pilgrims near 
to the tomb of the Poverello, or of up-lifting them. A neat (and 
lucrative) arrangement. By now the summer heat appeared to 



reach its zenith. At the station, the over-heated boiler of a 
locomotive exploded, but fortunately in a railway siding, and 
not near to our train. 
 
Onwards to Florence. On arrival the break-down of the travel 
arrangements was revealed at its worst. The scene at S. Maria 
Novella rail station was reminiscent of what had happened in 
Nazi occupied Europe less than a decade earlier. As we 
descended from the train, a courier announced in a stentorian 
voice that we must ignore all hotel information contained in our 
personal agenda, instead we were ordered to form into two 
groups, men to one side, women to the other. No exception, no 
reprieve, no adequate explanation. 
 

At this stage I became 
separated from my 
mother, and Gerry too 
from his relatives. By 
good luck my passport 
was with me and a limited 
amount of Italian money 
still in my pocket. But it 
was a disturbing 
experience. Gerry and 
myself stuck closely 
together. Along with other 
men, we were driven to 

the splendid Hotel Castri near the city centre, where we were 
allocated a large room with a painted ceiling - for five of us. 
This included Father Augustine Valkenburg O.P., a Spanish 
Carmelite brother, and someone whose name now evades me. 
Father Augustine was from the Irish Dominican province and 



succeeded in bringing good cheer, good humour, even ‘good 
night’ into our micro community. 
 
The following morning the group from the hotel headed off in 
the direction of the San Marco convent, noted for the frescos 
by Fra Angelico. By a stroke of luck, I spotted my mother in 
the busy piazza and for a moment we were reunited. I need not 
have worried. With the other ladies of our party, she was 
accommodated comfortably in a pensione run by nuns, all very 
adequate, indeed elegant. 
She was not opposed, 
however, to my proposal to 
join me, if the hotel had 
accommodation. 
Unfortunately, she had not 
noted the address, but the 
Sisters were of the 
Congregation of St. John 
the Baptist and the name of 
their convent was ‘Merlo 
Bianco’. 
 
As soon as possible I returned with this information to my hotel 
and spoke with the charming person in charge. Yes, my mother 
could be accommodated, and she would contact her at once. 
The nuns were called Suore di San Giovanni Battista, and their 
convent was Villa Merlo Bianco. Hearing this last bit, the good 
lady screamed with laughter. With a name like that – (in 
translation the White Blackbird), - those nuns must be running 
a night-club! So, we could not make contact and were only 
reunited at the departure of the train bringing us home via Paris. 
 



Paris was without incident, in 
a good quality hotel in Rue 
François I. We returned to 
London on 15 August, dirty, 
dishevelled, and very weary. 
As we stood in Euston Road, 
waiting for a bus to take us to 
Baker Street underground 
station for the train back to 
Pinner, we heard the salvos of 
the twenty-one-gun salute in 
Regent’s Park: Princess 
Elizabeth had given birth to a 
second child, her daughter 
Anne, the Princess Royal of 
today. 
 

These were the memories that surged up like a great tsunami in 
my mind, as the taxi entered the grounds of Villa Merlo Bianco. 
And the interior of the pension corresponded exactly with how 
my mother had described it to me more than a decade before. It 
seemed almost like a home coming. 
 
My room was on the piano nobile of the original villa, leading 
off a panelled library. It was large and comfortable with a 
French-window looking out over the rear onto a spacious 
garden. Ideal for study and I settled down immediately. 
 
The sole purpose of my visit to Florence was to consult Father 
Celestino Piana O.F.M., the editor of Bishop Thomas de 
Rossy’s tract in defence of the Immaculate Conception, one of 
the team of Franciscan scholars at the house at Quarracchi, a 
place somewhere to the west of the city, in the direction of 



Pistoia, and not easily reached by public transport. Imagine my 
sense of chagrin, therefore, when on arrival hot and dusty in my 
black Scots College sartoria soutane, I was greeted at the 
portineria with the news that Padre Celestino was not available, 
having left earlier that day and gone to Bologna to consult the 
libraries there. What a great disappointment. Pazienza. 
 
There was no point in allowing this incident to impede me from 
beavering away at my text in the relaxed atmosphere of Villa 
Merlo Bianco. 
 
The bedroom immediately adjacent to mine had been allocated 
to a guest from Western Germany. She was Elizabeth Wurfel, 
a charming middle-aged senior schoolteacher, a devout 
Lutheran, originally from Dresden, highly cultured, and with a 
perfect command of English. She was curious about the identity 
of her next-door neighbour, who was typing sporadically at all 
hours of the day. We met in the dining room by chance and 
immediately struck up a happy relationship. She showed 
interest in my thesis but was fascinated by all that she saw in 
Florence – the Pitti, the Uffizi galleries, the Boboli gardens. 
Above all, she was enthusiastic about the churches: the Duomo, 
Santa Croce, the convent of San Marco with its fabulous 
frescos by Fra Angelico, and so on. 
 
  



 
She expressed a desire to attend the Easter Vigil liturgy at the 
duomo, with the blessing of the New Fire in the open space 
between the façade of the cathedral and the octagonal Baptistry. 
This ceremony was scheduled to begin one hour before 
midnight, so quite late, with a reduced service of public 
transport. Personally, I was apprehensive of an elderly tourist 
being out at that late hour unescorted and let my concern be 
known. Elizabeth agreed, but showed such disappointment that 
the least I could do, if she really was bent on going, was to offer 
to accompany her. Something I never regretted. 

 
The liturgy was performed to perfection. A stately, venerable 
Archbishop officiated, with a dignity and nobility beyond 
compare. Cardinal Elia della Costa, the saintly Archbishop of 
Florence, would celebrate Mass in the morning, on 17 April, 
Easter Sunday. 
 



My German friend was obviously deeply moved by the 
solemnity of the Latin ritual, the chant, the candle-light, the 
incense, the richly embroidered vestments. Explaining to her 
the meaning of the various stages as the ceremony evolved was 
a pleasure for me, not a distraction. 
 
Frau Elizabeth was wrapped in attention. The ‘Exultet’, the 
triple ‘Alleluia’ heralding Easter, and above all the carillion of 
bells in Giotto’s campanile as their sonorous message pealed 
out across the city at midnight and brought in the paschal feast.  
All magic moments never to be forgotten. We returned to Villa 
Merlo Bianco in the early hours of Easter Sunday morning, 
without incident, safe and sound, and so content that we had 
ventured out together and attended the Vigil service in the 
cathedral. 
 
Her brother had been on the staff of the German Embassy at 
Delhi at the outbreak of war and was immediately interned by 
the British authorities. His hobby was photography and he had 
travelled widely during the years spent on the sub-continent. A 
selection of his work was organised into an exhibition, – the 
Face of India – and was greeted with such acclaim, that the 
Prime Minister, Pandit Nehru, insisted that it be purchased for 
the nation. 
 
He did not return to Germany, so Elizabeth visited him in India 
and clearly had been moved by the experience. Through his 
influence, she visited an acknowledged ‘holy woman’ and 
conversed with her. A foreign correspondent was trying to 
cajole her into uttering a statement on the extreme poverty that 
prevailed in India, which later she could quote to her readers. 
“The poor are sleeping in the streets! “she ranted.  “What are 
they doing in the streets?”, asked the holy woman calmly. 



“They are sleeping”, retorted the correspondent hotly. The holy 
woman had her reply ready: “Here at least the poor are 
sleeping. They are sleeping. Back in your country the rich have 
to spend billions of dollars on drugs that will help them to 
sleep!” Elizabeth came away deeply impressed, as she confided 
to me. 
 
Having completed anxiously to the best of my ability the final 
emendations, the moment had come to bring the thesis to a 
copisteria and have the requisite number of copies typed 
professionally. There was no such facility as photocopying in 
those days. Sheets interspersed with messy carbon paper was 
the only method of reproduction available. An agency near the 
church of San Silvestro had been highly recommended and I 
was not disappointed in the final product. 
 
My manuscript was assigned to a charming, somewhat plump, 
typist named Signorina Giancamilli. She was a model of 
kindness and patience, and extraordinary dexterity. She 
glanced at my text, asked me to return after a few hours and 
withdraw the first pages for control. Later that evening five or 
six pages were already awaiting me, and I simply could not 
believe my eyes. Beautifully spaced, free of corrections and 
other blemishes, the “Lima veritatis” took on a completely new 
look, bearing no resemblance to the typewritten pages over 
which I had sweated all these months. It was transformed and 
my feeling was one of elation. The typist warned me to be 
extremely careful when handling the pages so as not to disturb 
their alignment. She alone would make any necessary 
corrections on all six copies of the text. 
 
Clutching the precious dossier to my chest, I returned to the 
College by way of the busy Via del Tritone. Meeting by chance 



a Dublin Scripture scholar, Father John Greahey, we stopped in 
a mini bar for a quick cappuccino, and I could not hide my 
sense of exhilaration. “It’s like holding your first-born child in 
your arms, isn’t it”, said my friend, and how right he was. That 
memory has remained fixed in my mind. And that bar still 
functions. Perhaps we should arrange for a commemorative 
plaque to be affixed on the wall – ad perpetuam rei memoriam. 
 
For the following weeks my daily programme was simply that 
of to-ing and fro-ing between the College and the agency in 
Piazza San Silvestro. When that was completed, the next stage 
was to have the pages elegantly bound by a professional 
rilegatore, and the final stage was to consign the appropriate 
number of copies to the Secretariate of the University, 
obviously retaining a copy for myself. Good manners required, 
however, that the top copy be offered to the moderator of the 
thesis. This was all duly accomplished in the last days of April. 

 
At the beginning of May, Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 
paid an official State Visit to 
Italy. She had been here on 
several occasions in the past, 
but this was her first time as 
monarch. 
 
Undoubtedly her visit marked 
the apex of my four years in 
Rome, something altogether 

exceptional, memorable, unforgettable. Fortunately, my thesis 
was at its final stage with readers at the Gregorian, not requiring 
my presence, so there was greater freedom to follow every step 
and even be an eyewitness at several events. 



The first port of call (literally) was Sardinia, where The Queen 
arrived on board the Royal Yacht Britannia. From there a short 
hop across the Mediterranean to the Italian peninsula. The 
entire populace of Naples was crowded beyond belief along the 
seafront in anticipation of her arrival and broke into delirium at 
the first sighting of the ship as it entered the romantic Gulf of 
Naples and progressed slowly, silently, so majestically in the 
direction of the waiting dock. The welcome accorded Her 
Majesty was exuberant, rapturous, tumultuous, something only 
Naples could conceive. 
 
The next stage of the journey was aboard the Presidential Train 
to Rome, where the Italian President, Giovanni Gronchi, 
greeted her on arrival at the Stazione Ostiense, and 
accompanied her to the Arch of Constantine, beside the 
Colosseum, where the Mayor of Rome welcomed her to the 
Eternal City. The barricades erected the entire length of the Via 
dei Fori Imperiali were thronged with admiring well-wishers, 
everyone intent on getting a glimpse of this beautiful young 
monarch as she stood alone (the President remained seated at 
her side) in the splendid limosine and waved to the bystanders, 
myself among them, as she passed. The escort of mounted 
Palatine Guard made a bellissima figura. The atmosphere was 
euphoric! Past the Altare della Patria, the Piazza Venezia, to 
the final destination the Quirinal Palace. 
 
In the course of the visit the Royal Party undertook numerous 
engagements. Members of the British Commonwealth were 
invited to a reception at the Palazzo Barberini, which could not 
have been more convenient to the Scots College,  
situated immediately opposite in Via delle Quattro Fontane. 
My recollection, however, is one of airless, overcrowded 
drawing rooms, everyone jostling for a better position. As the 



Queen approached where our group was standing, the Rector 
of San Silvestro called out: “Hello, are you enjoying yourself, 
Duckie?” The Queen smiled and continued unperturbed. The 
expression, however, on Prince Philip’s face would have sunk 
a thousand battleships. If a popular vote had been taken at that 
moment, that guest would have been returned to sender. It was 
not an occasion for a personal encounter with the Royals, not 
unless they deigned to greet you. The invitation card is 
carefully kept among my private papers. 
 
A truly gala occasion was the evening visit to the Rome Opera 
House. Having chosen a vantage point on the Via Nazionale, 
near the corner at the intersection with Via delle Quattro 
Fontane, my view of this thoroughfare was uninterrupted. The 
road had been cleared of all traffic, not even a cat stirred. 
Watching the first carabinieri outriders speed down the entire 
length of the street to ensure that top security was in place, 
followed immediately by the flotilla of official cars their blue 
roof lamps flashing brightly, was like witnessing the arrival of 
a tidal wave as it rolled landwards, gaining momentum, from 
the sea. In its midst was The Queen, resplendent, smiling 
graciously, apparently happy at the enthusiastic reception 
accorded her, her diamond tiara and other select pieces of 
jewellery glistening like something out of fairyland. 
Unbelievable, yet true. 
  



 
The highlight of the 
State Visit clearly 
for us was the 
Audience with His 
Holiness Pope John 
XXIII, on 5th May, 
in the forenoon.  
The Superiors and 
entire Community 
of the Scots 
College were 
admitted to the 

Sala Clementina in the Vatican, as were the Superiors and 
components of the Venerable English and Pontifical Beda 
Colleges, to give a standing ovation and acclaim the Royal 
Couple, after they had been received by the Pope. 
 
Other lay members of the British community were admitted to 
the Cortile San Damaso to greet them at their arrival. The 
strains of the National Anthem played by the band of the 
Pontifical Swiss Guard and the voices of the layfolk as they 
broke into ‘God save the Queen’ were wafted up to the 
windows of the Prima Loggia and increased our emotion. It 
was all very exciting. 
 
Some sections of the national press had commented in advance 
that Her Majesty would have to go to the Vatican “dressed like 
a nun”, in black with a black veil. Protocol required that she 
wear black, and her head be veiled. But what a stunning outfit 
her dress-designer (probably Norman Hartnell), had produced 
for this exceptional occasion. The sleek black silk dress, 
sheathed in lace, the royal blue sash of the Order of the Garter 



crossing her breast, several ropes of pearls adorning her neck, 
an elaborate black lace mantilla cascading delicately over her 
shoulders, and a spectacular diamond tiara crowning her head. 
The effect was outstanding. No nun ever dressed like this. 
 
The national rectors and other college superiors were 
accommodated apart in a connecting anteroom, where they 
could be presented individually to Her Majesty. Alas, also 
admitted was Monsignor John Mostyn, an overbearing, rather 
pompous Welshman and Canon of St. Peter’s Basilica in the 
Vatican, bursting with self-importance. When his turn came, he 
bleated “Maam, these (indicating the rectors and bella 
compagnia) are created in our image and likeness”, a remark 
that was probably meaningless to the Royal Visitor. 
Clapperton, Duchemin and Tickle were furious at such public 
effrontery and it didn’t endear Mostyn to their communities. I 
cannot recall him ever being a guest at the Old Boss’s table, at 
least not in my time. 
 
Thunderous applause greeted the Royal Couple and their 
entourage when they entered the Sala Clementina, escorted by 
the papal gentlemen-in-waiting in their baroque uniforms. 
 
Unexpectedly, completely unrehearsed, the youngest student of 
the English College stepped forward and presented the 
Monarch with an immense bouquet of flowers. This had not 
been agreed upon previously by our respective communities 
and in fact caused some embarrassment, because no attendant 
had been deputed to take charge of the floral tribute. Some 
unrepeatable suggestions were muttered, fortunately inaudibly, 
by disgruntled onlookers. The incident, however, was only a 
slight blip on an otherwise historic occasion. The moment was 
immortalised by a photographer for future generations. 



 
After the Vatican, the State Visit continued to Florence, and 
from there to the other major cities of northern Italy, Turin, 
Milan and Venice. At Milan she met the Cardinal Archbishop, 
Govanni Battista Montini, at the early Christian basilica of 
Sant’Ambrogio. With somewhat laboured English, pitched in a 
low gravelly voice, His Eminence gave The Queen a condensed 
account of the life of his illustrious predecessor, from when 
Ambrose was prefect of police and a child called out “Ambrose 
for bishop”, during a sede vacante, his subsequent brilliant 
episcopate, his sermons, his hymns, his patristic writings, his 
valiant defense of the independence of the Church against civil 
interference, his prominent role in the conversion and baptism 
of Augustine of Hippo, and so on and on…Ambrose, Ambrose, 
Ambrose! The Queen turned smilingly to Prince Philip and 
said: “Darling, we have a horse called Ambrose”. The 
expression on Montini’s face, as caught by the candid camera, 
was one of sheer stupefaction. 
 
How quickly those two years had run their course. With the 
advent of June, what seemed Armageddon to me, namely, the 
public defence of my thesis, that final hurdle was now 
imminent, with judgement about to be passed on the 
concentrated efforts of so many months. There was a flurry of 
communications with the Secretariate of the Gregorian 
University. I had to collect personally, on 7 June at 8.30, the 
points for the Lectio coram and deposit a brief synopsis in Latin 
of the doctoral thesis. The Lectio coram was scheduled for 10 
June at 8.30 in Aula XXII. The topics from which to choose for 
discussion could not have more diverse: a) the pagan 
philosopher Porphyry (3rd century) and his diatribe against the 
Christian Faith; b) the origins of the universities. 
 



On my way to the University to collect them, I was greeted by 
an English priest resident at the Pontifical Beda College, and 
we stopped briefly for coffee in the bar on the corner of Via 
dell’Umiltà. Some days later, he sent me a kind card of 
congratulations in anticipation of the defence. I have it still. 
Subsequently, we became staunch friends and remained so for 
as many years until his recent sad demise: Monsignor Ralph 
Brown, an internationally renowned canon lawyer and vicar 
general of Westminster archdiocese. 
 
Ralph introduced me to another Beda alumnus, Jonathan 
Robinson, the son of a prominent Canadian politician and a 
recent convert to Catholicism, intellectually no dwarf, and 
contagiously enthusiastic about John Henry Newman. He went 
on to found The Oratory at Toronto in Canada. 
 
The official notification in Latin that the Rev. Charles Burns 
would publicly defend his thesis appeared on a printed card 
affixed to the faculty of Church History noticeboard, in the 
vestibule of the Greg. For all to see. 

 
Monsignor Flanagan 
pinned it at a prominent 
space on the College 
noticeboard. This was the 
first time since Tom 
Winning’s defence, in 
1953, that a member of the 
Scots College had fulfilled 
the conditions for the 
laurea degree. 
 



The date for the defence was fixed for 12th June, at 11am, in 
Aula II (now transformed into a coffee-bar!), tucked away in 
the far left-hand corner of the majestic Aula Magna. The Rector 
and Staff all attended, as did numerous scozzesi from the post-
graduates and under-graduates, and a handful of other loyal 
associates. Auguri were in abundance. 
 
Monsignor Treanor was in Rome at the time, but preferred to 
remain in the College, fearing that his presence might inhibit 
me. He spent the hour in the Chapel, - “like Moses on the 
mountain top”, as he said to me afterwards, his arms 
outstretched in prayer, at least metaphorically! 
 
My recollection of the defence is now very blurred. The Dean 
of the Faculty, Prof. Vincenzo Monachino, S.J., presided, and 
the other members of the commission were Prof. Ludwig von 
Hertling, S.J., Prof. Riccardo Villoslada, S.J., Prof. Frederick 
Kempf, S.J., Prof. Burkhardt Schneider, S.J., and Prof. Felix 
Litva, S.J. One could not have chosen a better team of 
examiners: I felt greatly encouraged. 
 
It opened with my recitation of the prayer Actiones nostras etc., 
followed immediately by a brief description in Latin of the 
contents of the thesis and the reasons which made it important 
to bring this to the attention of a wider public, spinning out the 
exordio and occupying as much as possible of the allotted time. 
 
It was then the turn of the Moderator, Prof. Ludwig von 
Hertling, S.J., to lead the discussion, after extolling the merits, 
and he opened (as previously agreed between us), with a certain 
perplexity about an unusual system of abbreviation, certainly 
not the classical accepted form. My answer was ready. At the 
last moment, before consigning the manuscript to the copyist, 



all the citations had been altered to bring them into conformity 
with Prof. Clement J. Fuerst’s Normae Scriptis Edendis in 
Disciplinis Ecclesiasticis, published only recently (1961) by 
the PUG press. Hertling knew that this work was criticised by 
many of the faculty, and there was a predictable reaction. The 
discussion was becoming animated. 
 
Eventually it was the turn of the ‘second reader’ to act as the 
devil’s advocate and point out as many defects as could be 
found, calling in question the validity of the arguments and 
contesting the conclusions. Professor Villoslada appeared to 
assume this role with relish. He was acknowledged world-wide 
as an expert on the history of the Church in the centuries 
preceding the revolt of Luther and the profound renewal that 
accompanied the Council of Trent. Every aspect of the 
‘Avignonese Captivity’ and the ‘Great Schism’ was well 
known to him. The treatise of Thomas de Rossy was grist to his 
mill! There was good reason to fear the worst! 
Whereas, as it transpired, he could not have treated me more 
magnanimously, answering his own objections, almost before 
making them. However, he singled out the passage where my 
text read: ‘secundum Graecum’. What exactly did that mean? I 
admitted that it had puzzled me, because no Greek word, or 
phrase was indicated. He then said that the reading should be 
‘secundum Graecissum’, the noted grammarian. This was a 
valid correction. He was not surprised that I had never heard of 
Graecissus and would have been even more surprised if I had. 
 
The other members of the commission had no comments to 
make, no objections to air. The dean brought the defence to an 
end with words of congratulation, especially commending once 
more the originality of the nature of the thesis. My defence was 
declared “cum laude” and awarded 9/10. 



 
At lunch in the College, Monsignor Flanagan was equally 
generous in his congratulations, something that made 
Monsignor Treanor smile with delight. The side had not been 
let down. 
 
By happy coincidence along with myself, Joseph Coyle, Joseph 
Devine, Leo Walsh, John Cunningham (five Petrini post-
graduates) a group of former Petrini visitors arrived in Rome 
in mid-June, and in time for Monsignor Treanor’s birthday, on 
16th of the month. It seemed appropriate that we invite our 
former Cardross rector to a celebration dinner. When this was 
proposed, unanimous consent was voted, and Monsignor 
Flanagan was in agreement, but pointed out that it would be 
more correct first to obtain the permission of the Archbishop, 
because Monsignor Treanor was here at his disposition. 
 

By chance Archbishop 
Campbell, pictured with 
Cardinal Heard at the 
ceremony for the laying of 
the new college’s 
foundation stone in 1962, 
was pacing up and down 
the main corridor of the 
piano nobile, puffing 
contentedly on a toscanello 
cigar, sign of his mis-spent 
youth and an indication of 
relaxation. Not only did he 
agree with the idea of 
celebrating our former 
rector’s birthday, which he 



thought very loyal and found very touching, and though he 
declined the invitation to join us, he insisted that he would pay 
the bill. We simply had to ensure that the restaurant was suited 
for the occasion. 
 

We opted for the 
Scoglio di Frisio in 
Via Merulana, a 
popular haunt of the 
Old Boss and of the 
College, because of 
the association going 
back to early 
childhood of the 
proprietor, Augusto 
Rossi, with our 

summer Villa at Marino. For many years his father Eugenio had 
been the vignarolo, and his mother, Sor Emma, continued after 
her husband’s death to cater for domestic services, such as 
laundry, darning of socks, and mending in general. They had 
two sons, the elder Gaetano (+2002) entered the Pontificio 
Collegio Leoniano at Anagni, the major seminary for Lazio, but 
under the former Scots rector, Archbishop Donald Mackintosh, 
in 1937, was incardinated into the archdiocese of Glasgow, 
where he gave more than 60 years of devoted service. 
 
Monsignor Clapperton, now rector, paid the Roma Sapienza 
university fees for the second son, Augusto, so there was a very 
strong bond between them. During the Second World War in 
Italy, Augusto defied arrest and certain execution when he 
harboured allied pilots who had fallen behind enemy lines, 
hiding them in a cave above Palestrina, where his mother cared 
for what she believed were her beloved scozzesi of former 



times. It was my privilege to meet the matriarchal Sor Emma 
in person, when Monsignor Rogers kindly drove Clapperton 
and myself to her home in Palestrina on a visit. 
 
Needless to add, the cena in honour of Monsignor Treanor on 
his birthday was enjoyed by all and it gives me pleasure to 
recall, after so many years, the magnanimous generosity of 
Archbishop Campbell that made the occasion all the happier. 
 
Meantime, across the Tiber in the Vatican, the first assembly of 
the Preparatory Central Commission was debating various 
issues in anticipation of the forthcoming Ecumenical Council. 
The Archbishop of Glasgow, accompanied by his theologian, 
Monsignor Charles Treanor, represented Scotland and were 
welcome guests at the College. 
 
One afternoon an acquaintance of Monsignor McEwan called 
on our Vice-Rector. While they were engaged in conversation, 
the Archbishop happened to pass by and catching sight of him, 
the Italian monsignore did a somersault in his eagerness to greet 
the Scottish prelate. The title eccellenza gushed from his lips 
umpteen times. Abundant felicitations followed, occasioned by 
the excellent intervention of that morning. So clear, so succinct. 
Everyone in the Vatican was talking about it. The Archbishop 
accepted this praise with a thin-lipped smile, in silence. 
 
Naturally, wee Hughie was filled with curiosity. At no time had 
Archbishop Campbell divulged in the College that he was 
preparing an intervention, and had consulted nobody, at least to 
the best of his knowledge. What was all this about? 
 
Earlier that day the assembly of Cardinals, Patriarchs and 
Archbishops had deliberated, among other matters, the place of 



Thomistic Philosophy and Theology in the preparation of 
candidates for the Priesthood. Each member was invited to 
express his opinion. When it was his turn, Archbishop 
Campbell stood up and said: “Standum est pro divo Thoma!” 
and sat down. Nothing could have been clearer than that, nor 
so succinct! 
 
The defence of my thesis was successfully accomplished and 
my days in Rome seemed to be drawing swiftly to a close. The 
Vatican Library continued to exercise a magnetic attraction. 
Early one morning in that second half of June, by chance, I 
encountered Father Leonard Boyle, O.P., a distinguished Irish 
scholar, just arrived from St. Michael’s Institute in Toronto, to 
spend the summer vacation helping with the excavations below 
the paleo-Christian basilica of San Clemente, in the vicinity of 
the Colosseum. 
 
He was intent on searching some title in the card-index of the 
Library, and without raising his head and addressing me 
directly, inquired about my life in general, what was new? All 
that came to mind was the recent defence of my thesis. He 
congratulated me on this, but asked what the future held for me 
academically, what did this qualification lead to, or would I 
return to Scotland, sit on my laurels, and play golf for the rest 
of my life? No, assuredly not that! But I had not the foggiest 
idea of what Bishop Black had in mind for me (and, quite 
probably, neither had the bishop). Leonard asked me why did I 
not apply for the scholarship advertised by the University of 
Glasgow for research on topics of Scottish history in archives 
and libraries anywhere outside the United Kingdom? This was 
news to me, never having heard of such an attractive offer. He 
promised to provide details and the following morning handed 



me a photocopy of the application form. What an 
extraordinarily important moment in my life! 

 
My immediate reaction was to communicate all this to Father 
McRoberts. The proposal appealed to him immensely and he 
lost no time in contacting the Bishop of Paisley and obtaining 
his nulla osta, the green light to proceed. 
 
Moreover, he enlisted the support of two highly influential 
historians of national repute: the elderly Dr. Annie I. Dunlop, 
and Dr. Leslie Macfarlane of the University of Aberdeen. Both 
were enthusiastic. More importantly, both had personal 
experience of researching in the collections of the Vatican 
Secret Archive (Annie had devoted a great part of her 
professional life to publishing source material of national 
interest), and Leslie was equally familiar with the Vatican 
collections. Their wholehearted support was guaranteed. 
Indeed, Leslie began to mastermind the matter and his 
involvement was of inestimable value. My gratitude to both 
remains boundless and in the years that followed, fortunately 
there were many occasions when this could be expressed not 
only with words. 
 
In 1976, the Scottish History Society chose my edition of the 
Papal Letters to Scotland of Pope Clement VII of Avignon 
1378-1394, as the volume to commemorate the life and works 
of this eminent national scholar. 
 
Meantime I was not completely idle. The application had to be 
accompanied by the testimonials of at least two referees 
regarding my academic suitability for the position. The 
Secretariate of the Pontifical Gregorian University on request 
issued an affidavit listing the courses I had attended, and the 



marks achieved in all the examinations, ending with the final 
one for the doctoral thesis. A regular administrative request. 

 
The second referee would be the Vatican School of 
Palaeography, with a declaration that for two years I had 
attended all the lectures of Professor Battelli. A simple 
declaration would be sufficient, or so I thought. 
 
To obtain this did not prove to be at all easy. The request had 
to be made to Monsignor Martino Giusti, Prefect of the Vatican 
Secret Archive. I asked to be received in audience and went 
with understandable trepidation, as there had never been an 
occasion in the past when I could be introduced to him, 
although on at least two occasions he had visited the School, in 
order to be photographed with Battelli at the centre of the class 
for the annual academic group record. I have those photographs 
still. 

 
Monsignor Giusti listened carefully to my request, which to me 
appeared simple and straight-forward. Not so to him! He 
explained that any testimonial would necessarily be based on 
the results of the examination for the diploma. What was the 
problem? Not fully prepared? In which case I should not 
present myself as a candidate and risk failure. “Speak first with 
Battelli”, was his advice. The board of examiners could be 
recalled at any given moment, but it was imperative that I come 
to the exam well prepared. He was firm about this and on that 
note we parted. I felt slightly despondent. 
 
My plans for an immediate departure would have to be altered. 
Monsignor Flanagan had no difficulty in allowing me to remain 
alone in the College, after the community had moved to the 
villa at Marino for the annual villeggiatura. 



 
Head down! The oppressive summer heat made concentration 
difficult, but all the more determined to cram in as much as 
possible of Battelli’s excellent course. This was when I 
discovered that he had made seem easy, what in fact was more 
challenging. The first hurdle was the written exam, involving 
dating the manuscript, identifying the type of calligraphy, and 
transcribing a portion of the text. Different codices had been 
selected and were distributed one to each candidate. Silence 
pervaded the aula. There was no possibility of copying. And I 
came away rather apprehensive and dissatisfied. 
 
Some days later I consulted the professor. To my enquiry about 
how I had fared in the written exam, he replied abbastanza, but 
in such a dry tone that I took this to mean appena abbastanza, 
or only aegre probatus. Not encouraging! What a dilemma! 
What should I do? Postpone the oral examination, in the hope 
of returning to Rome later in the autumn? Or just forget about 
the diploma. I had attended the classes free of charge, at my 
own volition, and so was under no obligation to anyone. 

 
Instead, I decided ‘to bite the bullet’, present myself on the 
appointed date, and accept the outcome, come what may. The 
final oral examination was conducted by Professor Battelli in 
his study, in the presence of a Commission comprising Cardinal 
Eugène Tisserant, Dean of the Sacred College and Librarian of 
the Holy Roman Church; Monsignor Martino Giusti, Prefect of 
the Vatican Secret Archive; Dom Anselmo Albereda, OSB., 
Prefect of the Apostolic Vatican Library; Monsignor Hermann 
Hoberg, Vice-Prefect of the Archive; and Professor Giulio 
Battelli, President of the Vatican School of Palaeography. 

 



Nothing of the examination as such has remained registered in 
my memory, of the questions asked, or the answers given. At 
the end, the candidate is requested to step outside and allow the 
Commission to debate what mark to award. His Eminence rang 
a small handbell, and the usher of the School readmitted me. 
The Cardinal was beaming, his ample beard positively 
scintillating, while the other commissioners were smiling 
warmly. He congratulated me on passing the examination and 
declared me diplomé of the Vatican School. 

 
This was a golden opportunity to thank the Cardinal Librarian, 
and the Prefects of the Archive and of the Library, for allowing 
me to conduct my research in their institutions and prepare my 
doctoral thesis. “Laureato? Già laurato?”, asked Tisserant. 
“Yes, already last month” was my reply. “Ma è già laureato!”, 
repeated the Cardinal to the general acclamation of the others. 
Their reason of such jubilation was lost on me. 

 
Nihil sine episcopo: this is the perfect moment to bless the 
memory of Bishop James Black of Paisley semper felicis 
recordationis, who after ordaining me to the Sacred Priesthood, 
sent me to the Scots College in Rome to pursue higher studies 
at the Pontifical Gregorian University, in compliance with the 
wishes of superior Roman authorities, so he truly is the causa 
nostrae laetitiae. 
  



 
Dear Reader, my one thought now was to get back to Scotland 
as soon as possible. Like Laurie Lee, who blissfully walked out 
one mid-summer’s morning on his as acclaimed, but yet 
uncharted travels, after four unforgettable years, for the last 
time I stepped out from 161 Via delle Quattro Fontane and 
headed off in the direction of my own unknown, and quite 
unpredictable future. 
 
Recounting this has involved a long trawl down ‘memory lane’, 
a seemingly endless rigmarole of personal trivia: Cantate nobis 
de canticis Sion…Si oblitus fuero tui oblivioni detur dextera 
mea. Psalm 136, 3-5.  
 
Thank you for your patience and Arrivederci. 

 
 
 
Mgr Charles Burns is a priest of the Diocese of Paisley and 
a Canon of St Peter’s Basilica.  He remains a close friend of 
the College Community. 
 

 


